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o t~e a 
S+udeni' 
Body o oj 
Martin Harm on 
Thornberry 
To tilt" Prof." we lovf' and trust 
tlu most, -
To a man who's friendsllip we 
can boa11, 
To one who co11u:s throuxh eoay 
ItS I 
And givu to M.S./1.1. l1is best,-
To whom for certain htlp wr 
look, 
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I.I EUTE~t\1\T GEQI{GE RAR~ETT BLOOt\1, '21. 
Aug. 6, 1806-.\ft~.Y II, 19!1. 
A ' I 10 EST thinker, an efficient organizer, a fe
arless 
leader, truL friend and courteous gentleman, his mcmon 
will long be frtsh in the minds of tho!>e who knew him 
through his affiliation with many organizations at t\,1. S. 
1\1. and hi~ efficient and ea~cr participation in all student 
activit icc;. 
He was a member of Kappa Alpha Orclcr, n:nional head of Quo 
\ 'adis, charter member of Sigma Gamma Epsilon and a member of 
the Square and Compass. r n 1920, he• was Secretary of the R <H.I.A1.10 
Board, and, in 1921, Editor-in-Chief of THF. Rot.I.AMO. He was a 
member of the Student Council and of the Pan-1 lellenic Council. 
Hi~ friends arc poorer by the loss of a true friend, the school by 
the loss of an honored graduate, his counrn In tht loss of a prumisin~ 
young officer. 
T HIS. the sixteenth edition of Tnr. RoLt.AMO, ie the honest effort of the Bo•rd 
J.O preserve a record of the 
nctors and scenes, be they seriou• 
or frivolous. commonplace or un-
usual, admir>ble or laughable, 
which have passed in review before 
us during the passing school )'tar. 
I t is our hope that we have 
gathered the best ol these, which 
would so soon be but vague memo-
ries at best, and presented them 
within these covers in such a way 
that the record will help us, in after 
yean, 10 recall vividly and pleasant-
lY the passing show of 1921-22 at 
old M. S. M. 
If we have been •uccessful in the 
rea lization of our desire. thu io the 
on I)• rew>rd th>t our efforts demand 
or we uk. If, through fault of ours, 
Tu& RoLLAMO fail in its purpose 
we can only ask your forbearance 

























The Mining Engineer 
BY WALTER ll. GARDNER 
Underground with rod and transit-
Shaky roof? You blithely chance it. 
Squinting. scowling through a level, 
Where it's blacker than the devil: 
Wallowin · in mud and slikens: 
Just a-rustlin' like the dickens 
To end the job 
And join the mob 
In search of other pickin's. 
Scalin · porphyritic ledges-
Seekin' handholes on the edges-
Tracin' fault and vein and croppin'-
Poundin · samples - never stoppin · : 
On some lonesome expedition. 
Workin' with the sole ambition 
To end the job 
And join the mob 
To find a new posit ion. 
Polin sluggish tropic rivcrs-
Eatin' quinine for the shivers-
Hackin' with a dull machette 
Till your very boots are sweaty-
Oiggin' out a wily chigger-
Shoutin' curses at a nigger-
To end the job 
And join the mob 







Our K ew President, Dr. J. C. J ones 
0 ~ .J anuar) third, 1922, Dr. John Carton Jones, then acting President of the L'mvcrsiry, was g1vcn .the endorsement so wdl ~eserved b} his efficient guidance of the. institution after the rcms of government were latd down b' 1:-.x-President Albert Ross H1ll. On that date Dr. Jones was made President of the l,;niversit} by the Board of Curators to the" satistaction 
and delight of the student boJ,, who knew him so well. Our new President's motto is, 
" Team \\ork \\'ins," and we wish to state that, if he is !ookin~ for team work he will find no more 
willing or ea~er team mares than the student bod}· of the ~ l issourl School of ~ lines ami Metallurgy. 
Or. Jones wa, born J uly .10, 1856, on alarm near Sharp~burg, Kentuck), of \\'elch and Dutch 
parentage. He received his grade and high school training in the Frankfort, Kentucky, schools. In 
1879 he graduated trom \\'est minster College at Fulron, l\11ssouri, and accepted the position of protessor 
of Latin at that institution. In 1882, he came w the Univer~it) of ~tis~ouri as assistant professor of 
Latin and wa<. a:iven a year's leave of absc:nce 10r graduate work at Johns llopkins University. By 1891, 
he was marie head of the department of Latin, and in 1895-18Q6 he was granted a leave of absence lor 
study and investi!(ation abroad, which he spent at Leipzig, Germany . L'pon his return, he was ap.. 
pointed the first dean of thf: Colle~e of 1\rts and Science, which position he has held since that time. 
Once more, in 1901, he studied in Munich, Germany. Later he became \'ice· President of the University. 
He is a member of the Presbyterian Church and th<' following societies and clubs: Columbia 
Country Club1 !\!:,sonic Fraternity, Beta Theta Pi Fraternity, the American Philological Association 
and the Amencan :\rchcological 1 nstitute. 
Such an introduction bespeaks the high qualifications which attend our new President, and the 
future goodfellowship between the studt>nr body and such •l leader cannot but be assured. 
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OR. CHARLES H. FCLTO~ 
Thttfl Dtlttl Chi Sigma Xi Ttw Btttl Pt Plu Kt~pf'll Phi 
DIRECTOR. ;\hssot Rl ScHOOl. <n ;\IJ:-;E' 
E. M., School of Mines, Columbia, 1897; D. Sc .. UnJVcr<it) of South 
Dakota, 1911; ;\!ember American Institute of Mininl( and \ 1etal-
lurgical Engineers; American Electrochemical Society. 
Assistant in Assaying, Columbia, 1898-99; lnstrucmr in Metallurgy, 
University of Wyoming, 1899-1900; Professor of Metallur!(y, South 
Dakota State School of !'.lines, 1900-0S; President, Sourh Dakota 
State School of Mines, 1905-11; Profe~sor of 1\terallurg)', Cnse School 
of Mine~, 1905-11; Professor of l\letallurg)', Case School of :\pplicd 
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Professor of Matlumatics 
B. S., C. E., Tau Beta Pi. Registrar 
M. S. M., Sec.-Treas., M. S. M. Alumni 
Assn., American Association Collegiate 
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Professor of Mint E11ginuring 
B. S., E. M., Tau Beta Pi, Sigma Rho, 
Sigma Gamma Epsilon, A. 1. M. and 
M. E. 
JOSEPH 'vYAY E BARLEY 
Professor of Englis/1 and Modern Language. 
A. B., A.M., Ph. D. Sigma 1u, Phi 
Kappa Phi. 
MRS. HO'V\'ARD 0. 10 RVILLE 
Acting Librarian 
American Library Association. Mi!'-
souri Librar}' Associadon. 
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\\' .ILLIAM DEGARMO TURNER 
Profeuor of Chemistry 
B. S., Ph. D., Lambda Chi Alpha, 
Sigma Xi, Phi Kappa Phi, M. S. M. Glee 
Club, American Chemical Society, Ameri-
can Electrochemical Society, American 
Society for the Advancement of Science. 
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Professor of Physics 
A. B., A. M., Ph. D., Phi Beta Kappa, 
Sigma Xi, Phi Kappa Phi, Fellow, A. A. 
A. S., A. P. S. 
CHARLES YANCY CLAYTON 
Profnsor of Mctnllury:y and Ore Dres.ring 
B. S., Met. E., Kappa Alpha, Tau Beta 
Pi, Quo Vadis, Sigma Gamma Epsilon, 
Pipe and Bowl, lnst. of Metals, London ; 
A. I. M. and M. E.; Con. Mer., U. S. B. 
M., Iron and Steel I nst., London; Am c. 
Soc. for Steel Treating. 
CHAR LES LAURENCE D.AK£ 
Proje.rsor of Geolog.v tmd Mim:rolog_v 
A. B., A. l\1., Ph. 0., Acacia, Phi Beta 
Kappa, Sigma Xi, Gamma Alpha, Soc. 
for the Promotion of Engineering Educa-
tion, A. I. l\1. and l.\ 1. E., Amer. Assoc. for 
the Advancement of Science, Geological 
Soc. of .-\mer., Sigma Gamma Ep$ilon. 
LEO~ ELLI S GARRETT 
P1·ofessor of Meclwnics 
B. S., Tau Beta Pi, S. P. E. E. 
R. 0. j ,o\CKSO'-= 
Profnsor of ,\fuhtmical f.n~inuring 
Tau Beta Pi, Phi Kappa Phi. 
\\'ARRE I SCO'IT HOYCE 
Profnsor of f.ronomics 
A. B., A. ~1. , Ph. D., American 
Economic Association. 
AUSTH\ Ll-.1·. 1\ltlto\ t·. 
Emeritus Profusor of Physics 
B. S .. S. D., Tau Bcra Pi, Phi Beta 
Kappa, Fellow A .• A.. A. S., Member S. 
P. E. E., Member A. I. \1. ;\ I. F., Director 
\I. S. ;\f., 191 5-20. 
CH:\RLES U)\\'ARD COO K!-. 
Profusor of Topographiml Enginerring 
Gamma t\lpha, Sigma G.unma Epsilon, 
\Yash. Soc. of Fng., Topoll. Fng:., l 1• S. 
G. S. 
\\'ALTER LYMA. MFDDI~G 
Profusor of Jlilitm:v S(lma and Tatirs 
Capt. Corps of f.n((ineer,, U. S. A., 
S. B. (M. I. T .), Phi Sigma Kappa, 
Thera Tau, Soc. of Am. \I ii. 1- ngs. 
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HAR\'r.Y ODfN GARST 
Professor of Jlixl.way Engineering 
f/ 0{(1/iona/ Dt!fartmmt 
B. S., Tau Hera Pi, .>1,. A. r .. 
HE:-\RY HORTO:'\ AR~ISB\ 
Assoriaft Profrssor of Civil En.t;wurm.rt: 
Studmt ,-/doisor 
B.S., C. E., Sigmn Nu, Phi Kappn Phi, 
M. S. M. P., S. P. E. E. 
HO\\"AIW LEROY Dt.::\LAP 
/lssociatt Pmfeuor of Chemistry 
B.S., A. M., Phi Delta Chi, A. C. S. 
FR£01:-JUCK \\' I LLIA~I SH \\\' 
,1/ssociate Profnsor of Hyt;irm 
Studmt /lralth /ldoi.ror 
1\1. D., B. S., United States Army 
191(}.. 19, Graduate Student Johns Hop-
kins, Research Student \\' illi:1m \·olker 
Research LaboratOr) 1919. 
FLOYD HILL FR\\I E 
[ ..fssoriatr Profr.rsor of f.lrrtriml 
Engineering 
Phi Kappa Phi, A. -\. F., -\merican 
Physical Society. 
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G:\RRI-Tr :\. ~lL' li .F!'\ BURG 
.1uodalt Pro.f,uor of Gtology and 
.Hintro/Qj!)' 
A. B., :\1. S., Sigma Gamma Epsilon. 
j OSEPH RA:\10;\! GUITEIV\S 
/luocintt Professor of Mining 
E. :\1., Tau Beta Pi. 
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B. S., C. E., Tau Beta Pi, A. A. .. .. , 
S. P. E. E. 
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A. J. \I r. 
FRo\~"-. 1-()\\ :\RD DFX~IE 
,1ssociatr PmfasfJr of -lthf,tirs 
Ph) sical Director; B. S . 
. H 
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EUGENE LEE JOH 'SON 
Assistant Projusor of Eu_tlish 
,\ecrnary· to rht Fncull)' 
Ph. B., LL. B. 
RALPH VINCENT PRITCHARD 
.1ssista111 Profe.rsor of Mo1l1tmatics 
B.S. 
OSCA R ADAM HENN ING 
Asswant Projesso1· of German 
.~. B., A. ~1. 
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1\. B., A. M., American Phrsi.:al 
Socictr, A. A. A. S. 
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B.S. 
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Auislant Profrssor of Chemistr.y 
B. S., :\1. S., Phi K:tppa Phi, Tau 
Ret:t Pi. 
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lsszstallf l'rofnso1 1Jf C/mnZJ/1.\' 
"· B., Ph. D., ~igma ;..i. 
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WILl.lAl\1 WESLEY WANAMAKER 
Assistant Professor of Military Science 
and Tactics 
First Lieut., Corps of Engineers, U. S. 
A., Grad. U. S. M. A., Grad. The En-
gineer School. 
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Instructor of Military Science and Tactics 
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instructor in Spanis/1 r111d french 
:\. B., Ph. B. 
ED:\IU'W HUGH WOOLRYCH 
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Kappa Sigma. 
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WILLARD BARTLETT BREWER 
Instructor of Topographical Enginurin.v:, 
Vocational Department 
.A.. A. E. 
CHARLES GORDON COOK£ 
Instructor of Topographical Enginw·ing, 
Jlocationnl Departmmt 
Psi Upsilon. 
\'JCTOR KOPPLE FISCIILO\\'IT/. 
B.S. 
Instructor of ,lfnthematics 
Vocational Department 
T. G. MAC CARTIIY 
Instructor of Cioil Enginuring 
C. t- ., Delta Tau Delta. 
W. BARRINGTON MILLER 
Jnstructor of Mechanical Enginurinv: 
n. s. 
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BARNEY .. NUDLEMAN 
Instructor o.f Chemistry 
B. S., M. S., Phi Kappa Phi. 
THADDEUS THORNDIKE RANNEY 
Instructor of Topograpllica/ Enginuring, 
Vocational Department 
Phi Kappa Sigma. 
JAMES HENRY UNDERWOOD 
Instructor of Macl1int: and Forge Shop 
VA BURE HI 1SCH 
I nsh·uclor in MallJematics 
B. S., E. M., Phi Delta Theta, S. P. 
E. F.. 
DONALD FOSTER UPDIKE 
Instructor in Metallurgy and i\1ec!Janics 
Lambda Chi Alpha, Tau Beta Pi, 
Sigma Gamma Epsilon. 
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\\'ALTER CHARLES ZEVCH 
Instructor in Highway Enginurin,t;, 
l'ocational Deportment 
B.S., Pi Kappa Alpha, Eng. Club of Sr. 
l .oui~, Square and Compass. 
LEWIS L. ~lcKlMMEY 
lnstmctor of Militmy Scimu and 'J{utirJ 
Maqer Sergeant, U. S . .'\. 
ERNEST ~TIIRIDGE DECKER 
Field .1ssistmll 111 Topographtml 
f;n,'{inuring 
Square and Compa<;s. 
SH IU.J'\G P. BRADU.Y 




Bu.ri11t:ss Manttgrr and Secntar_v to tilt 
Exrwtivt: f:ommiltu 
110\\'AR D j. TF.AS 
Co-ordinator, 1/etrran's Burtau 
B.S., A. A. F.. 
3R 
Other Officers of th e Sch ool 
M. H. Thornberry ....................................... Research Metallurgist 
J. H. Bowen .. ............................................. M11ster Mechanic 
E. J . Campbell... .................. y ........................ .Treasurer 
Zelia Elias..... ... .... .............. .......... . . ........ .. Secretary to the Director 
R. R. Dickerson ....................................... Superintendent Buildings and Grounds 
William Kahlbaum........ .......... ....... ... ........ . .. Chemist, Experiment Station 
ancy H arrison....................................... ... . .Assistant Librarian 
Edith Johnson .............................................. Assistant Librarian 
Elizabeth Montgomery ................................. Cataloguer 
Eva M. Underwood .......................................... Stenographer 
~ie Bishop ............................................. Stenographer 
Ella Hart.. ................................................ ...... .. .Stenographer 
Fred Lane .................................................... Storekeeper, Chemistry Department 
D. S. Williams . Storekeeper, Metallurgy Oeparrmenr 
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P. M. Brown ..... ................ ... .... ........... Department of Civil Engineering 
A. E. Buck ..... ...... ... . ... ... ........... ..... . Department of Civil Engineering 
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W. E. Case 
Department of Physical Education 
Cepartment of Physics 
Joe Castelli ................................................. Department of Chemistry 
G. j . Christner. 
J. E. Couch ..... . 
W. B. Crutcher .... . 
C. Cunningham. 
Department of Physical Education 
Department of Drawing 
Department of Civil Engineering 
Department of Drawing 
K. De Couser ...... ... :. ............ ......... ... ..... ...... Department of Mathematics 
A. F. Dennison .. ..... .. . • ... .... .. ........... Department of Mining 
G. T. Dierking ..................................................... Department of Civil Engineering 
W. H. Dunlop .. ... .................. .... ... ..... Department of Metallurgy 
R. B. Erickson ... 
\V. S. Frame. ... . ......................... .. 
\\'. L. Frey ....................................... .. 
\\1• P. Gatts ... 
Department of Civil Engineering 
Department of Civil Engineering 
Department of English 
Department of Chemistry 
W. R. Gettler ... ... ...................... Experiment Station 
D. G. Gibson ... ... .................................. .. , . ..... Cataloguer, Library 
J.P. Gordon ..... ... ... .... ... ... ..... . . .. .. Department of Geology 
J. L. Gregg... ... .... ............. .. ... .. • . .. ...... .. Experiment Station 
G. Grosch . . ........ ......... Experiment Station 
E. M. Guy Department of Mathematics 
F. R. Halasey. ... .. .... .. ... .. ... . . ........ . Department of Physics 
Lynn Harbison ... 
I. F. Hodges ...... 
J. T. Hodges . 
J. T. Hosterman 
Far\ Howard 
D. B. Jett. 
V. G. Joslin . 
J. E. Jewell 
C. B. Kaley ............. . 
\\'. B. Keeler .... 
R. G. Kenyon. 
II. H. Kessler 
Ralph Knight. 
W. E. Lay 
40 
Registrar's Office 
.. Department of Mining 
Department of !\lining 
Department of Drawing 
Experiment Station 
Department of Mathematics 
Department of Mathematics 
Department of Geology 
..... Department of Mathematics 
Department of Chemistry 
.. .. Department of Civil Engineering 
Department of Ph)•sical Fducation 
Department of Chemistry 
Department of Physics 
. 19'2'2· 
B. M. Layton 
E. 1'. Macl-.in 
P. F. Martin 
H. E. McBride. 
J as. McCarthy 
W. McDonald 
W. II. Met7ger 
W. Mikell.. .... . 
J . T. Miller .. . 
C. E. Milliken 
D. 1 .. Moodie. 
C. E. Mesena. 
A. W. Naylor 
Ray Parker 
H. S. Pence 
S. K. Reid . 
N. M. Rountree 
G. R. Scott 
C. F. Schaeffer 
L. L. Shire 
S. E. Storrs 
M. I. Signer 
K. T eller 
1\.. R. T eis 
E. J. T orrence . 
·w. A. V\'erner 
Var1'ce 'v\'ebster 
M. P. WeigeL. 
T . G. Weir . ... 
J. Worley . 
F. S. \\'heeler 
H. D. Ward 
-II 
Department of \lathcmatics 
Department of Civil Engineering 
Department of Civil Engineering 
.Assistant in Gymnoc.ium 
Department of Civil Engineering 
Department of Drawing 
Department of Geology 
Depanmcn t of Special R esearch 
Department of Mathematics 
Fxperiment Station 
Department of Civil Engineering 
Department of Chemistry 
Department of Drawing 
Fxperiment Station 
Department of Mathematic!> 
Reqi~trar's Office 
Department of Civil Engineering 
Department of Drawing 
D!!parrmenr of Drawing 
Department of Drawing 
Department of Civrl Engineering 
Department of Physical Fducation 
Assistant in l.ibrar) 
Department of ~1athematics 
.. Director's Office 
Department of Civil Engineering 
.Assistant in Library 
Department of Chemistry 
Department of Civil Engineering 
Dep:m rnent of Mathematic!> 
Department of Civil Engineerin~ 
Department of Geology 
Calendar 
Stpt. /.- School opens. Several men return full 
of the old !\l iner" pep." 
Sept. 2. Remarkable discovery on campus,-
" S1udm1 Aduiur." 
Sept. 5. Class fight and circus. 
Sept. 8.- Star and Garter officially defunct. 
Stpl. II. Fresh hold trial of black sheep who 
missed class fight. 
Stpt. 12.-Quo Vadis pledges in evidence. 
Wheelbarrow taxi run for benefit of 
of Dip Wendell and Babe Dorris. 
Sept. /3. '\ew dramatic club formed, to be 
known as the ;\1, S. l\1. Players. 
Sept. 15.- Campus flooded with pledge ribbons. 
Stpl. 16. First l\ liner Dance-110° in the !>hade. 
Oct. I. Annual Robber}' on Washington U. 
grounds. 
Oct. 2. Miners back in form, Cape Girardeau 
0, Miners 24. 
Oct. J.l. Steam Roller IS right; i\ l iners 69, 
Springfield 0. 
Oct. 20. Miners vs. Missouri Wesleyan; T!uy 
won!! Athletic Association and 
Frosh Dance. They prove efficiency 
-thirty men holding up the piano. 
Oct. 30. Hallowe'en Dance. Two members of 
the facult)· drown in the punch bowl. 
1Yoo. !.- Pipe and Bowl in evidence. Tau Bets 
pledged. Every one surprised in-
cluding pledges. 
No~. 2-5.- H ome Coming Celebration. T. A. 
Rickard addresses "nucleus" of stu-
dents in Parker Hnll. Many old 
timers back. 
Noo. 12. Quo \ 'adis al fresco Banquet. 
Nov. /3.- First Blul' Low Sundny-Oh, Boy! 
Aov. 15.- " Biggest Ever" turn out for Min. Is: 
Met. Association. Chief Buehler Is: 
Doc Fulton speak. 
Nor. 17.- Freshman Godwyn honored by Sophs 
- Green cap glued on. 
Nov. 18. Central2, Miners 20. Chomeau lends 
the field in S-mile mud plug. 
Nov. /9. Cotillion Clubs" cotil" at Doc Ba>•'s 
Noc. 23. l'rosh burn greert caps. Huge bonfire. 
Noo. l6. P. B. C. dance. 
Drc. 5.- Foorball letters awarded. 
Bolt and Zook on all-<onference 
selection. 
" Hank" Zoller Cnptain for 1922-23. 
Dl'c. 8.- lnter-<lub Frat lhskerbnll series 
going on. 
Dtc. 11. \ 1. S. l\1. Glee Cluh entertains at 
~l ass Meering. 
Du. IS. All Miners going home Chri~tmas 
must be vaccinated. 
Du. 20. Exams- 1-.xams-Exnms. 






History of the Class of I 9 2 2 
THE class that entered M. S. M. in the fall of 1918 was one of the kind that comt: seldom but leave their everlasting work. History repeats it-self but few times, but when it does there is always a something that is 
distinct and superior to the past. The Class of 191 6, with due respect 
to all others, was heralded as one of the outstanding classes that passed thru 
and beyond the majestic portals of M. S. M. We give them due credit for their 
distinction, but claim to be their equal in every respect. 
The fall of 1918 found us at the climax of the \\'orld \\'ar. \\'e shouldered 
our rifles and were true patriots. \\'e respectively served on K. P., guard duty, 
and any other kind of duty that happened to be assigned to us, pleasant or un-
pleasant, and did our best. We will never forget the days and nights spent within 
the walls of the Gym as comrades. 
T he class was so large that the Sophomores acted with wisdom becoming men 
much older in years and experience for they did not even accept our challenge to a 
class fight. l n order that the old traditions of the 1iners might live on, we were 
hazed by the entire school and oftentimes took that solemn duty upon ourselves 
and hazed one another. \Yith this spirit we marched on to the coveted year of 
Senior. 
The annual Freshman Hop was inaugurated by the Class of 1922, which is a 
great asset to the social life of the campt1S. In athletics we held our rank as in 
other things; with letter men on the Varsit)' team we were well represented; as a 
class we were the undisputed football champions of the schqol; this is a record 
that no other class can boast of. 
\\rhen it came our time to lead in the St. Pats celebration, we were again 
on our toes with the same old spirit. That it was a success we leave to your 
imagination. It was disco\.ered that we were financiers as well as "budding 
engineers." The celebration was on~ of the biggest ever staged, and after all 
settlements were made a nice little balance remained in the treasu ry. 
As scholars we can also boast of our Phi Kappa Phis and Tau Beta Pis, but 
we were not all in that class. Some day we expect to sec some Steinmct~s. Edi-
sons, or Fords step forth from the " I" class and revolutionize modern industries as 
has been done, and we have proven that history repeats itself. 
\\'e have given you a brief history of our class, and in after }ears, when in-
dustries are revolutionized, sciences made more complicated b) advancing new 
theories, and gold is concentrated from the waters of the ocean, look and see if you 
cannot connect it with the Class of 1922 of the \1 issouri School of \1 ines. 
16 
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-\. L. ACKER$ Ca."'' or '21 
~~ ''"- J-.,GI~EERI:>G Roa.LA, .\ lo. 
Grubstaker; Sixma Gammtt t.psi!on; 
\.lissQuri \lining and \feta/lurgiml .1s.ro-
ciation; .·1 .. ·1. E. 
"Si" wa~ known to have hou~ht a lvr 
of high -pricccl chocolates whale in his 
frc:~hrnan rear. His ont ~plash gave him 
credit in "social lab." Famous for his 
~ayimc, "\\ e told 'em." 
PHILIP 1· . .-\:..-DREWS Ca ~"or '::!2 
\ I"F 1- .'I:GtS"EERI.'I:G B<lli.I>F.K, CoLo. 
/ndl'pmdmt; 1. B., C lllt'f1".1tl.'' of Colo. 
mdo. 
"Phil" is :1 quiet chap who hns been • 
with us onh· one ve:tr and i~ almost un-
kno"n to the student-.; hut he: ' ic; well 
kno" n in or her and (.tircr cirdcs. H.: re-
ceived extra ned it in '''udal lab" durin![ 
his tir-.t ,cmcster in R~>lla, which is no 
mean fear. I r ''"s his hard luck to h:wc: 
onh .an \. B., ~o he had to take more 
Fn~lish hen:. 
I R \T\ \\'YL-\' I) -\I.COR~ 
C1.A~~ or '21 
;\lnnLLRG\" RA!>GFR, Tr.x. 
Bommza; S!ttum• and Compass; 1-/issouri 
,\fining and llrtiiiiii1"1JCal Assoctation. 
A young Lochinvar out of the \\'est. ,-\n 
idealist ancl a Purit:ln, probably because 
he awakens to remprarions too late ro 
carch 'em, eh, wor, "Old Lady"? 
\\ ILI.l.-\ \l \\ F r J...S BOLT 
Ca.A~' m ':!2 
\11-..E 1-.!>CJ-..n:RI\G SrRI';CFIEt.n, ILL 
/nd~pmdmt; llum·'s ".\/"Club; ··\f" 
in Footlm!l, '/9, '20, '21; llissouri Mining 
tmd \frtallurr,ircll, lssruwlion. 
"Bill" i~ a real "gun" on the lout ball 
ficlJ. A~ a ~rudent, he '1/;0t off on the 
\HOnll foot, and S() has nOt SUCh i1 repu 
ration along rhar line. '\e,·erthel~ss, h1., 
"I," :u-e few and has "S~" man\. In 
nme, he wi!l :.upplanr Peele as an au-
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JOI I~ L. Bl'LGF-,R CLA~' <H '22 
l\1t sE El\ot,EtRtxc Gm 1 R!I.EVR, N.Y. 
f.ambda Cht .1/{'ha; \f~rd~rCiub; " ,\/" 
111 Ba.</.:~tba/1, '!U, '21, '2!; \lin~r·s" \/" 
Club; Missouri .\1ining uud \lrtallmy,iral 
Association. 
Johnny i~ th~ official - and unofficial -
barber of tht Senior Clas~. 
t--------.. r 
~Ult.R FJ :'\TO'\ CIP.I'I'\ 
Ct.ASS ()f '22. 
\l t:TALLt RG\' EAw S·t. Lot ''• I tt .. 
Bonan:a; Stgma Gamma f.p.rilon; StJtlflr( 
mtd Com{'lll.': ,\tinouri .\fi11bt"( """ 
\lttal lmTi<"al _.tssociarirm; .1 .. 1. 1:.. 
'\ot 'a satlor ~xcept on the matrimuni;tl 
~t·a. He h:oarncd to wa~h dishes in the 
\!anne Corps. In addition to t:1111ih· 
aliairs, h. olren nttenrl~ cln~'t'S. · 
1 
\\ •\I.KI· R !-.. CASf-. Ct~'' m'12. 
E t. J.;C"t RICA I. r '.MiiNt:F.RII>C. R(lt.I,A, \ln. 
lndrp~ndmt; Satyr; Ordn of f. K. /\.; 
Rol/amo Board, '?!. 
" Luck>" •~ one of Rolla\ nati,·e ,..ons 
''ho felt the lure of the rushing "Jon." 
11 ,.~ given the.' city power plant question 
momentous consideration. " Hand me 
the do-fun)", and when I ~cn:w the wh:u-
you-mar-eall-it on the thing-a-mabuh, 
turn on tht juice." 
Rl Jn L ELWOOD CH:\RI J·.S 
Ct.AS'- or ':!2. 
,\lt:..rt ExcJ~Ef:Rti(G S·\I.INA, KA:o.s 
Bo1WIIZII; ?/uta Tau; Tau Brta Jli· 
.lfis!ouri lliuhr;c and Hrtnllurgiral 3rJ(J: 
rttllttm;. -1 . • -1.1:.. 
A nature lmcr, with a ~oft spot in hts 
heart for rock~. Sermot:JS tn sroncs? And, 
as those stt?ncs change form when ~poken 
ro, 1hus eas1l~ tlu• s Reryl chan~~:.: hi' mimi . 
CLASS of 922 
HAROLD L CHILDRESS CLA~s or '22. 
~fiNE f.NGINEERINO GALENA, KAN~. 
Prosputor; MiJJouri Mining and Mttal-
lurgical J1ssodation. 
Harold is rather quiet, but the old 
saying, "Still water runs deep," holds good. As an excuse for his frequent trips 
to St. Louis, he claims that he is greatly 
interested in the "elevation of the drama." \\'e wonder if this can be true, Harold. 
HOWARD STANLEY CRAWFORD 
Ct..~Sll or '21. 
MINE ENOINEERJNO R tvERJA, CAJ.Jr. 
Sigma Nu; Tau Btta Pi. 
H . S. is an old salt who weathered some 
pretty rough storms for an education and didn't stop till he reached port with all 
Rags at full mast. We used to think he 
was leadin~ a double life till we found it 
was the w1fe he was running up to Sr. Louis to see so often. 
GLE::\ JOYCF CHRISTNER 
Ct.ASS or '22. 
MINE ENCI:-:EERJNG H oRTON, KANs. 
Bonanza; Sal)'rsi Mintr'J "M"Ciub; Missouri Mining and Mttallurgical Associa-
tion; A. A. E. 
Gobby, Old Warrior, if you don't love 
to crash into the biggest guards at full 
speed- the bigger, the bcner-you have 
us fooled. How can you do ir ' It's just 
the old ~liner fight, we gues~. 
KURT 11. D£cousstm c1.Ass oF ·21. 
M INE ENCINEERING RoLLA, Mo. 
Lambda Chi Alpha; SquartandCompassi 
M. S. M. Playtrr; Rollamo Board, /9ll; 
B.S. Mining, '21; M. S. Mining, '22. 
Kurt can generally be found at H. and S· 
"We lose on every- thing we sell; but we 
sell so many .. etc." 
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ALVIS FREDERJCK DE ' ' ISON 
CLASS or '22. 
MINE. ENGINEERING Ct:SHMAN, ARK. 
' Bonanza; SiKma Gamma Epsilon; Tau 
Btta Pi; A. I . • H. and M. E.; d. A. E. 
I Just an innocent, laughing schoolboy 
when smitten with heart murmurs. Dr. 
Dan Cupid gave him an overdose of sooth-
ing syrup, :1nd now he can't be soothed 
without swallowing bottle and all. 
H. E. DIERS Cuss or '21. 
METALLURGY EAsT ORANGE, N.J. 
Bonanza; Sigma Gamma Epsilon; Star 
and Garin-; Business Manager, Tile Rollamo, 
'21; A. A. E. 
By devoting his time to campus activities 
and stubborn arguments with Alcorn, he 
was able to sip the dilute potion of know-
ledge without the usual sting. 
l 
GEORGE P. DIERS Cr.A~s OF '21. 
METALLURGY EAsT ORANGE, , . J. 
Bonanza; A. A. E. 
A quiet rosy-cheeked lad who had onl} 
one date during his scholastic career. I c 
was a three-year, continuous date, with-
out intermission. 
MILBUR..~ L. DORRIS CLASS or '22. 
GENERAL SCIENCE COLLINSVILLE, I LL. 
• L~mbda Chi Alpha; Si_~ma Gamma 
EpSilon; Satyrs; !fluo J/adis; Pan-Hellenic 
Council; ",\1" in Football, '16; "M" in 
Bas/utba/1, '17, '22; Minn-'s "M" Club. 
"Babe" has changed his curriculum so 
often that he doesn't know what he' ll be 
when he graduates,-a bond salesman or 
a soda jerker. 

CLASS 
\\'. H. DUNLOP Ct.Ass or '21. 
MtNE ENGINEERING B EARos·rowN, ILL. 
Independent; Tau BettJ Pi; T!teta 1i111; 
PM Kappa PM; Dipl1myl Dozen; /1. A. E. 
"Bill" graduated in the summer :~nd is 
spending this year getting educated. 
Comes from Beardstown and docs his 
home town right proud. He has had a 
varied and checkered career: entered in 
C. E., graduated in M ining, and descended 
throu~,th the Metallurg) department to 
hem•srry. 
PAt:L F.. FISCHER Ct.A~S OF '12. 
l\11N E ENOlNEERINO 
WEBSTER GRO''E, :'\To. 
Kapptl Sigma; Tau Btta Pi; Sigma 
Gamma Epsilon; Sa~yrs; \1. S. \(. Playtrs; 
Mis.rouri Min in~ and .\ /cIa II u r J! i c a I 
.1ssoriation; "J.f" in Football, '21; \linn·s 
"}/" Club. 
"'\ever known ro miss that daily letter. 
L 
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ROY E. ERICl-..SO:\ Ct.A~' m '2:!. 
Cn 11. ENGJ'(EERl'>G :'.1AUIOO, f A. 
Grubstaklr; Tlwa Ttlu; Rollamo Boanl; 
Missouri Mining and ,\tfrtallurgical 
A.rsoriatiou. 
Roy's smile is a sure indication of the 
arrival of that pink envelope. He smile:; 
every mornin$". His habit of writin~ a 
letter every mght has led the Frosh Jllto 
the belief that he is a student. Knock1> 
the Profs off consistenrlv through torcc 
of h<thit. -
HO\\ARO C. FLECK C1.11~~ <>r '22. 
~r t~r. F~ct~&F.R111<G b. P A:.o, Tr.xA, 
Pi 1\tlppa.ilplw; Sigma Gammel Epsilon; 
Rollamo '21; ,\fi.rsom·i .\lininx and J!ttal-
lmxica/.1uorimion. 
"Fish" is confident that there is a close 
relation between a w:uch, a keg, and 
the " 13th day ." He served in the"'\avy, 
hut is s~ill a little gun-shy. 
"Speed" is rhe original two-gun man 
from Texas, aud has spent three wmters 
here trying ro keep Y.arm. Went to the 
Tcxa~ School of !\l ines before he cnme 
here,sowecan"t ho!J him for that. Goes 
in heavily for bridge and other kindred 
:.J'IOrts. ,_ ... _ 
CLASS 
jA~lES ~lORRIS FORGOTSO~ 
CLASS or '20. 
~lisE EscJ~EERI~>c S-r. Lou1s, ~to. 
/ndepmdml; d. I. M. E. 
"F'o~y" will argue about anything and 
everythmg. Is a true believer in the rest 
cure. T akes his engineering in homeo-
pathic doses. Has a fondness for ships 
that pass in the night. 
\\'ARRl·:'\ R. GETTLER CLAss or '22. 
~I F.TAl.LURC\' HAsJsJBAL, Mo. 
l 
Sigma ,\u; Theta Tau; Satyr; Pan-
lldleni( Council, '21, '22; Student Council, 
'20, '21; Miner "M" Club; Knight of S1. 
Pa1rick Delegale, '21, '22; "M" in Foo/ba/1, 
'21; Prnidml Sophomore Class, '20. 
"Get," in spite of his Ex-Presidency of 
the Country Hoys Club, knows his but-
tons when it comes t<> the fair sex-has 
a special formula for the solution of the 
unknown qu:.ntity known ns "X." ----
of 922 
~JUIR L. FREY Cw•s or '22. 
l\1JsE ENciNEERI'>C LITCHFIELD, ILL. 
Prospector; Tau Beta Pi; Mining nnd 
.Urtallurgiml Associtllion; ,\1 iner Board. 
Muir is a hard and consistent worker, 
both in his studies and in school activi-
ties. Spends his spare time spillin~ red ink 
on the Frosh English paJ?Crs. Ch1ef mem-
ber of the pink letter tribe at the P. 0. 
MJ..YI·.H GOLLOB 
l\hr-; £ ExcJr-; EF.RII\C 
CtAs:- or '21. 
St.. Lo1J1s, l\lo. 
lndrpmdmt; A. d. r:.; W'issouri Minh1g 
nnd Jl felallurgi(al Auodation. 
An exponcn t of the man I y art of "wrnst-
ling." Known to have been wrinkled 
once (?). Packmnn's right-hand man. 
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FRJ<J) ... GRAY CLA:>S OT '22. 
~IETAI Lt-RCY ;\lORA~, 1\:A\'~. 
l.mnbda Chi Alpha; Sigma Gamma 
Fpsilon; Mmm ".\!" Club; .1 .. 1. E. 
"Fredd\ hails from Xew ~texico and 
is proud of it, but claims that Oklahoma 
has its good points. The only man Prof. 
Dean has not thrown erasers at . 
.... -----=-~ r 
ST\ '\U y \1. HAYFS CLASS OT '21. 
\I ECHA !<.JCA!. EsGJ "EERI so 
\\ ELL~\'lLL£, \Jo. 
BonanUI; Thrla Tau; d . .1. E. 
Taking care of himself was just too eas) 
for Menon. He is just even man enough 
to take care of well,- more than one, 
an) how. llns no objection ro work, pro-
vided it doesn't interfere with sleep and 
"other important thinu:s." 
1 
FRA;\CIS RICII>\RD llAI \SFY 
Ct.A~\ OF '::!::!. 
I· LEC"rRJCAJ. 1-•. scP .. F.ERI 'G 
\IARY\'1Lt.f. 1 ~10. 
lndtprndmt; Mn·dtr Club. 
Frank i~ the man who invented work. 
Always u:cts at the bottom of the Jeep-
est problems. lias u:ained quire a repu-
tation a.s a guide: to Salt Peitre Cave. 
;\J HALLl RG\' 
Kapptl dlpha. 
s-,. Lons, Mo. 
J ake came to u~ from Washington U., 
but we can't see that it did him any good. 
Fond of moonli!lht walks and the "400" 
-when he can u:ct there first. An au-
thority on chemtcal reaction suitable for 
domestic purposes. 
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r. 1. II E:-\DERSO~ c •. ,,ss of '22. 
M INF. ENOINEERI:-:r. s,.. LoUis, Mo. 
Kappa Sigma; Pipe and Bowl; M issouri 
Mining a11d l'1 tltllho:'(ica! Auociatitm. 
"Fish," the ''croppie" from Sr. Louis, 
who has a horror of small towns. I l e plans 
a trip ro see t he " West" in Kansas City 
soon . .'\ !though a mining engineer, " Fi~h '' 
claims he can sel l insurance. " Go West, 
my boy, go \\'est." 
\\'ILU -\~1 F. HOKf C I.A~~ or '21. 
M l XE F~CI'.J::F.RI:>G L F.E-" ~LM\IIT, \To. 
Kappa !J'I,'l,lllil; \limn Cotillio11 Club. 
"llandsorne Bill" rightfully dcsen·cs his 
name, for at t1mcs he looks "real pn:ttr." 
He is a social hero, v~:ry popul;t r. H as a 
keen eye for locating ke~gs at night. \Yc 
expect hie things from you, Bill. Go to it. 
lOF. T. HOIJGFS CLAss CH '22. ~I E·1 H.l.t.RGY GRA\BY, :\lo. 
r; r 11 b s 111 k c r; Srtunrc and Com pass; 
,l!issouri .U ini>1gand 11rtal!urgiral .-lssocia-
tion. 
Joe has given much of his time and ener-
gy ro a search for some rare waters. Tho 
a Senior, he hn-; hopes of yet finding a 
~nmplc. Has finall) admitted that he alone 
cannot wrinkle " Babe" P arkhurst. foe 
has very faithfullv tried to grow a mustache:, 
hut as yer has been unsuccessful. 
1 1--------~ 
FR:\:'\C J ~ H FRRO'\ 110 1.1.0\\ 
( 1..\" Of 'J2. 
!\11:.. £ £'\CJ!'~. F.Ili'>C CtnA, .\ l o. 
h1dcprndmt; llcrrhr Club; Satyr; Afinrr 
Board, '20, '21, '2!. · 
"Pike" has a master's degree in 11. and 
S. pool lab. Is sometuncs erronioush· 
called " Dodecahedron. •· I t is to be hoped 
that his associations won't lead him ro 
.tom the l. R. Cs. 
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EDWARD JOHN HOLLOW 
CJ.ASS OF '20. 
C1v11. ENGINEERING CuBA, l\ lo. 
Independent; A. A. E.; Rollamo Board. 
'19, 
"Ed." is the founder of the Civil En-
gineers' Smoking Club. Very backward 
and unassuming. Never known to tnlk ex-
cept when the occasion demanded. Lacks 
a knowledge of several foreign languages 
in which better to express himself. 
JOHN FRA CIS HOSTERMA 
CLASS or '22. 
Mll'fE E:.mmEERING KANSAS CJTv, Mo. 
Pi Kappa Alpha; Thda Tau; Tau Beta 
Pi; M . S. M. Playas; Minm Cotillion 
Club; Rollamo Board, '21; President Senior 
Class, '22; Suretar ..v MiSJouri Mining 
Association. 
''Emily" is one of our ~reat, big; hand 
some m.:n, and we can't Imagine how he 
ever received his nick-name. Francis 
would sure!)' have done ns well. 'T~::ny 
rate, he is one of the "~uns" of the class 
and Dr. Woodman's nght-hand man. 
JAMES EDWIN J EWELL, }R. 
F. K. MID DLETON HU TTER CLAss or '22. 
CJ.A~s or '22. MINE ENGINEERING MNSAS Cin'1 Mo. 
:MINE ENGINEERING St•U\'TEN DuvvlL, Gmbstaker; Tau Bna Pi; TMJa Tatt; 
N. 1'. St. Patrick, '21; Busi11m Manager A.t/1/etic 
Lambda Clii ,1/pha; Tau Betn Pi; Sigma Association, '20, '2/; M. S. M. Players; 
Gamma Epsilon; ~uo Vadis; Pipe and Missouri Mining and Me!tt!lutgical Associa-
Bowl; M. S.M. Players; A. I. M. and :\1. lion. 
E.; Missom·i Mining and Metallurgical Jimmy is our song bird,-has been for 
Association; Pan-Hrllenic Council, '22; four years-and one of the pillars of the 
Rollamo Bonrd, '22. Church. Noted for his winning way with 
Middleton is a true F.nglishman and he the ladies. Became :1 fossilologist and 
likes to hark back to the land where there therefore a nightmare to many a budding 
is no Volstead. l'fliloll!•lminerologist. A reql fellow when till is said. 
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j A;\If..S E\\'ART l.O~ES (LAss or '21. 
MINE E'I;CII\EERII\0 PA-..ADENA, (AUF. 
Kappa Alpha; A. I . .II. 011d .l1. E.; 
F.ditor Rollamo, '21; Sigma Gamma Epsilon; 
Pan-Hrllmir Coundl, '21; Square and 
Compass. 
" J uicy" came to us from :\Iaska, and 
he stayed just long enough to get his ed-
ucation and then went back to the coast. 
He is a hard worker and full of pep all 
the rime. Never seen with anv of Rolla's 
400 or at any of the dances. \\'as quite a 
good speller on occa~ions. About to get 
1arriecl before long we think. 
FRl-D .\. ~AULLE~ (LAS<; OF '2:!. 
Crnr. l-.~>cr"E£Rtsc J EFFER.sos Crn·, 
\1o. 
lndrpmdent; .\f. S. \f. PlaJtrs; .\femtr 
Club; .1/. ,1. E. 
hed comes from jeff Ctty and is proud 
of it. From our observation he is quite 
likdy to entl up in the s:~me place. He 
can ~~:ive authentic information on any 
subject, regardless of whether he has ever 
heard of ir. B>· reason of his frequent 
trips to St. j nmes, one of rhe main fac-
tors m keeping Rolla's taxi companies on 
a paying basis. 
;\J ETAI.I.~ ll()\' 
Pi Kappa Alpha; Ttm Bna P1; lfrt. and 
Chem. Sorirf.v. 
"P. Henry" was not only a good stu-
dent while here bur also an ardent" fusser." 
Liked variety and :none time was known 
10 have three dates for St. Pats. Was 
a jolly good fellow ami well liked by all. 
F.-\. ~HLE-R 
:\h'l;f. C'\01'-EflllS() 
Ct.A'-S OF ':!2. 
Tl·L~A, 0J...LA. 
Kapp11 Sigma; Tau Brta Pi; Sigma 
Gamma Epsilon; Rollamo Board, '!2. 
Fddie spent hi~; spare time readina: the 
Red Book, Cosmopolitan, and \'anity 
Fair. \\'ill probably he a geologist. Has 
heen nccu~cd or giving rinv:s away. 
60 
·19'2'2· 
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IR\\1 WILSON KEYES CLAssor'22. 
t\lt~o0£ E:o~ctNEERtl>OG R tCHMn:-.o, :\1o. 
Pi Kappa ,1/phr; Sigmtl Gamma 
f.p.•ilon; Alissouri .\linmKand ,\/rtallury;icnl 
Association. 
"\Yormy" is a student in Geology and 
takes a great delight in quiuing out..Qf-
town lecturers on Oil and Gas. Thinks 
Sullivan the model ciry of the Onrks 
nnd hence visits it quite frequently. \Yas 
once known to object to his variou~ nick-
names, but that objr.ction wa~ overruled 
a~ the fellowsju-;t couldn't call him Irwin. 
F. P. KOHLBRY Cuss or '22. 
;\ h~o0 F' J. .xc1 \££1!.1'>G "r. Lo1:1s, ~ln. 
Kappa Si~ma; .\lintr.l Cottllion Club;,\!. 
S. 1/. Plfl)'trs. 
' Dutch" is a great admirer of Pekinese 
dogs. lie claims tht•re is no place like Sr. 
I outs, but he continually -.peaks of "tht• 
Folks" 1n Rolla. lie \\ill .1h1 :1\·, he re-
mernh.:red as a student, a goff plaH·r, 
ami :m all-round mu~ician. · 
RAL PH H. K'\ JG IIT Ct.A'-s or '22. 
CH£:\IlCAL Esct~HRts<. St. Louis, ~lo. 
I.~Jmbdtl Clu .1/pha; SquarrandComr··lS<; 
\1 . • ~. H. Pla_vtrs; Diphm_vl Doun; \lrt 
md Chrm. Sorir~v. 
\\'ith a .Jll or .45 at live yards, "Fu11." 
can miss an ohjcct closer than Tom Mix 
or Bill Han or an) other marksman who 
ever flicked a flicktr on the sih·er screen. 
ROL-\).D ]. L-\PFE 
\ I ETALLt·RcY Sl.l.L11A'>, \1o. 
Gmbstakrr; Tall Brio Pt; .Hrrrirr Club; 
,\ fi uouri M /IIIII.'( and \.{I' I rt 1/u r ~ i ,- ,,/ 
, /uoriation; .l. .1. f.. · 
" Prof." is the one-hundred per cent. 
~tudenc. '\ever allows the other Pruk 
to <.neak up on him. Grearesr amhirinn 
i~ to pron to "Boots" Cla\'ton that an 
"E" i~ in the catt"Unn of \1. S. \I. '\uf 
,c.J! - . 
·19'2'2· 
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BEN McCOLLOCH LAYTO . 
CI.ASS Of '23. 
MINE ENoi:-~EERINO FErtcusoN, Mo. 
Pi Kappa dlpho. 
" Birdie" is a fine example of a real live 
wire. .'\lw:t)'S walks very briskly and 
was seen to run on sevt'ral occasions. is 
a true "Country Gentleman," having been 
known to go over the "second rise" with 
alarming frequency. Delights in "knock-
ing off" the vocates in Math. Dame 
umor has it that he like!l to have the 
girls sit on his lap. Sweet Rest. 
HOMER L. LEONARD CLAss o•· '22· 
MINE ENOJNEERINO RoLLA, Mo. 
Pi Kappa Alpha; Theta Tau; Pan-
Hellenic Council, '21, '22; National 
Prnidmt Association of Collegiate En-f.ineers; Suy. M. S. M. Plovers; Miners 
'M" Club; "M" in Tracie, '19, '22; 
Associau Editor Missouri Miner; Pipe 
and Bowl; Satyr; Mimrs Cotillion Club; 
Prtss Club; Square and Com pass. 
"Shucks hails from the "largest city in 
Phelps County," but knows better than 
to brag about it. Is an ambitious stu-
dent and won renown as 
in "labs" last semester. 
__,.,--~~~ 
l\ llSS JE~NlE LTI\N LE::\OX 
Cr.ASS or '22. 
CHe~<nCAL tNCINEERINO RoLr.A, Mo. 
lnd~mdent; Phi Kappa PM; Diphenyl 
Dozm; A. A. E. 
"J cnnie" is the co-ed of the Class of 
'22. Miss Lenox is the second lady to 
receive a degree in the Missouri School 
of Mines and Metallurgy. She has passed 
all of the tough courses in the curricu-
lum for herself and some for some of the 
boys as well. 1 n spite of her scants as a 
co-ecl, Jennie is a "regular fellow." 
W. R. LUCKFIELD, JR. CLASS or '22. 
MrNE ENOINEERINO HOMINY, OKLA. 
Kappa Sigma; Mhurs Cotillion Club; 
Squ11re and Compass; 1'1-liner Board, '18, 
'19, '20, '22. 
" Lucky'' jq said to b~ the happiest man 
in Rolla. Oklahoma wrth all of rts nttr:lc-
tions had no charms during vacation. We 
wonder why? lt is rumored that some 
day he may be a geologist. 
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HA I~RY CHARLES LOESCHE 
CI.A~S OF '22. 
MI:.;E }•.)IOJNEERJ:-.c ST. Lou1s, ~to. 
Bonanza; Squar~ and Comp.lSs; llfissouri 
Mining ond ,\htallur~ical .1ssodation: A. 
A. E. 
An impetuous blond. whose motto," Act 
twice before you think" has placed him 
high in the opinion of-well, let's not get 
perl>Onal. A gentleman be.:ause. he knows 
how a gentleman should say "Good-
i~ht,"-but hasn't the will power. 
] . X ~tcGIRL 
MINE ENCINEERINC 
CLASS OF '22. 
0o£ssA, Mo. 
lndtpmdent; Mucitr Club. 
"Mac" is one of our Christmas grad-
uates. He stayed in Prof. Garret's me-
chanics class until he graduated, when he 
had to pass it up. "Kin~ of the Dia-
mond" in more ways than one. 
l 
\ 
M. C. McCLEI.J.AN C•.Ass or '22. 
MINE ENCINEEiliNC EMINENCE, Mu. 
lndtpmdmt; ,\linin,'( and kfetallurxical 
Association; 'Jumor Assudate A. I . .\/. E.; 
A .. 1. E. 
Arisin$ from 1--.minence, Freshman 
"Eko" tmmediately gained the heights of 
notoriety as a he-vamp. J n some re-
spects, "\\'ild Bill" has got more out of 
Rolla than an\' other student in M.S. M. 
history. He qualified under one of Sher-
wood Eddy's three tests, being an earn-
est (and fast) worker. As a soviet econom-
ist, ~Iaurice can write more che<:ks per dol 
jl tha" Lenine. 
E. G. ~IACHJ~ Cuss or '22' 
Cn'IL EsCJ:.;EERJ:.;o BLUFFTON, Mo· 
lndtpmdmt; Thtta Tau; Square and 
CompasJ. 
"Ted" received his early training in 
Westminster College. "Pride of the Civil 
Engineers," he is frequently addressed as 
"Mach" and "Prof.," the latter title being 
chiefly in vogue among the freshmen sur-
verors. It is quite a help. He spent last 
year in the famous Kentucky mountains 
nnd has not entirely re<:overed. 
1 9'2 '2.. 
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GUY VERDIER MARTI . 
CLASS 01' '22. 
METAI.LURGY D EI'VER, CoLo. 
Independent; Tluta Tua; /1. I . M. E. 
"Guy" is a man of good common sense 
whose judgment has never been known to 
waver. Has Ia reiy acquired a microscopic 
app~ndage on his upper lip. Has a brood-
ing disposition-cause unknown, but 
rhought to "roll her own." 
CARL F.. 1\ liLLJ KA~ CLASS OF '22. 
lVhNE ENGINEERI:-<O BurrAt.o, N.Y. 
Independent; Minrr Bo11rd, '21, '22; .1. 
/1. E.; /vfissouri Mining and .Hdallurgica/ 
Association; Order of I. K. K. 
Carl is one of our pr a c tic a I jokers. 
Came ull the wav from Buffalo ro become 
a meta llurt:tist a r1 d t he n t urn e d miner. 
Studies a ilrrle, dcvott•s some time to rhe 
".Miner," hut is majoring in Pinohclc. 
r 
\\' ILLIA.\1 H. METZGER 
CLASS OF '22. 
~hNE ENGINEERING S-r. Louis, Mo. 
P1·ospector; Tau Bela Pi; Tlirla Tau-
Mis.rouri t\;fining and il1etallurgical Asso-
ciation. 
"Bill" is :1nother "pebble pupp)•." In-
dustrious nnd very serious minded. Has 
one bad quality,- knows too much 
abour Collinsville. 
11---------:a 
CHARLES C. MOSENA Ct.ASS Ot' '22. 
l\lTI\E ENGINEERING FALLS CTTY, NEBR. 
lndcpmdmt; Sigma Gamma Epsilon; 
Squm·e tmd Compass; A. I. ,\f. E. 
"Mose" is a "diamond in the rou~h" 
who represents the ' ebraska of fictton. 
Periodically calls to mind the easy free-
dom of the pre-\ 'olsteadian Epoch and 
has be~n known to go "a-berrying." Be-
side serving with cliuinction as Fred 
L::me's botl)•-guard, he has quite a repu-
tation as an •· antihandshaker." Spends 
his spare time dreaming of savory messes 
DSd•l of"Australian rabbit wirh the hnir on." 
-
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NATHA:-\ PACK~IA~ Cuss or '21. 
1\!1 "': I:.sc•~EERINC ST. Lons, Mo. 
lndtpmdmt; 1. /I. E.; MiJSouri Afining 
and Mttallurgical Assoriatil)n. 
Packman wa<; one of our summer grad-
uat.es. S~!d h.e ~lieved in getting out 
wh1le the ounng was good." \Yas an 
ardent champion of the A. A. £. 
I·.R~ J-Sr \\' -\Y:'\1:<' RI-.~1BERT 
CHE~l<'AI 1-.scJ~EFRINC CLAS'< or '22. 
J EFPERSO)ol C1n·, ~1o. 
BonanUJ; Phi Kappa Phi; Diphm)•l 
Dou11; Ttm Brtt1 Pi; A. A. £. 
''Jeff'' would rather sleep than eat and 
rather work than sleep. Honor man in 
his class and a good frllow for all rhat. 
I lad never been in love till he fell for a 
mustache that :tdds so ro his manh' 
charms and affords protrcrion from fcn{-
inine auack. 
Sl 0::\EY K. IH I 0 CLA" or '22. 
:\11\E r\CI\EERI\0 ~ lcALESTER, OKLA. 
Lambda Clli . 1/plta; !;!.uo Vadis; Mis-
souri \fininx and \lrtal!ttrtiral Asso-
citllioll. 
"Senator" iq a product of Oklahoma 
\\ IIAT? Never heard of OKLAH0-
;\1A?- and, when he i•n't arguing with 
Johnnie Bulg<.r, he'll rcll ~ ou :1bout ir. 
1 1?====~==~ 
t-. II. RL Bl< 1.1 . CJ.AS' or '22 
\IErAII. l R(,\ R oLLA, ;\} o. 
Gmhstttlur; Tmwrl Club; Rnl/amfJ Roard, 
'IS; Studmt Coumil, '1.5; ,/. !. \f. ll.l~. 
H u bell, a I i as " Rube," the college 
hobo, ;lfter n vnncd experience as a 
clwmical expert as l'volvcd a merho,! of 
!(rowing sofrsllclled l'ocoanuts on his 
d esc r t cIa i m in Californi:L. 
CLAS 
ROL~~T EARL Rl CIIARDS 
M ETALI.URC\' CLAS~ o~· '22. 
Bonanza. 1-hrrc:HJN~ON, h..A N~. 
"Grand pop" haiis from the windiest 
stare in the Union, ro which he is a marked 
contrast- when a~leep. \\'as quire a step-
per in his youth, but, in his last ~·~ars, his 
doctrine has been: "Re~t first or you may 
rc~t in pieces." 
CLA~S (If '21. 
l\11~>:£ E NGINEF.RtNc j o:o:EsBORO, I Lt .. 
Pi Kappa ,{/plm; Pip~ and Bowl; 1'1-lis-
.rouri ,\fininy and H~t,rllurgicaf . ofssoci-
ation; A. 1. M. E. 
"Rix" likes ro ralk about "God's 
Country," and especial!~ about Jonesboro, 
his native burg in the swamps of Illinois. 
There wn~ no doubt in our minds about 
his r.-cc:iving an engineer'~ degree after he 
worked so hard in designing rhe "box 
facton " at Frisco Pond. Has achieved 
fame :i.s :111 after-dinner speaker. I~ a fast 
thinker ami likes to iuss the 400. 
L 
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GEORGE L. RlCH F.RT Ct.As:- 01 '2:!. 
l\hNF. ENCJNEERINC D EN\'ER, Cot.n. 
Prospector; Sigma G(mrmfl Epsilon; .\ft·r-
cirr Club; ,".fi.rsouri Mining and Mttal-
lllt-gical Associ.aion. 
"Smaltz," the self-starter for Trueb-
ger's flivver, hails from Colorado. I ~ a 
true son of the "~ l ife H igh City," -even 
upholds the Denver Post. Always claim~ 
that Denver is t he only city in the {). S. 
that has an~· real good-looking girls. 
.-\. c. RUCKER CLMS Of '2~. 
i\lt:-. F. F.NCJNEERI!I:C K£\'TE~vJLLE, Mo. 
lndepmdem; f/orational . 
" Ruck" can (and will if given a 
chn.nce) tell you more nbour coal mining 
than Old M an Peele, him~elf. Made an 
"E" in M ine Survctying and i~ iusrl} 
proud of it. lla~ the inside dope on :tit the 
Profs. 0ne of his greatest problems is 
Dr. Boyce'q srstem of gr:1ding. 
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H. D. SCRUBY CLASS OF '22. 
l\UNE ENOINEF.RINO CHILI.ICOTHF., Mo. 
Kappa Sigma; Pipe and Bowl; Satyr; 
"J\11" h1 1'mck, '16, '/9. 
"Hod" came to us from Chillicothe Col-
lege:. His specialty wns "Rapid Calcula-
tion," but now his vocation is a whiskey 
tenor in the Squeaky Quarter. Alaska 
and Englnnrl are his favorite spots. 
MEHTON lRA SIG 'ER CLASs or '22. 
MINE ENOINF.F.RlNO TONICA ILL. 
Pi Ka{'Pa Alp/ul; The/a Tau;' .~Jo 
f/adis; Pipe tmd Bowl; Miners Coli/lion 
Club; Mimrs "'M" Clt~b; ''M" i11 Basket-
ball, '19, '20, '21, and '22. 
. "Sig" has made himself popular during 
h1s four years at college by his stellar 
work on the basketball teams and his all-
round goodfellowship. His chief diversion 
is tr)·ing to grow a mustache, but it seems 
"she" won't let him. "Sig" is a renl man 
and will make good. 
t 
H. F. SHORE CLASS or '22. 
MINE ENGlNEERINo CHILLICOTHE, Mo. 
Kappa Sigma; Tht!a Tau; Pipe and 
Bowl; A. I. A f. E. 
"Red" is an old timer in Rolla who 
knows his eggs. He would rather play 
with his army riRe than with any girl 
now in Missouri. 1-lns two hundred hours 
and an "E" in Golf Lab. 
CHARLES LANDON SM ITH 
CI,ASS OJi '22. 
MtNE ENOINEERINC Roi.LA, Mo. 
Pi Kappa Alpllfl. 
''Charley" wac; one of our mid-summer 
graduates. Was a quiet chap abour school 
but made up for lost time at the weekly 
" Jim town dances." 
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Ct..-.s:- or '22. 
CtnL E.sct!iEERt:-c PARI.\'ILLE, :\lo. 
lAmbda Chi .-1/pha. 
" Pink)" i, a true ":<wive)" engineer, 
for he !>wear~ by the Civil Engineering 
Department and the Illinois Stare Hi~:h­
way Department ... !\light as well let-us 
go home, Prof., we can take a corres-
pondence course therr as w<-11 as here." 
~ ======~~--~ l 
F.O\\'ARO TORRl:.:\CE, jR. 
CLAS!> OF '22. 
Ge:-ERAL Scte.sce ST. Lotit!>, ::'\lo. 
lndtpmdmt; Dt \1ola.v; Tau Brta Pt; 
A . .-1. E.; .\fwoun .\1inint and .\lttal-
lutXiml Auoriation. 
Torrence entered with the Class of '2J, 
but he is wearing a mustache thts year. 
One of the few who have gone through all 
the Fn~otlish courses and sunived. Was 
once seen nt half-mast. 
\\. h.l-.lM II-. TH.l 1-R lLA\S (H '22. 
;\h-.;£ l- "iGI"ifF.Itl"iC RtVEit'I DE, lt.t .. 
Grubstalm; Tau Brta Pi; Thrto Tau; 
Prnidmt Studtnl Colmfll, '!!; Prnidtnl 
Junior C!tus, 'lJ; \1mrr Board. Ordrr of 
I. 1\. K. 
After one scme,tcr at thl' l!mver~it)' of 
Illinois, T eller decided that he mu~t get 
farther from Chica~o. l .ike!> "chicken 
sandwltche~." fils chief pastime during 
the day is "knockin~ot ott" the Profs. A 
good man who ha'l done much for the 
school. 
I-RI-D F. TRUl·.BGI-R CI.A!>~ Of '22. 
Mt!I>E 1:: "iCINEEJusc Sr. l.o1m, Mo. 
Prosputor; Tlula Tau; Squarr and Com-
p.us; . \fissouri \fining nnd Mttallurgicul 
Asso(latron; A. I. \I. AI. E. 
. Fred is. a chap who always greets rou 
wnh a smtlc. Honest and sincere in all he 
undertakes. \lever known ro "crab" 
even when hi, " l .iuie" slam-bang~d 
him. Gosh! 
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THO~Io\ !:> GLO \ ' r .R \\'EI R 
\111\E E:-.CI\EERING CLAS\ OF '21. 
\\'Es~TER GRovEs, .\lo. 
Kappa Alpha; Thtta Tau; Prtsi.lmt 
Studrnt Counril, '10, '2/; M. S. ,\1. Pla_v-
(rs; Minrrs Cotil!ion Club; Chur Uddtr, 
'11; Glu Club; Miuouri ,\.fining and 
\lrtallurgirul Association; /1. I. ;\1. M. F.. 
Tommr is said to resemble \\'allace 
Reid and delights in being c:tlled "The 
~ l :ttinee Idol." Fusses the 400 a little, 
but we hear he had quite a ca~e while the 
S. A. T. C. was here. "So ~lad I met ~-ou, 
Tom. You are so wonderful.'' 
IX):\ALD F. l'I'DlKr c.A-.s oF ·.n 
.\I 1:: tAI.l.t R(;Y R oLLA, \lo. 
l .11mbda Cht .11pha; '(,,, Brta Pi; Sixma 
Gamma f.psilon; Pht Ktlf>f'tJ Phi; Maml.t(t 
.lthlrtir ,1uoriation, '!0, '11. 
\\'cas .T umors helped hue "Slim" when 
he was ;l Freshman. ~ow he i~ teachiniC 
u~ .\ ll'tallurl(\ ;l nd a fey, other rhinu:s. 
I\ r RrTI' JOH"' \\'FSOF.I.L r . s. \\' II F ... LI~R (I.A)o' ot '22. 
CLAss or '22. ~ 1 1 \1 L· E ~ 1 c J> 0 JA 111 .\lrTAI.I.l RC.Y •~ ADRID, A. . I\ F. r. :>(;1 \ . F. .. N E R , , .. 
Kappa Alpha; Tilt/a Tau; §luo 1-'adis; GrulntaJur; '11111 8rt11 Pi; 1'hrta Tau; 
Cnp111in '11 Football Ttam; "Jf" in Foot- f:ditor \finrr, '21; Studml Coun.-il, '21; 
ball, '21; Prnidml "M" Club, '11; f/iu- Miuouri Minin,t tmd Ml'tallury.iwl ,-/sso-
Pruidmt .'lthlrtir Association, '21; Minrrs riation. 
Cotillion Club; Afissouri Mini1lg 11nd Wheeler gets knocked off real often, 
\1rlnllnry.ical /IJJodation; A.! . .ll. M. F.. making only 9\ or some such disgraceful 
"Good Old Dip," he is known to the ~rade Has bl·en known to take part in 
student bo<.ly. lias had several cases in devotional mcetin~ots that at one rime be-
Rolla and had as h:trcl luck in them as he <'a me so serious his friends made the 
had in football. Refuses to take "advice" mistake of movin11 his trunk over. A 
on hi~> love affairs. Seen onct- in a while rent worker for M. S. ~1. 
at the 1\.A. house. Claims to be a studt:nt . ..... 
CLASS 
\ LRGl L LEE \\'IIIT\\'ORTH 
(LASSo.· '20. 
GENERAl. Scst:NCE NEvADA, :'1.1o. 
Pi Kappa Alplu1; Prrsidmt Squclr( and 
Campau; Prtsidmt Sttlr tmd Gar/1!1·, '21; 
M. S. AI. Pltl)'l'rs; Sponsor Dr \lola.\'; 
Orcllntra; Surttm)' Class of '21; A. A. J:. 
"Chief" i~ one of our old men who ha' 
had an interrupted college career. Like-. 
to talk, and upon an~ subject you please. 
Can be found at the picture sho'~ or el~e 
in the librar~ an~ time. 
GLE~ SII FR;\1:\i\ \\Yro.tA~ 
CLAs~ or '2!. 
Ms sE 1- -.:c:ss£~RJ~G lho<n.LY:.<, N.Y. 
Pi 1\appa -llplu1; Stgmn Gamma Epsi 
/on; . -lmrrimn /nslllull' of \1inin.r: and 
.\lrtalltiiif.IClll f:nr.mrrr . 
"General" has's fron• BrOQklvn but" :1., 
never kno\\ n to brag about it. Famou" 
for coming 111 .. chnol ~ et never gcttinct 
there. \\'e "onder it rhi-.. is rhe reason he 
a\\akens tin· minutt:' hcfore cia~" and 
rhen sl.-ep' till noon. 
1 
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P-\l'l. 0. \\ J:\OSOR Ct.A" m 22. 
\Inn [NGt:o;EERtv~> BEtt.n ll.U., l u .. 
!.ambda CM .1/pfJn; StJIIIII"<' and Cum-
pll.ls; Pan-llrllmir Cuuncil, '11; NollamfJ 
Bom·d, '22; ,\1issouri .\fining nnd Mrtal-
lurgirnl .1s.sorialion; 1. I . • \f. II. E. 
"P. D." i~ the commg J. ~. Dtnl( oi 
\I. S. \I. Like the res; of"'· he ,li~1s at 
times and fus-.es one of the ·HXl. '\;ever 
kno"n to go our "ithout ht~ h.nr parted 
alontl tht· tle,ign kncm n a~ n 'tr;utlht line. 
Degrees I 92 I 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MINE E~GINEERING 
H YMAN I. !hBERT 
HAROLD L. BAILEY 
\\'ILLlA\f H. BAXTF.R 
KARL \\'. Boo.,£R 
CARROLL P. BuRFORD 
KWANG Y. CHAI\G 
LAwRENCE Co1.J.JNS 
LEWIS E. DAVIDSON 
AUGUST F. D.eLAt.OVF, 
j OHN R. Fl£DJ.ER 
PERCY G. FORMAN 
M EYER GOLI.UB 
ABNER D. HAHN 
H OMER A. HOI.LINGSHEAD 
R J:SSELL \\'. HLNT 
HAROI.D \\'. Ht RD 
H EKR\' \\'. Ht R'•r 
ROBERT E. IJ.LIDCE 
WII.LIAM \\', 1\.F.EI.ER 
HO.M£R c. KFRR 
GEORG£ A. KROE .. l.EII\ 
NAPOI.EON B. LARSH 
HENO Y. MA 
EDWIN L. ~hi.I.E R 
CHARI.ES R. MIZE 
H ERBERT w. M UNI>T 
H ERMAN ]. ~krz 
ALBERT B. N F.F.DHAM 
WILLIAM F. NETZABAND 
HowARD 0. NoRVILLE 
FELIPE B. OR£ 
::\ATHAN PACK~IAN 
WILLIAM c. POWELL 
WiLLIAM R. QvTLLlAM 
THEODORE c. SHERWOOD 
EDWIN A. SLOVER 
WILI.IAM L. STEWART, )R. 
RICHARD .J . STROUP 
RonERT K. STROUP 
) AMES M. WiLSON 
JosEPH M. Wa LsoN 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN METALLURGY 
ARTHt:R L. CAIRNS 
\\'A~tAN CROW 
RICHARD L. ) OHNSON 
JoHs G. ~Ii LLER 
ROBERT L. MOOii. 
j osEPH H. RoHLorr 
SAMUEL N. SHASFELO 
H UAN P. SHIH 
RoBERT N. STUBBS, ] R. 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN C LVIL E 'GJNEERTNG 
J u•.&s P. CoLBERT ANVIl. C. WnttAMs 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN GE ERAL SC I£ 1CE 
GEORGE B. 8J.OOM RoBERT BRtlCE, J R. FRED£RICK w. SHAW, M. D. 
BACHELOR OF SCIE:-.ICE I !'.I 1- LECTRICAL ENGINEERING 
\ 'ERN I. K££TER LLO\'D E. LuMPii.IN ~hi.TOS \\'. WALLACE 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CHEM ICAL ENGI EERI NG 
MARION S. BADOLL£1' 
VICTOR K. FISCHLOWI'rZ 
\YILLtAM Mc K. KAHLBAUM 
ALBERT C. LA UN 
CHARLES J. MII.I.AR 
SAMU£ (. L. N EVEI>OMSK y 
BARNEY NUDELMAN 
ERNEST w. REMB ERT 
H usToN T AYLOR 
MASTERIOF SCIE CE I 1 MINE ENGINEERING 
j OHN H. BOWLES, B.s. '08 LEWIS E. DAVIDSON, B. s. '21 WILLIAM W. WEIGEL, B. s. '20 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN G I-.:-.IERAL SCIENCE 
G£OII.OEP'A J. CLARK£, B.s. '20 SAMt'EL H. LJ.0\0, A. B. FREDERICK \\'. SHAW, M. D., B. s. '21 
MASTER OF SCIE 'CI-. IN CIJEMI CA L ENGINEER I ' G 
MARIO~>' s. BADOLI.ET, B. S. '21 
] O HI>' H. BOWI.£S, B.s. '08 
RAOUL CHAVEZ, B.s. '18 
FREDERICK GRO'M'S, B.s. ' 16 
ENGlNEER OF MJNES 
j AMES J. Dowo, B. S. ' 16 
WILLIAM H. KAMP, B.s. ' 17 
HARRY A. KLtCJ;:, B.s. '18 
BARNEY NuoeLMA~>', B. S. '21 
) OHI>' c. MILLER, B.s. '16 
LAWRENCE J. ZOI.l.£11. , B. s. ' 18 
METALLURGICAL F.NG INEER 
ALBERT L. TRENT, B.s. '15 
CIVIL ENG INEER 




A S of yore, academic leadership in Charlie Fulton's Case-Hardened School for Boys devolves again this year upon the intellectual Class of 
'23. j uniors, bowed down by the weight of bulky texts, we stagger 
hither and yon over the campus like tumble-bugs anticipating a hard 
winter. Responsibility, not without its sohering effect, has been assumed 
by the upper classmen who strive to impress the lower classes with the serious 
side of a college career by removing possible impediments to the inexorable 
onrush of scholastic attainment. Indeed, the more far-sighted and unselfish men 
among them are actually sacrificing that devotion to scientific study and research 
so typical of '23's progress, in order to dispose of heavy Ozark Dews which other-
wise might befog the feeble mentalities of the festive Frosh and his puerile play-
mate, the dog-robber of yesteryear. 
Conspicuous both in quality and quantity, '23 again loomed large on the 
gridiron, pushing the pigskin with great zeal across the white-washed lines of 
their winded opponents. Xor can track and basketball be said to have been 
neglected by the class. 
A small but representative delegation on the junior Trip, last summer, looked 
over man) diggings in the l 1nited States and Mexico. They loyall}' upheld the 
tratli tions of the class and of M. S. M. in the lands of the "Texicans," Greasers, 
"Native Sons," and Mormons. In fact, during a ro)•al reception in J aurez, 
Mexico, tendered us by our worthy colleagues in the Scientific Club at the Texas 
School of Mines, F.l Paso, Professor Forbes was amazed to find his proteges just as 
proficient in operating the "first motion hoist" as were any of the old Miners 
(including Buck Montjoy, skipper and end of the famous 'I..J. ream), whom the 
J unior Trippers were fortunate in meeting on the job. No salinity tests, however, 
were made on waters of the Pacific or of the Great Salt Lake. 
\\'. K. TELLER 
]). S. 1\lo!>BY 
S. M. B vRKE 
\\'. :\. Werner 





Studen t Council Representatives 
A. B. P ARKHURST \\'. K. Tt-.I.I.F.R 
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] unior Class 
HERBERT EMMETT AHRENS ............. .. ..... ...... ................. .......... Corning, /lllo. 
Wu. l.tAM J osEPH AI.TON ..................................................... .. Columbia, Mo. 
\Vu.t.JAM HENRY 8.<~CKE1l ............................................. ........ Webster Groues, Mo. 
M11.0 1ANSON DF.BEI.t........... ... ... .......... • .... • .. . ....... .. ..St. Louis, Mo. 
KJNCSTON Mit.t.ER BowMAN. ....... ... ... • ....... ... .......... .. Keokuk, Iowa 
At.FRED ARTHUR BoYLE.. ............................................ St. Louis, Mo. 
PA ul. MACFARLAND BRowN.. .................. . ........ .... . .... .. .. Kirkwood, Mo. 
]EAN PAUL BRYAN.............. ............... ............... ........ ...... . Jndependenu, Mo, 
STEPHEN MICHAEL B uRKE................ . . ... . ... .•• . ... ..St. Louis, Mo. 
H ENRY CtARENCE B uSER .............................................. rVebster Grooes, Mo. 
ELY TAYLOR CAMPBELL...... ... ... .. • ... ...... .... .. .... Kansas City, Mo. 
FRANCISCO ALEJANDRO CANAt.ES...... ... • • .... • ••. • • . .. Ayacuclta, Pem 
\\'AJ.TER ERic CASEY.......... .. .. .. ... .. RamSC)', !II. 
EvERETT H uNTER CATHCART...... ... .. .. . . ...... Kansas City, M.o. 
HENRI CHOMEAU.... ................. ... ......... ... .. .... .... Clayton, Mo. 
GEORGE T HOMAS DtERKINC........ .. .• .. .. .. ... .... St. Louis, Mo. 
JAMES CARTER EDWARDS. ... . .. .. ... .. .. .. 7eiferson Cit)', 1\tlo. 
OwEN RICHARD EvANS............................ Mtta, Mo. 
Et.BA LArAYE'l'fE F IPI'S...... .. .. ... • • Salon, 1\1/0. 
PAUt. EDGAR FtSCiiER ... ...... ... ... . .Webster Groves, Mo. 
RAGAN FoRo...... .............................. Lisbon, La. 
WAYNE SHANNON FRAME .......... .. .... ...... ... .. .. Salrsoille, 1\lfo. 
Wt Lt. tAM PRESco·rr GA·rrs.. • .. • .. • ...... Hannibal, Mo. 
J oHN PEMB ERTON GORDON ... ... . ........... lvfission, Te:>:. 
RoBERT FRANKI. IN GRAD\' , JR.... .. .. .. . ........ St. Louis, Mo. 
j AMES LAWRE:'ICE GRECC..... .. .. ............................ . .lndependmce, Mo. 
J osEt'H J oHN H ABERTHI ER..... ... . . • , .......... ......... Wicllita, Kans. 
N£!1. H AM .... .. .................................. J\lfontgomer)•, Ala. 
L YNN H ARBISON................... .... • .. .. .. . . • • ... . . ... . ... . Kansas City, Mo. 
GEORGE GoDLEY H ARRIS.... ... ... ...... ...... • . ... .. .. . .. Kamas City, Mo. 
P AuL CASTI .• ETON H ATMAKER . ... ... ... ... .. East /lm·orn, N. Y. 
MICHAEL VtNCENT HEAI.Y.. Macon, Mo. 
PAut. ]ENT HECWER .. .. .. .. .. ... . .. ... .. ... • ... .. Sarcoxie, Mo. 
DAvto JoHN HENDRY. ...... St. Louis, Mo. 
BE~>'JAM I N FRANKI.IN HoovER.. T1·enton, 1\t/o. 
LEoN SmNEY H owALD.. Rolla, Mo. 
HENRY GuERNSE\' H uBBARD Crescent City, Fltl. 
ARMIN BR ENE ) EWELl. .. Tulsa, Okla. 
VERNE GEORGE Jost.IN. Rolla, ,\1o. 
CHARI.ES BAYARD KALEY Gour:cmeur, N.Y. 
\\' JJ.LJAM MtLLER KEEL.INC Falls City, Nebr. 
t'vhr.l.lARD Ct.AXTON LAY...... St. Clain:, Mo. 
RoY ALEXANDER LINDGREN . Chicago, Ill. 
LEo MoRRIS LINZER .. . . Ntw York City 
RAY McBRtAN. .. Sltawnu, Okla. 
EARL HoLLINGER McAt.t'INE Haileyuille, Okla. 
HARR\' CHARLES MAREK. Sioux City, In. 
PHtLI r FRANCIS M ARTYN . Cuba, Mo. 
FREDERICK PALMORE MAn.ACt-. Overland Park, Mo. 
FF.LIX Zot.t.tCAf'FER MEEKS . Marslta/1, Mo. 
Bu.t. IE R A\' MOND MEN NIE Hannibal, Mo. 
AVGIJ!'T FREDERICK MoHR! . .. Kansas City, 1\lfo. 
H. l\looRE St. Louis, Mo. 
OO);ALD SI•E£1) l\1o~B\' 
FRANK CLEO l\·1 u I. FORD ... ,. 
R AYMOND FDWARD MURPHY 
GEORGE FRANCIS !'/AWl> 
RAYMOND F n ·zcERAI.D ORR 
H E!\RY HARDI'I;Q PACE 
ARElS B. PARKHI.-RST 
H ARR\' SIMA'Ii ION PENC& .•.••••• 
EDwARD PEsOUT .. 
H AROLD R oBERT PowERS ...•. 
j OHN l\l tLTON REEVES ...... .. 
" 'ALTER FowARD RE~1\tER~ 
K ARt. :\t Cl' ST ScHMIDT 
Gcv RoBERT Scorr 
lRWIS STER:-.BERC 
STUART EssEI.MAN STORRS 
SAMUEL H ENRY STUART .... 
DoNALD SAMUf:l. TEDFORD ... 
WARREN EvERETT TE:-. Eve~;. 
WiLLIAM EARL T ETER 
CHARLE' CvRl' TE"'' 
THOMAS ~I on A rr THO\ti'SOS 
LAWRENCE THOMY 
F oMUND R ow1.ANI> TRACirr 
\'\'JI.l.IAM lh;NRY WALLING .. 
DAVID FRANC!!. WAI.SH .. 
jOSEPH MF.!.CHJ:-.G WASESMACHER 
M ARIO!> \\'HJTflEt.D WATI'I'Ii~ 
\'ANCE H ERSHAL WEBSTER. 
tVl Et.VIN J'OWEI.I. \\'EICEL 
WALTER AuGusT WERNER . 
• i\uousTUS B t:N roN \Vu.K.ERSON 
}OSEI'H v\'ORI.E\ 
GEORGE 1\l'CI.sr 7.Et.LER 
ROBERT CAVF.O 7.EVAI,I.O~ 
DESIOERl' 7.1\t\IER\IA'Ii 
H E'IiRY Et GENE 7.ot.LER ... 
SAM I. F.L I R '' 1' ?.om.. 
lo 
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Jtjfrrson City, Mo. 
Kansas City, Mo. 
Calma, Ill. 
Rolla, ,\1o. 
Wtbb City, .Ho. 
.1/ton, I II. 
Tulsa, Ole/a. 
Falls Cit)', Ntb. 
St. Louis, lvfo. 
Oshkos/1, Wis. 
Andtrson, Ind. 
St. Louis, Mo. 
Springfirld, .\1o. 
Diamond, ,\1o. 




St. Jamn, Mo. 
Bunlrtr /li/1, Ill. 
Holdm, J1o. 
Goodland, Kan. 
St. Louis, Mo. 
Rolla, Mo. 
Dayton, Wyo. 
St. l.ouis, Mo . 




St. Louis, Mo. 
tlurorn, Mo . 
Nobluoillr, Ind. 
St. Louis, Mo. 
Callao, Ptru 




Cal en dar- Continued 
Jan. 6.-Miners back with new resolutions. 
Registration has become too com-
plicated for most of us. 
Jan. 7.- A X A repairing damages of " Fuzz •· 
Knight's New Year~ party. 
Jan. 8-9-10.-
Sherwood £dd)': "Are you honest?" 
F inals Inter-Fraternity Club Bas-
ketball tournament. A X A wins. 
T au Beta Pi announces Scholurship 
t roph}. Now watch grade~ pick up. 
Miner~ open conference Basketball 
season. 
Going strong-Culver-Stockton, 3; 
Miners, 41. 
Buddy Cairns gives "Shucks" 
Leonard special instructions in 
assay in~. 
Jan. /6.-Miners, 27; Drury, II. 
Jan. /8.-1\tiners, 35; \\'m. J ewell, II. 
7:-! 
Jan. 20.- Tau Bet pledges &ix men. 
Jan. 25.-.Miners, 33; St. Louis U., 12. 
Jan. 26.-l\ll iners, 29; St. Louis U., II. 
Jan. 27.-Miners, 23; Millikin, 22. 
Jan. 28.-Miners, 25; Millikin, \J. 
Jan. JO.-Phi Kappa Phi pledges decorated. 
"~1 " Club initiates 14 new men. 
Feb. 2.-1 ndependent Smoker. Good Smoker. 
Sunda_v, 
Feb. 5.-Prof. Prichard's Analytic class all 
Ftb. 
reb. 
turn out for Sunday School. 
6.-Prof. Cia non invents a combination 
crucible holder and thermo-couple. 
7.-Junior class meeting ? ? ? 
Theta Tau announce pledge~. 
Feb. 10.- A. C. E. holds three-day convention. 
Play, " It Pays to Advertise," for 
Rollamo. Good ~how. 
.. . . 
.. 
.. . 
---- - ===-- - ---=-----=--= _-----::-:: -~--~ - -~ - -~ -
SOPHOMORES 
Sophomore Class 
HAIL ! Hail! T he Gang's :\II Here!" So sang we, the Class of '2-l, in eptember. ~o longer were we verdant Frosh; we had become the potent 
and powerful Sophs. The first milestone had been passed. 
The Class of '2-t manifested itself, beginning the second year of its schol-
astic life, with khakis on and paddles in hand to teach the homesick Freshman 
the ways of M. S. M. We succeeded in putting forth an excellent cu rri culum, 
applying sufficient vigor and energy to our teachings. The effect has been so 
noticeable that we take inordinate pride in our latest Rolla college boys. 
The year previous we had ourselves entered Rolla with frightened faces; we 
soon, however, became acquainted and made ourselves known. \\'e gained our 
first honor h) defeating the Sophomores in the annual Sophomore-Freshman 
football game. Following this came the much-heralded class smoker. 1 t was 
a great success - ask Fred Smith! 
The class is unusually strong in athletics, having a number of letter men. 
Buck and Kenning won their" 1's" in football; Kemper, McClelland and Hay-
wood in basketball; and Carleton Smith in track. 
However, the Class of '24 has not attained glory in athletics alone: its most 
important accomplishment is its ferocious pursuit of knO\\Iedge and its brilliant 
elimination of the academic curricula. 
We have served and supported ~ 1. S. l\ l. : we shall continue so to do. 
C-\RI.F"lO"\ S\tiTH 
Ct.\li>E K E~II'ER 
A. \\'. WAI.KF.R 
c. G. B<H\ ER!:. 
Class Officers 
Pr1 .fidt nt 




1\l. L. Ar"tNSON ......... . 
R. A. BAl.liNOF.R ..•• 
F.. H. Bee" 
P. L. B t.A"E 
J NO. Bt.ICKF.NSD~:RFF.R 
R. A. BJ.OUNT 
R.O.RoHN 
c. G. BO\\ F.R~ . 
A. E. Bt•c" 
J.P. CA\II'RELI • •• 
J. CASTELLI . • •.• . .. 
J. H. CHRISTOI'HER •• 
\\\1. 1-.. Cox 
w. B. CRl'TCHER .. 
C. B. DA\ IS 
H. R. DRlOT ...... 
;\I. •. Dt .... !.A I' . 
0. H. Fst.E 
J. C. Eo" ARos 
H. \'. FAtRCHI LO 
1). J. FtESH .. 
R. FORD . 
G. c. GAIJI. ER 
R. R. H AMII.TON 
I I. 11 . 1-h:ID'fMAN 
J.O.IItNt 
l·.ow. Ill stiiN<; . 
A. c. I h IOIE~S 
D. B. j~.n 
C. J.. 1\.F.\Jl' f.R 
c. B. 1-..t::SI'\OR 
1-1 . I I. "'I ...... lf. R 
\\'. 1-. II. "''IGHr 



















St. Louis, i\llo. 
7rffrrso1J City, J'l-fo. 
L~advillt, Colo. 









St. Louis, Afo. 
St. l.ouis, ,\to. 




\\'. \tcDosAW ... 
C. \V. l\IAOAI.I' . 
Il. C. l\1A R E" 
\\'. M!KF.l.l. 
D. L. Mooon:. 
R. T. l\ I UENCB 
A. E. NAYI.OR 
£. B. O'BRH: N 
v. RICHARDSON 
A. E. Rt SCE 
B. SA\II'l.El> ... 
C. F. ScHAHF.R, JR . .... 
\\'. -\. ScHAEI'F.R, )R 
LEO. SCHA I' I RO .. . 
H. 0. ScHRMt\1 ..... .. 
F. 1.. S£1\ ER 
\\'. B. SHARI' ••• 
c. Y. SHIH 
\\'. E. SI\111S()N 
C. \\'. B. Srr-ll.f' R .. 
c. SMI'III 
c. E. STOVF.R 
F. 1• STRONO. 
I. StrRt.ETT 
\\'. E. TF.N EYe" 
]. v. Tr.RRII,t. 
P. F. THOMI'SOS' 
A.\\'. \\'A1."rR 
\\. H. \\'AIJ.IS(i 
c. A. \\ AIH 
J. ~1. Wasmund 
\\'. S. \\RIGHt , 
D. hl\1\lf.RMA' 




St. f..ouis, Mo. 
1.-f/as!Jington, Mo. 
Rolla, Mo. 





Rock Island, Ill. 
Chicago, Ill. 
Elm Hurst, L. T. 
Salina, Kans. 
Marshall, Mo. 
Foo Kim, China 
Eldon, Mo. 
St. Louis, Mo. 




St. 7amrs, Mo. 
l\1obtrly, Mo. 
Goodman, Kans. 





St. l.ouis, Jlo. 
r-RESHt1EN 
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Freshman Class History 
TH E history of a nation is a record of the achievements of its great men; not so, the hiMory of a class. Our da'>S hi~tory is a record of our fortunes and misfortunes, our trials and achievements. Our short, rho eventful histor~· began when, on the 28th of Aug\ISt, the 
first of our numbers arrived upon the scene of action. It quickly became a scene of action, 
as all will long remember. The Sophs manifested a strong desire for all kinds of amusement, 
such as extemporaneou~ speeches, songs, and aqua·ic sports. These entertainment'> were not always 
promprl) rendered: hence the)' made liberal use of the barrel stave their favorite mode of persuasion. 
On Friday night, of the first week of school, we accorded them a more substantial form of amusement in 
which, however, ther were the victors, due to superior numbers. Thus passed the first exciting week. 
Then came the annual migration of new-comer~ tO the fairgrounds on unday e\e. The night was 
gloomy; not so the Freshmen. A large lire was built and thr night was spent in telling stories, singing 
songs, choosing yells, and getting acquainted. Earlr morning saw the newly organized army marching 
toward the customar~ battle ground. Were we discouraged? :-=or in the least! We gave our new 
yell, sang the Mining Engineer, and discussed the Sophs in no unrertain terms. At nine o'clock the 
Sophs camr on the field, the pistol fired, and the light was on. \\'e were defeated, of course; that was 
foreordained. ~evertheless, many were the Sophs who were tied and re-ried hefore the last Freshman 
on the field was compelled to > ield to superior numbers. T he class circus followed, wherein the pla-
carded and paint-smeared Freshmen showed their sportsmanship br performing various stunts for the 
eager spectators. After the circus we received sm31\ u:r.:en sperks which Wt.1'c called caps, and which 
we careful\~ gu:trded and wore until "~~;reen cap night," when we disposed of them with fitting ceremony. 
Our smoker, which was held a little later than usual on the fourteenth of J amtary, made us feel at 
home and as if we were true M iners. I t wa~ a real smoker, as cver~'one is willing to admit, and the 
dancing girls enjoyed quite a hu!(C succes11, -at least they seemed very popular wirh some of the 
upperclassmen. 
Our history has been very prom tsmg in many respects. We have had no outstanding scholastic 
:.tars, it is true; but the class, as a whole, has maintained a high standard of scholarship. ~or have we 
-;acriliced athletics or other college activities to do this. \\'e were repre.-.ented in football by '/olen, 
J Ltsselman, Springer, Ledford, Parker, and Sutton. Our represcntatives on the basketball squad 
were Parker, Springer, ancl Burg. Valeriu~ has been more than onct.· before the public in school plays. 
In each field of activity, we ha\'C horne a rrcditable .. hare. 
\\'hen the last cia~~ haQ been dismissed in April, we will return ro our homes, our heart~ filled with 
loyalty toM. S. M., and we will he ba.ck again in Aui(USt to take up and hear ever upward :tnd onward 
the ~tandards and ideals of the cla<;s and the tradition" of the st·hool. 
jACI. 'lot t'' 
P. \\'. FAt I)( 
R. A. PAR"-ER 
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Class Roll 
H. D. AtsswoRTH . .. .. .... Roodhouu, Ill. 
D. R. BA"-ER .................. . Kansas City, Kans. 
\V. R. B ERRY ...... . St. Louis, Ill. 
\V, F. BosseRT..... ...Rolla, Mo. 
\\'. E. BRtvooR·r . 
c. R. BROWN 
B. L. BROWNING 
\\'.A. BuRc .... . 
LEo. BuRNETI£ .... .. 
J. E. CoucH .. .. 
J. Coi.LIER 
c. Cl ""''CHAM 
1. R. DooLtTIL£ 
K. A. b.u~o" 
P. \\'. F'At.DJ 
D."· GRIF'tl\ 
\\'. It GROCHAN 
E. j. GoRMAN 
. Vincmnu, Ind. 
Rolla, Mo. 
Mt. Rou,Mo. 
St. l.ouis, 11/. 
St. Louis, ;wo. 
Hannibal, Mo. 
1"vlt. Groce, .lfo. 
Careltoge, Mo. 
Brolem Arrow, Okla. 
Sapulpa, Ole/a. 
St. Lcuis, 1\10. 
Joplin, Mo. 
Kirkwood, Mo. 
Davmport, I a. 
L. GRoscu . .St. Louis, ,'vfo. 
G. D. GAINS. ... .. .... ... .Slater, Mo. 
WM. GoODWIN. . .. . . . Pickneyville, Ill. 
W. B. HARDWICK£ .... 
K. F. H ASSEI.MAN 
\\'M. Kovcu 
CARl .. II £1M 
A. f .. HEllMAN 
\\'. J. H ILl. 
0. ) . JlORROM 
.... S. JIO\\ A RD 
B. L. htt•' 
C. C. 1\·p.;c 
. ... Stratford, Conn. 
Rode Rapids, Iowa 
. St. Louis, Mo. 
Huntingburg, Ind. 






\\'. 1- . hAs~ ................. Sure/ 11/ater, Tenn. 
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FRANK jACKSON ......... ..... Duncan, Ole/a. 
F. C. KEI'TH.. . . ............ Ltodwood, Mo. 
1. .J. KN0£1li.IL...... .. ... Belleville, Mo. 
B. J. Letts .. . ... .. .... . .. Jefferson City, Mo . 
M. L t::VEY .... 
Mil;.£ L££1)FORO 
C. L. ~IARTIN 
F. c. MARTIS 
E. K. ~l1sc 
G. \\'. MERRli. L .•• 
R. K. ~ltLLER ..... 
\\'. L, ~IJLLER ••. 
). XOLA\ 
R. A. PARKER • 
G. H. Pen 
J. H. RttD 
J. r. RooD 
C. \\'. RwH 
H. c. SC011 ....... 
1 .. E. SHIRE 
P. A. SMITH . 
L. R. SPRINGER . . 
J. STOGSDII.I. . 
P. TERRY 
J. D. THOMAS 
D. UNDERWOOD 
c. N. \'ALI'RIOl \ 
R. D. WARD 
F. A. \\'ttRILH 
0. \\' 11.\0N 
J. SARGEST 

















El Paso, Tex. 
flida, Mo. 
Gault, Mo. 
Oblong, I II. 
Donnillillt, Ill. 
Tulsa, Ole/a. 
11/tbsrer Grout, Mo. 




History of the Vocational Department 
V OCATIONAL education was instituted at the Missouri School of !\lines in Januar}, 1919, with Dr. A. L. McRae acting as Counsellor. Thirty students were enrolled. The courses given these men were spe<:ial courses along mechanical and electrical lines. The majority 
of the men, however, were enrolled in the mechanical courses, which consisted of drafting, 
ore analysis, and ore assaying. Some few, following branches of electrical work, were enrolled in the 
electrical courses. These courses were, in the opinion of the Federal Board for \'ocational ~ducation 
(now rhe \'eceran's Bureau), to be completed in one year. 
In January, 1920, C. E. Bardsley, 'tR, was elected Counsellor, and a room in the Rolla building 
was fitted up as Vocational Headquarters. Soon after taking charge, Prof. Bardsley began ro arrange 
a cour:.e in Topographical Fngineering. This course, which is now one of the major courses in the 
\'ocational Department, looked so good that a number of men transferred to it from the other courses. 
Quite a few men, on the other hand, considered it too "stiff" and changed to other schools. This 
process of elimination brought the coral number of" trainees" down ro seventeen. Prof. Bardsley, 
undaunted by losing these men," carried on" with the remainder, making such progress that he attracted 
the attention of the United Stnres Geologicnl Survey, which Jesulted in M:.jor C. E. Cooke being sent 
down from Washington, D. C., to help organitc the new department. The Major has a record of up-
wards of thirty years wirh the sun·ey, and is a master in the art of Topographic Engineering. 
With these two worth} men at the head, the department grew into the present organization, with 
a personnel of thirty and an enrollment of more than two hundred. Three separate course:. were placed 
in the curriculum: Topographic Engineering, ll ighwa) Fngineering, and Oil Field Engineering. These 
courses arc in addition tu the regular courses offered by the school to those men having the neccssar)' 
prelimin:~ry preparation. 
The course of instruction in Topographic Engineering covers a period of from one to two years, 
depending upon the adaptability of the student; upon the completion of the course, he will have covered 
by actual field practice ever} thmg pertaining to the use of the plane-table, the transit, and the level, 
and "ill have become proficient, with reasonable application, in the delineation upon a plane surface 
of the work done in the field with these instruments. Besides this, he will have a practical knowledge 
of Mathematics, English, Geology, Astronomy and other kindred subjects. The department has re-
ceived assurance from the U. S. G. S. that it will employ ever}' man who successfully completes this 
course of training. The staff in this work is as follows: 
~lajor C. E. Cooke, Professor of Topographic Engineering 
C. f-.. Bardsley, Assi~tanr Professor of Topographic l:..ngineering 
T. T. Ranney, Instructor in Topographic l·.nl(ineering 
\\'. B. Brewer, I nsrructor in Topographic Engineering 
E. E. Decker, Instructor in Topographic Engineering 
The ll ighwar f nginccring Department offers :1 one to two year cour~e in the fundamental princi-
ples of highway and bridge construction, wh1ch includes field practice in the use of the transit and the 
level, and offers practice m computing and drawing up the results of this field practice. The object of 
rhi~ course is ro train men, who posse!<s a limited education, to compete in practice with men who 
pos~css a broader, hut less ~tpecializecl, engineering education. The Department has assurance from the 
various St:1te and County Highway Commissions that all of the men successfullr completing this 
course will he giv.:n positions. The staff is: 
II. 0. Garst, '09, Professor of Highway f-.ngiceering 
\\'. C. Zeuch, '18, Ac;sJstanr Professor of Hu.:hwar l-.ngineerillJL 
lb> Dennison, '21, )n<;tructor in H ighwa} f- ngmeering 
Charles B. Ka.le}, '2.1, l n~tructor in Highw••> En~~;ineering 
The Oil Field F nginccring Course consists of n practical one- to two-year study of oilfield production 
methods, mapping, scouting, field geology, land law, IM:nhcm:ttics, and English, with the purpose 
of turning out men who can step into the oil fields well qualified to hold positions as oil draftsmen, 
scouts, teasers, ere. l\lr. E. I I. \\'oolrych, the originator of this course here, is the present head of the 
Department of Oil Fngineering. He has had a number of years of acmal experience in the oil fields 
and has pro,•en himself well qualified to teach this work. >\ number of oil companies have stgnified 
their desire to employ graduates of this course. Instructors in this work are: 
E.\\'. \\'oolrych, Instructor in Land Law, Drawing, Oil Production ~lethods, and Oil Propert) 
\' aluation. 
\\'. W. Bolt, '22, I nsrructor in Oil Geology. 
Mathematics, being the foundation on which all engineering work is builr, is the main study for 
the men raking Vocational work, and for this reason a complete department was organit.cd especially 
for this purpose. This department offers courses in all branches of Mathematics, from Arithmetic to 
Advanced Trigonometr}. l\lr. \ '. K. Fischlowitt, '20, the head of this dep:trtment, deserves much 
credit for the splendid organiz:ttion he has developed. There i' also an English Dep:trtment, where :t 
thorough course in business Fnglish, Rhetoric, and sentence :tnalysis is taught. Professor E. 1.. J ohnson 
was originally in charge of this work, and deserves commendation for his methods of teachmg and his 
general interest in the welfare of the studems. ProfessorS. P. Bradley, the present in!.tructor, although 
recently appointed has already done good work and is held in high esteem by all of his students. 
All of the office work of the department, up to J anuary, 1921, was being handled between classes 
by Prof. Bardsley, assisted by Mr. Decker and Miss Underwood. But at rhis time it was quite :t task 
for even the mctful Bardsley to give each man the required assistance. Consequenrly Mr. H . J. T ens, 
'1 7, was appoin red by the Board to act as Co-ordinator, to adjust and harmonize the relations between 
the Veterans' Bureau and the Trainees. Miss Underwood at this time accepted a position with the school, 
and the vacancy thus created was filled by i\ l iss Ada G. Sanders. 
On December I, 192 1, \l iss M. Papenhausen, a Government trained nurse, was :tssi~tned to the dt•-
partment to look after rhc health of the men. . 
C. w. CAMI•REI. t •.• 
E. 1.. H t:AI.t:l 
S. I. ZooK 
H. R. LI NOt:NRF.RCF.R 









G. s. At.EXAI\OER Hancock, .\to. 0. C. Cot•£ Rolla, .'vfo. 
\\'. J . At.TON Columbia, .l1o. ~1. P. CoRRtoo~ Kansas City, Jfo. 
G.:\. AM~BERC Rolla, Mo. P. c. CRANE . St. Louis, ,\Jo. 
j. L. ANCEl .. St. Louis, Mo. F.. G. CREW~ Nardin, Okla. 
i\1. 1.. A'rKIN~ON S pring.field, Mo. D. L. CRti'I'EN 1/wchinson, Kans. 
E. E. BA"~:R Rolla, ,ltfo. H . E. CllMMINS Rolla, Mo. 
Guv BA"ER Frederickstown, 1\tfo. H. J. CURRY." Cmnpbrll, Mo. 
O·r ro BAt.!. llt(hison, Kans. \\'. C. D nts l .idring:, Mo. 
SuH R. B EACH Emporia, Kans. ] . DIMITRY Overland, Alo. 
J.D. BEHN"E lf/yoming, I a. G. R. DnR Sl. Louis, Mo. 
R. R. R EJ.EW Salem, lllo. s. H. DY"~TIA Omaha, Neb. 
~I. 1-. B El" r Rolla, Mo. R. s. FD\III>IlllOi" Vanduun, \1o. 
J. j. BETTAC St. Louis, .Ito. F L\IER F I.~HIRF. Atkin, J1imt. 
F. G. BisCH Bonne Terre, .1/o. \\'. ;\I. Ert•ERSOI\ Rolla, ,\/o. 
;\ l Ax BoTH\\ EJ.t, .• St. Louis, .lfo. 0. H . EvA~s Brays, \1o. 
R. RRASOT Chillicothe, .lfo. 0. R. EvA~~ Gmtgr, ,\fo. 
J. E. R RANI"AN ElDorado Springs, Mo. F.O. F'"" Rolla, ,\/o. 
\1. F. BRAll\ St. Lotds, Jfo. E. L. F1rrs Salem, Jllo. 
F. \\'. B RCJO"S 1/omenville, Mo. D. i\1. Fo1.1.r.·rTE .'\t. Louis, ,\lo. 
F. L. BROOM Sylvia, Kans. 1.. A. FR~;EMEN Rollo, Mo. 
R.O BRO \\ N .M oberly, Mo. E. P. GECAN Rolla, Mo. 
H. J I. BR I.>M I.EY . .. ... ... St. Louis, Mo. G. \\'. GERD'I'~ .Rolla, Mo. 
J. E. B vR t.F.v Wic!Jito, Kans. S. i\ I. H A \'ES Wrllsvillr, Mo. 
\\'. H. Bv~cu St. Louis, Afo. s. P. H AR\1ER Burbon, ,\/o. 
G. F. B ERR\' Tmnpn, Fla. P. F. H AWORTII Ellwood, Nrb. 
T. I I. s~.c" Des ,\1oines, In. 1 .. F. IIAZF.I.WOOO Alton, 11/. 
G. 1-.. B lsH()I' Wichita, Kans. F. L. H EALY Crrston, 1 a. 
H. J. Bo\\' \IA!I. Pirru City, Jlo. J>. A. HOLI.AR • Topeka, Kam. 
F. /\ . B lt.t. r,cro:- Ha)'li, \1o. T. H ot.LtOA , . Pollock, ,\fo. 
\I. B EC!..ER . .Yew York A \1. HOPE .. Doniphan, Mo . 
c. \\'. CA \11'8 F.l.l. Srdalia, \ fo. CHARI.E~ H ot•F. .. Donipho11, \1o. 
1.. A. CAS~li.L . \fountain Grou, .1/o. \I. R. H on ARO Sprin,.field, Mo . 
F. F. CHAI'IS Rolla, ,\fo. \I. J. H ARDI'\ .. Sullo, .lfo. 
A. 1· .. CHATILI.IOI\ Dupo, Ill. J. -s:. H ARRIS Yrosho, \fo. 
) • Cu.AR\1 \!I. libtral, Kam. FRED H ot.LowAv . .. l.in(oln, Mo. 
\\"11 t.IA\1 CcH"ntAS Rock ,\Jou11t, .lfo. L o..,:-.tE H An "IN~ .• Rolla, Mo. 
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L. B. HorKJ'IIs /lftzpltwood, Mo. J. E. MITCHELL .. ... Rolla, Mo. 
A. B. J oHNSON Springfitld, Mo. G. H. MILI.ER Overland, Mo. 
G.\\'. JoHsso' Rolla, .\lo. B. ~IARSEY Joplin, Mo. 
R. A. J OHNSON Pltaumt l!il!, Mo. A. R. i\IORRIS .Williard, Mo. 
H. P. } ONES Rolla, ,\ fo. 1". P. ~A'ITISSA ••. Ntw Vork 
\\'.j.jOSES &/wllrdsr:illt, I !1. H. I. :'\APPER Spriugfitld, Afo. 
R. H. j oNEs . Buffalo, Mo . c. B. NEll. Republic, Mo. 
j.E.jESSE St. /,.ouis, \lo. E. H. :-\F.IL St. l..ouis, .\fo. 
\\". ~1. Kn.CORE Slaftr, .\fo. E. H. ~F.I.S0:-1 St. !.ouis, .\fa. 
D. KtMBl.E St. Louis, Mo. R. P. NELSON St. f.ouis, Alo. 
F. R. KORTE ,lrktmsas Cit;•, Kans. R. $.'-:OLE' .Aurora, [//. 
F.. c. K RUSE St. Louis, Mo. 1'. J. O'B RIEN St. Louis, Mo. 
R. J. Kt.,t-:DER 1\facon, J1o. S. B. O'H ARA .. Roudalt, Mo. 
\\' . ]. KASCH ll'tbsttr Groen, .\Jo. P. \\'. OsT St. f .ouis, .l!o. 
G. 1 .. K11nOHT 7oplin, Mo. I. K. OWENS. Rolla, Mo. 
D. KF.SSEDY St. Louis, Jlo. M. F. 0\ EREE' Ramst)', Ill. 
c. 1\ 1. LANCASTf.R . Omaha, Neb. J. R. PATrON Columbus, Kans. 
A. E. LoNe /~as/ St. Louis, fll. ]. \\'. P ASI.F.\' Mexico, Mo. 
R. J. I .APEE Sullican, \Jo. J. A. P HILI.ll'' 11-'arm Spriu.'{S, ,Irk. 
\\'. 0 . L ARSOI\ l.ingroce, In. 0. P. I'I RTI.E ... . Rolla, 1'1-fo. 
FRA'"- L A\\ f()' /)oniphan, ,\-[o. \\'. D. P HII.LIPS Frrdtridcsbur1, fa. 
H. P. LAWR£'0: Rolla, \ to. FRA'" PosT ,\ fidva!lr, N. 1· 
11. R . L t:CAS Mammoth Springs, /Irk. R. H ICIIAROSON Campbt!!, Mo. 
j. R. L t.\IBLH Calma, Ktms. j OHI\ R IDDLE .Htzrion, Kans. 
B. F. LYONS St. Louis, Mo. \\'. D. R oDGERs .St. l .ouis, Mo. 
c. C. L AVNIUS Bloomji ld, \lo. P. H ot.LHANS St. l.nuis, Mo. 
]. -\.LOCAl\ Rolla, \1o. R. 0 . R o\EI.I.. 1\ orbornt, .'1-fo. 
J. N. McOoNNt:t.t. St. Louis, M(}. A. J. n owi.AN Duke, Mo. 
R. R. \tcGEr St. l.ouis, \lo. A. c. Rt CKER Kqtrs~illt, .\lo. 
0. ~lcGJRI. Rolltl, ,\ln. F.. R. R O\II;R St. 7tmrrs, .Ho. 
F. It l\'lcKowl'l St. I.oui.r, .\lo. L. II. SANO~:RSON Fulton, Mo. 
B . "· \lcKI'it.u Darn, '1-fo. E. B. St HRA \1 St. !.ouis, .\Jo. 
F. P. ~ lA HOt" St. Louis, Mo. E. J. St'HREMI' St. l .ouis, Mo. 
j . l\1~.-rORD Crittendm, .l-In. ]. T. Sc1H.1:rz Springfitld, Mo. 
A. \IF.Cl.ISCH St. l.ouis, \lo. W. T. SCRAITON .. Rolla, Mo. 
A. G. M EIER Kirkwood, Ma. E. A. s~IIRI.E\' Kmmt, t\1o. 
'\. \\'. l\IEYER Rolla, .\.Jo. \\'. j . SHl'PE Clumton, Iowa 
M . T. M tUORil • St. I.ouis, \1o. E. 1.. S"'ITH l~o!la, Mo. 
II. MusrEAO ...... . Rolla, Mo. E. T. s~urH K11mtu Cit_¥, Mo . 
EARL SsELI •. St. uuis, Ill. H. F. \'At.E~J'I~f. \farshnll, \tfo. 
CHRI~ SotrTHER:- Kansns City, 11-fo. G. l-•. \ 'At CH~ Rolla, .\lo. 
H. STANTON St. uuis, ,\1/o. F. D. \'1NCE~r Cnmpbt/1, Mo. 
c. B. STIMP!>ON Rolla, ,\fo. G. l\1. Vu>CE~H ,Horgantown, 0. 
c. E. STOYER St. Louis, Til. \\'. E. \\'EAKI. E)' 1\nmns City, Mo. 
E. P. STRAIN Rolla, Mo. H.\', WHIT!; Pimburg, Kans. 
F. L. SEI YF.R Ntw York City R. P. WHITE 1\Mcsuillt, Mo. 
TAYLOR ,V/ason Cily, Ia. FRANK W ATSON . .. Rollo, Mo. 
w. E. T~;NEYCK St. James, Mo. WM. Wlli:MKF.N St. Clwrlu, Mo. 
0. S. T EDFORD Rolla, Mo. H. 1.. \\'ll.lo.IN~Oioo Bolivar, Mo. 
P. A. T OWER 
. Marsjitld, Mo. CHAS. WILLEAMS .... l.irlring, Mo . 
H. L. TURNER Rolla, Mo. F. G. \\'II.LIAMS Towando, Kmzs. 
c. A. TURNER Rolla, Mo. \\'. T. \\'ILLIAM!> Towanda, 1\ans. 
C. 0. TowNSEND Matlztw, 1\tfo. ~- \\'oLrE .\font/It, ,\.1o. 
J. c. UNDERWOOD Dumugon, i'vlo. H. D. \\'ooLrORD St. l.ouis, \lo. 
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. 19'2'2· 
Our Co- Eds 
THF. CO-EDS.-an unncccss~u·y evil at M. S. M.,- at least, the majority of the Miners think so. For instance, a poor, unsuspecting Co-ed. comes tripping gail)' into :\forwood 
Hall at about fi,·e nimutes of the hour; she is never greeted 
with a "Good morning;" the on!) sound that reaches her cars is 
the never-ending "Sh-h-h ." Of course, she walks on as if nothing 
had happened and tries to acquire an innoct:nt cxprcssion,-but oh! 
at times it's hard. 
And ~lass ~1eeting-though it is for the student bod), it is no 
place for the Co-ed. T he onl) place that the l iner really appreciates 
the Co-ed. is on the campus when he is surveying. 
But with all the handicaps, one of them made Ph i Kappa P hi. 
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Ftb. 13.- 1 Felta Thi's stage part). Fischer 
and Hoke establish new track 
records and risk damage suits for 
damage to briar patches and black 
oak trees. 
fib. 17. ~luch speculation over who is St. 
Pat Queen. 
Ftb. 20. Miner' rrim Washington L1, 46-26. 
Ftb. Z/.-Baskctball team on road trip. 
Ever)•thing went line until they 
reached Tarkio. Tarkio wins M. I. 
A. A. Conference, they should 
be proud ? 
rib. 22.-Holiday. 
Ftb. 27.-F'reshman Scott loses left leg in 
accident at Cuba. 
M11rch ).-Miners defeat Washington at boxin~t 
and wrestling. 
Mnrd1 5. Everyone orderin[e costumes for 
Masque Ball. 
,\Jnrrh 6. -Seventeen men in General Met. 
looking for a Sunday School class. 
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March /0.-l\ liners defeat Kansas University at 
wrestling. 
Sundo_v, 
Mnrc/1 /Z.-Freshmen hold Kangaroo Court for 
members who missed Shillalah 
hunt. Convicted men learned that 
Frisco pond is cold, and also the 
art of walking in a barrel. 
\fnrd1 /J.- Everyonc all "pepped" up for a 
bigger and bctrer "St. Pat's.'' 
,\/arch N.-Juniors busy decorating. 
M arc/1 /6.-Firsr St. Pats. guests arrive on No.3. 
~far(h /7.-St. Pats. 
.\!arch 18.-St. Pars. 
Mard1 20.-Prof. Forbes gives mmtng classes 
temperance lectures. 
dpril /5.-Senior trip starts. 
April 26.-Freshman I lop. 





Our Cheer Leaders 
BOY, Howdy! Aren't they the kippie lads with their ducks and yaller sweaters,- we'll say so! And that's not all, by a long shot. Diu we get beaten by Washington U. in foot-
ball? Y-e-s, you can't beat that combination- in St. Louis . Did 
Washington out-yell the Miners? Hell, no! And, when we did take 
their basketball team to a cleaning that shoul<..l send t hem to the tall 
timbers for a rest cure, who led the big racket that helped to put the 
fear of God and the Orange and White in their hearts? Why, our 
Cheer Leaders. 
Laying aside all levity, our Chter Leaders this) ear proved them-
selves a real institution. Tom \\'ier, Pem Gordon, and Shucks 
Leonard are to be congratulated on the pep their efforts helped infuse 
into the rooters. lf there are any" raspberries" to be handed out, 
it is to those chronic crabs who haven't enough initiative even to 
follow good leaders. 
' 
l\I -l\I-~11"\1. 
E- E- ERS. 
~1 - I - );! E R - S. 
MI~ERS, MTNERS, M INERS! 
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Football Review 
While some consider it necessary for the successful termination of a football season that the team 
hold first honors, we offer no excuses for our showing this year. We are proud of our team, proud of 
their ability to fight, to play the game square, to lose without whimpering, and to win without bragging. 
At the b!!ginning of the year the prospects were good for a team that would carry off the Conference 
in great style. Ten letter men reported to the coaches for training, and about forty others came out at 
the beginning of school. H ard work and the enthusiastic support of the student body soon got the 
team in condition for the first game on October I . 
THE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY GAME 
Miners 0-Washing/on 10 
Our team made its initial appearance against Washington U. on October 1. 
The first quarter saw the Miners pushing steadily down the field for a certain touchdown. 
T he brakes were applied in the form of numerous penalties, and the Pikers were not scored on. 
Washington played a real game. A drop kick and a completed forward pass gave the only scores of 
:he game. The game ended with Washington ten points ahead. 
THE CAPE GIRARDEAU GAME 
Miners 21-Cape Girardeau 0 
On October 7 the team journeyed to Cape Girardeau and played the Southeastern Teachers College. 
This was our first Conference game, and played in a sea of mud. T he team's new uniforms soon 
lost their classiness in the slime of the field. 
The game was featured by straight line playing as the ball was entirely too slippery for any 
aerial play. 
THE SPRINOFJEI.O TEACHERS GAME 
Miners 69-Springfield 6 
Our second Conference game took place against the Springfield T eachers at Rolla, on October 14. 
Supported by the entire student body the ream had everything pretty much their own way during 
the entire game. Springfield's only score came in the first quarter through a Ruke. 
The game was featured by the chance given every man on the squad to get into the game. 
T HE MISSOURI WESI.EYAN GAME 
I'vliners 7-/f/nleyan 11 
Our rhird Conference game was played on October 21 against Missouri Wesleyan, at Rolla. 
This was one of the Miners' hardest-fought games, but it seems the Wesleyan team had luck with 
them, and scored on a fumble and intercepted pass. T he Miners outplayed their opponents as is shown 
by the following: Yards gained, Miners 223; Wesleyan, 85. 
THE j AMES !VI li.I,IKlN GAME 
Mimrs 0-Mi//i/cin 7 
On October 29 we ployed J ames Millikin at Decatur, Ill inois. 
The shifty Decatur warriors made their lone touchdown in the first four minutes of play, and could 
not penetrate the Miners' defense again. T he Miners made a fine showing against the strong Il linois 
team. The game was played on a very heavy field. 
RosE P ot.VTECHNtC ScHOOL GAME 
Miners 3-Rosr Poly 7 
The Home Coming game was played with Rose Polytechnic, of Terre Haute, Indiana, at Rolla. 
The game was all sewed up for the Miners until rhe last few secor1ds of play, when Rose Poly got 
away for a long pass and carried rhe ball over their goal line. 
The game was well attended hy the Alumni of the school. 
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DRVRV CoJ.J.ECE GAME 
Miners 31-Drury 0 
In the fourth game of the Conference year, '-:ovember eleventh, the ;>. liners defeated their old 
rivals, the Panthers, by fast playing and long end runs. 
The Miners have played 25 games with Drury College during the past 29 years. During that time 
Drury has won twelve and ties two games, leaving the Miners eleven games to their credit. 
CeNTRAL Cot.J.ECE GAME 
Miners 21 Central 2 
On 1ovember eighteenth, on a muddy field, in a driving rain stom1, the 1\t iners played their last 
Conference game with the Central Eagles at Rolla. 
The muddy and sloppy field made it impossible to do any accurate passing or punting, and a safety 
came to both teams during the first quar ter. 
The Miners used line plays to good advantage, but the wet field made it impossible to carry the ball 
over until the final quarter, when three touchdowns were made. 
Football Schedule I 9 2 2 
October 7 .................................. Washington U., at St. Louis 
13 ......................•.............. ... Westminster, at Rolla 
20... ... .... ................. ...... .. Missouri Wesleyan, at Cameron 
28 ............ ................. ..Open 
' ovember 4 .. ...................................... St. Louis U., at St. Louis 
II 
18 
25 ................. ......... . 
30 
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.Drury, at Rolla 






Zoller, Captain-Elect, is 
one of the hardest fighters 
on the team. Most valuable 
man in a roving position and 
uses his head at :\II times. 
ZOOK 
Tackle 
look, known for breaking 
up many plays, made all-
conference this vear. Gn\'c 
all he had at afl times and 
a fighter to the finish. 
. FTSCHER 
Guard 
Fischer, altho light, has 
the old fight that c;mie~ 
him through. Noted for 
breaking up plays and mak-





Christner, another light 
man, but a fighter always. 
An ideal man for breaking 
interference and tackling. 
BOLT 
Tack/( 
Bolr, an all-conference 
rackle, can always be count-
ed on for his work in the 
line. A shift)' player who 
alwars gets his man. 
WATKl . .:> 
End 
Watkins, known for never 
letting a play get around 
his end, is an exceedingly 
fast man. Unusually good 
in recei\•ing and breaking 
up forward passes. 
BUCK 
Tackle 
Buck can play most any 
position on the team and 
play it well. His greatest 
desire is m aking tackles 




Gray, alrho one of our 
lightest men, has the great 
facility of stopping e~d 





Nolen is a brainy general 
and had the confidence of 
the team at all times. He 
has three more seasons to~go. 
LEDFORD 
!l(_uarter-Back 
Ledford is known for his 
consistent smile. He is a 
good fighter and a hard 




Parker plays either guard 
or tackle equally well. A 
valuable man on the team 




Sutton will be with U!> 
three more years, during 
which we expect he will 
prove to be a vnlunhle man. 
t'AKKHURST 
Guard 
Parkhurst is a big man 
who pla)'s a good game at 
all times. T his is " Babe's" 
second year and we expect 
him to be a verv valuable 
man in the futur'e. 
GElTU·.R 
Hnljbnck 
Gettler is the ~malle~t 
man on the team. He ha~ 
scored on many occasion~ 
when scores were most 




SPR I 1GER 
Halfback 
Springer, altho in his first 
year, has proved himself a 
most valuable man in the 
backfield. "Louie" has 
three more years to go. 
HASSLEMAN 
Fullbacr 
l lassleman is one of the 
best men that came to us 
this year. An exceedingly 
~·aluablc man for line play-
mg, and a hard fighter. 
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THF-. Basketball season at M. S. M. opened about rovember lOth with chances for a speedy team. Five of the old letter men reported together with other good material to choose from. From the above figures one can 
see that the ~liners had a real team. 
Our first games of the season were with James Millikin at Decatur, I llinois, 
on December 19th and 20th. Millikin defeated the Miners by scores of 20-13 and 
16-12. Tn both games the Miners were ahead at the end of the first half. 
On J anuary 2nd, we matched our sturdy basketeers against the 'strong Missouri 
University Five, and after a terrific and exciting game the Miners were forced to 
retire with a score of 33-19 in favor of Missouri. The Tiger defence and the 
peculiar style of playing seemed to baffie the Miner Quintet during the early part 
of the game and counted many points for ~1issouri. 
The Miners opened their Conference Basketball season with Culver-Stockton, 
defeating them 40-3. The Miners had no difficult)' in winning and the second 
string men were used during the last half. 
The following week the Miners Quintet won their second Conference game 
of the year by defeating their "Old Rival"-Drury, 27-8. The feature of the game 
was the playing of McClelland. "Mac" was at his best and in the first half con-
tributed twelve points br field goals to the Miner score. 
On J anuary J 9th, William Jewell visited Rolla and was defeated in two games, 
35-11 and J 2-11. The feature of the first game was the fact that W illiam 
Jewell was held down to one field goal. T he first half of the second game was 
played by the Mi ners Second T eam, who held a score of 2-2 in the first half, 
neither side making a field goal. 
On the first trip of the New Year the Miners kept in pace with t heir victory 
scheduled by taking two straight games from St. Louis Univeraity, 33-12 and 
29-1 J. In these games the Miners completely out-pla)'ed their opponents and 
had no real diffiiculty in winning either of them. 
On January 27 and 28 J ames Millikin visited Rolla and the Miners avenged 
their defeat of the holidays by winning from the strong J ames Millikin Five, in two 
consecutive games, 23- 22 and 25- 13. The first game was one of the hardest 
fought on the Miner court in several years. 
The Miner Five had little trouble in maintaining their 1000% standing in 
Maryville, easily winning by a score of 38-14. T he game was a poor exhibition 
of basketball, both sides showing inaccurate passing and shooting. 
T he Miners annexed their tenth and eleventh victories by defeating St. Louis 
University in two comparatively easy games, 20-15 and 24- JO. The first game 
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the Billikens put up a very poor fight. In the second they came back with a much 
stronger spirit and tried to furnish an exciting game. 
The Miners humbled the Central College Eagles on February 17th, with a 
32-13. The sportsmanship of the Central team was evident throughout the 
entire game. 
The thirteenth victory was an enjoyable one as the Miners took revenge on 
Washington University in return for the defeat in football last semester, to the 
tune of 46-26. The game started off with a rush and proved to be one of the 
hardest fought games of the season. 
On February 24th the Miners started on a five-game road trip and played all 
Conference games. We again easily defeated our old opponents, Drury, with a 
29-12 victory. In the second game of the trip the Miners defeated Missouri 
Wesleyan by a decisive score of 50-18. The Miners led their opponents by a 
safe margin and were in no danger during the entire game. The third game was 
easily won from William Jewell, 34-16. The fourth game was lost to Tarkio, 
16-29. The Miners played in hard luck, Signer going out after eight minutes' play 
on four personal fouls. The fifth game finished 1922 Basketball with a victory 
over Maryville College with a score of 24-14. 
ltS 
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Too much cannot be said 
for "Johnny" as Captain. 
He had the confidence of 
both his team-mates and 
student body. His grcaresr 
delight is to dribble through 
the entire opposing team. 
This is Johnny's last year 
here. 
"Sig" has been a promi-
nent figure in manv battles 
during the last rhic:e years 
on account of his speed and 
general knowledge of the 
game. Another one of his 
good points is his abilitv to 
work with his tcam-m:ires, 
a thing that is not found in 
all men. "Sig" has also 
played his last game for 
M. S. l\1 . 
"Babe" pl:lys a very 
steady game as gu01rd. His 
ability to break up plays of 
the opposing team had 
caused many a round of 
applause. He is hig and 
fast and it is almost im-
possible to get between him 





M ILBUR~ L. DORRJS 
G1111rd 
CLAUDE KEM PER 
Center 
" Kf.'mp" is rhe biggest 
m;m on the team and uso::s 
his height to gooJ '!Jvant-
age. He has never found 
anyone who could out jump 
him at center. From the 
beginning of the year he has 
been going good nnd was 
responsible for a good share 
of Ollr scores. He hr~s two 
more seasons to play. 
T his is "l\1 ac's •· second 
)'ear on the team and he 
went likl! a whirlwind the 
whole ser~son. His speed 
and accurate eye for shoot-
ing basket$ makes him the 
high man for field goals. H e 
has two more years to play. 






" Parker" is our only 
Fre~hman on the team. H e 
is a hard fighter :md has an 
eagerness for ar.tion which 
has a bad dfc.:cr on the 
morale of his :1pponenr. We 
expect much of him the 
. OC'\t rhrce year<;. 

Conference Standing 
Team Won Lost Percentage 
Tarkio ..... ... 10 0 1000 
Rolla 11 917 
Cape Girardeau 6 858 
Warrensburg. 8 2 800 
Kirksville 6 3 666 
Springfield 7 3 700 
Drury 
• 0 ••••••••• 6 5 546 
Missouri Wesleyan .. 5 6 455 
Central ... . . .. . ............ 6 8 426 
Central Wesleyan ...... .......... 5 8 385 
William J ewell. ... .. 5 9 355 
Westminster . 
····· .... 
2 9 182 
Culver-Stockton ............. 0 8 ()()() 
Maryville 
•• 0 •• .. 0 11 ()()() 
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'I' rack 
T HE opening of the track season in 1921 saw M. S. M. with two meets on her schedule. In preparation for these, training was started early, and the prospects of a very good year wen! never better. An inter-class track 
meet was held on April 2, and revealed several dark horses, and our hopes 
ran high for our first meet, which was with \\'ashington Cniversity on April 16. 
The team journeyed to Saint Louis fulh· prepared to return with Washington's 
scalp, but the- weather deemed otherwise.' The meet was held in a regulation 
winter wind, which, combined with a wet field, cost us the meet. The final score 
showed us forty-two points behind our opponents. 
On April 22 the team went to Springfield for a triangular meet with Drury 
and the Southwestern Teachers College. Unexpectedly strong opposition was 
encountered and the meet ended with the Miners and the T eachers tied for winner, 
with Drury the undisputed holder of third place. 
Record Of The Meets 
\\' o\Sill~GTON' 
E\'E:\1 II R~'l 
100-yd. dash Washington 
220-yd. dash \\'ashin~ton 
440-yd. dash \\'ashingron 
R80-yd. run Washinglon 
One-mile run .. Washington 
Two-mile run .. . ... ,,. ... .. . l1ubbard .. . ...... . 
120-)'d. high hurdle~ ..... 00 ..... 00. •• ... White ... 
220-vd. low hurdles . . . . 00 00 00 ...... 00.... lloover .. .. .. 
Half-mile relay . 00 •• • ..... Won b)· Washington 
One-mile relav .. .. .. .. . \\'on by \\'a~hington 
H igh jump · \V:~shinsnon 
Pole vault 4 Washington 
Broad jump \\ ashinl(ton 
Shorput \\'ashingron 
J avelin Pcsout 
Total scores: \\'ashingron, 88; Minel'!l, 46. 
TRJA:\GULAR ~l Er.'r 
£VENT t'IR~'I 
100-nl. dash ... ... . . . .. ... 0000 0000 .. 00. .. .. Drun 
220-)•tl. dash . 0000 • ... .. ... Drury. oooo• 00 .... 
440-yd. dash .... .... 00 ... • \\'hitc .. 
880-yd. run . ... . . ... 00 • .. .. • .. White .. 
Ont·-mile run .. . .... . ... .. . ... ... . Teachers 
Two-mile run . . . . . . . . .... . .. .. .. Teachers 
120-yd. high hurdle., ..... .. . . . ...... .. . .. White 
220-nl. low hurdle~ . . . Smith 
H:M-mile rela) Drur) 
One-mile: rel:n.. Miner~ .. Hi~h jump · T eacher!> .. 
Pole vault Tcacherl> 
Broad jump Drury 
Shotput .. . Run~e, C. A. 
Discus.. .. . .. .. ..... Runge, C. A. 
Total score~: Miners, 48; Teachers, 48; Drury, 39. 
Cross Country Run 
~ECOl"D 
\ \' ashington 
Washington 
\\ ashington .. 
R unge, A. E. 
Chomeau .. .. 










TI\IE OR OhTA~CE 
10 4 5 
25 
55 J , 5 
2:47 3 5 
4:54 4/ S 
0 .. 0 10:58 
.. ... 0 0 17 






1 l\11; OR DISTANCE 
10 3 5 
T eachers ....... . 23 115 























. An addition to the athl_etic program this year was the cross-country meet 
wtth Central College. ~loughmg dirough Missouri mud in a drenching rain storm on 
November 18th, the Mmers outclassed Central College with an eleven point margin: 
Time, 28.01 minutes. 
Chomeau outclassed the entire field, finishing well in the lead. 
The order of finish and time follows: 
1-Chomeau (M) 28.0 1 4--Leonard (M ) 29.25 8-Martin (i\1) 30.38 
2-Reigal (C) 28.36 S-Hager (C) 29·33 9-\\'ise (C) 31.1 9 6-Nawn (M ) 30.12 
3-Hazelwood (M) 28.5 1 7-Beny (C) .. 30.22 10- Digs (C) .. 32.32 
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Chomeau has a stride likl· a race horse and '' md like 
a balloon. Never tires and is ~ood for an~ distance 
up tO ten miles. \\'inner of rhc Cenrral-l\1. S. l\l. 
fh·e-mik cross-country. 
~:\UTH 
Smith is always in condition. He runs a fast ract' 
:md steps out in front oft he hc~t of thrm. 
WHITE 
"~ubi an" has a stride that is the env} of the Kan-
garoos. His four years of track have found him always 
a little better than any one he ran against. 
HOOVER 
" B. F." is a dark horst' that showed up well in the 
hurdles. Is rather heav\ bur carri<:s it over rhe ((round 
fast. 
PESOUT 
Pesout, another dark horse, that make::. us sit up h} 




"C. :\." i~ .1 fine all-around 6eld man. He speciali7t>S 
in the shot and discus. His place on the team is well 
filled. 
HL'BBJ\RD 
Hubbard is a fast man in any di\tance. Is always 
in condition, and has the wind for rhe long dista'lce~ as 
well as the dash. 
LEO~ARD 
Leonard is n hard worker who always does his lxst. 
I los the old fight and stamina that gets him every time. 
A. E. RlJ'\GE 
"A. E." hit heavy oppos1tion this year, but has fine 
prospects ahead. Will hold up M. S. M. in the 880 
and 440. 
WALlS 
Walls is a fine little man whose spccialt) is the.' mile 
and two-mile. He can be depended on to always do 
his be-;r, and his be~t is a whole lot. 
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Boxing and Wrestling 
BOXING and wrestling was introduced into athletics as a major sport this year. It has proven a popular activity and a large aggregation of men have worked out in gymnastics under the instruction of Coach McCune 
and his assistants. Although but few of the men have had experience in this line, 
they have proven apt pupils and have profited by their work. Next year we 
should have a good line-up for these sports as there is a profit both to the men and 
the laurels of the school. 
I t was voluntary on the part of the men who came out this year. To keep up 
the personnel of boxing and wrestling, at least ten men should be chosen from the 
Freshman class each year. 'Ye could not hope for them to become professional in 
this sport in their first or second year but they should be very valuable men to 
M. S. I\I. in the last two years of school. 
We are very fortunate in having several men of some experience in school. 
G. E. Bishop and Dave Hendry have given a great deal of their time to the training 
of our men in wrestling. H. H. Kessler, whose boxing ability is well known in school, 
has also contributed time to the training of men in boxing. 
The first meet of the year was won by M.S. M. against Washington University. 
Five boxing events were held during the evening with the Miners winning two, 
Washington one, and two draws. \Valls and Kessler won decisions, T evis lost, 
while Stogsdill and Schneeberger received draws. 
The Miners won three wrestling matches out of five. Bishop won two matches, 
Richardson one, while Walker and Schramm lost. 
Kansas University wrestling team invaded the camp of the Miners on l\larch 
17th, and were sent home on the short end of the score. Miners, 5- K. U., 2. 
\Yalker, H oover, Bishop, Parkhurst and Richardson won their matches, while 
Guy and Schramm lost. 
IH 

rfennis I 92 I 
A TENNIS Tournament in the early spring was staged on the school courts to select the representatives for the Drury-Springfield-Rolla 
match. Owing to the bad weather a selection had to be made before the 
tournament was completed. ~udelman and Gabler were selected to make 
the trip. 
The tournament at Springfield was played on the Springfield courts. Stephen-
son of Drury won the single event, and the 
doubles were won by Nudelman and Gabler of 
the School of Mines. 
In the singles the i\Iiners drew a bye; 
Drury playing Springfield in the first match; 
Drury winning the match 6-4, 7-9, 7-5. Spring-
field defeated the Miners in scores 7-5, 6-8. 
I n the doubles we drew Drury, and Spring-
field drew the bye. We defeated Drury in 
two straight sets, 6-0, 6-0. Drury played 
Springfield with Springfield Normal winning 
the second match. 1 n the last match we won from Springfield in easy style, 6-0, 
4-6, 6-0. 
During the second day's play a high wind and slow courts interfered with the 
speed of the game. T he pia ying was also greatly handicapped by shortness of 
the outside playing court. 
W. W. Bolt 
A. E. Buck 
G. F. Christner 
P. E. Fischer 
\ \'. R . Gettler 
J. L. Bulger 
M. L. Dorris 
H. Chomeau 
B. F. H oover 
H. G. H uhbard 
Letter M en 1922-1923 
Football 





S. I. Zook 
Bcukelbtlll 
C. Kemper 
M. M. McClelland 
Track 
H. L. Leonard 
Edw. Pesout 
A. E. R unge 
C. A. Runge 
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A. B. Parkhurst 
L. D. Springer 
C. A. Sutton 
M. \\'. Watkins 
H. E. Zoller 
R. P arker 
M. l. Signer 
C. Smith 
C. A. \Valls 




When Greek Meets Greek 
\\'hen Greek meets Greek, no mattt:r where or when, 
They forge a chain, the fellowship of mt:n 
Too strong for word of tongue or pen; 
Knowing that each has been a chosen man, 
Knowing that each is a scion of a clan, 
Though each has worshiped at an alien shrine, 
Back in the days of Auld Lang Syne. 
\Yhen Greek meets Greek, it is no matter when: 
The stranger comes from, we arc ''dcome there 
Altho our badge be cross or shield or square, 
For hearts beat high and hands clasp true, 
Tho Lambda Chi he be or Sigma Nu, 
Phi Delr, Phi Gam, or Deke, 
And coiJege dreams that bless and sometimes burn 
Like half forgotten memories return 





Joseph \\'. Barley 
Harold F. Parrcrson 
Henry 11. Pace 
K. :\. Schmidt 
Bill}' R. Mennie 
Raymond F. Orr 
\\'aring \likcll 
Robert \1. Courtney 
James I· .. Sargent 
John \\'.~olen 
Sigma ~u 
Installed Jmmm~v 3, 1903 
FRATRES '" L RBE 
J ohn ;\1. Sourhgate 
:\rrhur I .. Cairns 
FRATRES ,, F ACli.TA'I'E. 





Karl F. llassdman 
Plt·tl~t· 
j ohn \'. T errill 
I ., 
.l-
Ht:nry H . :\rmshy 
\\'arrcn R. (;lrrlcr 
Marion \\. \\atkins 
J ohn P. (;onion 
llenry E. Zoller 
Jean P. B r) an 
James 11. Christopher 
Willard \. <-ichadl"cr 
T .ewts R. Sprmgcr 
Claudl ~. \ ' alcrius 

T. G. Weir 
~- ~I. Rountree 
G. T. Dierking 
D. G. Gibson 
C. E. Stover 
D. L. Moodie 
C. C. Whittelscy 
\\'. R. Groschan 
Kappa Alpha Order 
BETA ALPHA CHAPTER 
!n.stalled A fwil 27, 1903 
FRATRES lX URBE 
A. X. Tllinski 
Charles L. Woods 
FRATER IN FACULTATE 
C. Y. Clayton 
FRATRF.S I~ l N'l\' ERSlTA'rE 
Seniors 






J. F. Helmerichs 
S. E. Storrs 
F. P. Matlack 
W. E. Remmers 
R. T. Muench 
11. E. Barnard 
W. C. McDonald 
1 .. L. Burnett 

ll. D. Scrub) 
H. F. Shore 
\\'. F. Iloke 
P. F. Fischer 
C. R. Cameron 
J. L. Gregg 
\\'. B. Crutcher 
J ack Campbell 
G. C. Gabler 
\\'. E. I vins 
Kappa Sigma 
B ETA CHl CHAPTER 
Installed December 19, 1903 
FRATREs IN F,\Cu tTATE 
Edward Woolrich 
FRATRES 1:\ l' NJ\, ER~ITATF. 
Smior.r 




R. L. Abbett 
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E. A. Keeler 
F. T. r lenderson 
F. P. Kohlbry 
\Y. R. Luckfield, Jr. 
N. M. llam 
\\'. N. TenEyck 
A. \\'. Naylor, J r. 
E. O' Brien 
W. E. Cox 
C. F. Jones 

Irwin \\'. Keyes 
Bruno Rixleben 
John F. Hosterman 
;\lerton J ra Signer 
\\'illiam l\1. Keeling 
Harry S. Pence 
Pi Kappa Alpha 
ALPHA K API' \ CHAPTER 
1 us tailed Drambtr 2, 1905 
F RATRE !:>. l ' RBE 
Ray G. Knickerbocker 
FRATRE IN F ACULTATE 
Walter C. Zeuch 




Christian H. Schaeffer 
Kcnne::th A. Ellison 
Paul A. Terry 
\\'ilford S. \\'right 
F1·r s lmtt' n 
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lloward C. Fleck 
llomcr La Kirby Leonard 
\'irgil Lee Whitworth 
Ben ~ J. Layton 
Everett H. Cathcart 
Melvin P. Weigle 
\\'illiam E. H. Knight 
Donald N. Griffin 
Paul A. Smith 

W. D. Turner 
J. H. Rohloff 
J. L. Bulger 
S. K. Reid 
R. H. Knight 
F. K. l\1. Hunter 
R. A. Lindgren 
W. B. Sharp 
P. C. Hatmaker 
C. :\. \Yalls 
J. \'.Harris 
j . ] . Lyons 
\\'.A. Burg 
Lambda Chi Alpha 
ALPHA D EI.TA ZETA 
Chartered April 21, 1917 
P osT-GRADL'ATES 
FRATL'S 1:-.. L '\1\'E R~IT..\TE 
,)'miors 
Juniors 
.So pltomore s 
A. E. Buck 
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D. F. Cpdike 
K. H. de Cousser 
M. L. Dorris 
F. E. Gray 
P. D. Windsor 
K. R. Teis 
\\'. P. G atts 
C. B. Kaley 
\' . S. Joslin 
J. 0. Hunt 
J. i\1. \\'asmund 
J. H. Reid 
H. F. H ill 
Ill 
· 19'2'2 · 
Royal Order of the Sons of Rest 
(!'\oTE BY YE EDITOR.-This r·o/1 of membersl1ip was intended 
for tile Honorary and Professional Section; however, since it seems 
that the Greeks are greatly in the maj01·ity, it seems .fitting that it should 
be included lure.) 
SNORE CHAPTER 
Founded by Rip V. Winkle 
(OI.ORS: PINK AND 'WHITE MASCOT: ANY o,: PIGEON 
MoTTO: "The day was made to 1·esl in, and the niglll to sleep." 
"Doc" Millar .... .. 
"Birdie" Layton 
" Little Doc" Mikell 
"Irish" Dooley . 
" \\' orm y" Keyes . 
"Dr. Sam" Lloyd .. 
"Grandpa" Whitworth 
"Gus" Schmidt . 




"Horse Collar" Watkins 
"Ox" Christopher 
" 1' 11 .. s rave er argent 
"Skinny" Orr 
"Bill" Bolt 




" Lead" .Minnie 
Brothers from Fm·eign Ltmds 
"Pete" Cambiare 
"Chloroform" Forbes 








~ever Got Rested 
Ambitious 
Sick 'n' Tired 
Retired 
Ready to Drop 
"Spike" Gur 
"!\like" Ledford 
" Dip" \\'endell 
"john" Riddle 
" Fish" Henderson 
"Thomas" vVier 
"Timberfoot" Alton 
" Babe" Parkhurst 
"Sleepy" Terrel 
"\\'azzy" \Vasmund 
" Pem" Gonion 
" Boh" Zevallos 
"Purgative" Boyce 
"Ethelchloride" Harris 
This organization was founded in ''The Land of~ od" in the year of 1 ndefini te-
ness by our esteemed and sleepy brother R. Van Winkle. 
Since the days of Pithacantripus £rectus, weary souls have been seeking rest, 
and Wt:, being inspired by numerous P rofessors and our Brothers from Foreign 
Lands, can do no more than emulate their illustrious cxaml?les. Our chief object 
is to promote rest. Our Brother of highest degree aqains h1s rank br contracting 
the Sleeping Sickness. Our most dreaded enemy is Insomnia. 
"P T BRUNO lN." 
1+2 
LUBS. 
L. E. Lumpkin 
l. \\'. Alcorn 
H. C. Loesche 
R. E. Richards 
S. ~1. Ha,es 
~ .. F. Chapin 
D. '. ~losby 
P. ~I. Brown 
. H. Stuart 
A . .-\. Bo~le 
C. L. Kempt:r 
P. F. Thompson 
A. L. Heitmann 
Bonanha Club 
C,RADCATE 
B. 1· .. Charles 
jl'\IORS 
SOI'HO\IORES 
F .. B. andt:rs 
\\'m. I lauck 
IH 
J. G. :\!iller 
A. F. Denison 
r .. \Y. Rem bert 
II. F. \ 'alentine 
I . ~1. Guy 
G. J. Christner 
F. Z. ~l~eks 
\1. ". DeBell 
T. \1. Thompson 
]. C. Edwards 
\1. ;\1. :\IcClelland 
J. H. Hynes 
E. J. Gorman 

Gru bstakcr' s Club 
POST-GRADUATE 
R. K. Stroup 
M. W. Wallace 
R. J. Stroup 
SENIORS 
R. 0. Erickson I. F. Hodges 
E. S. Wheeler J. E. Jewell 
J. T. Hodges E. H. Ruebel 
A. L. Ackers 
JUNIORS 
H . C. Buser W. E. Teter 
I. Sternberg A. B. Parkhurst 
M. V. Healy W. K. Teller 
E. Pesout S. I. Zook R. J. Lapee 
SOPHOMORES 
C. \Y. B. Sitzler ... A. W. Walker 
H. H. Heidtman I. Sublett 
J. Thain W. E. Simpson 
fRESHMEN 
R. Parker J. A. Rood 





William H. Metzger 
George L. Richert 
~luir L. Frey 
David F. Walsh 
Vance H. Webster 
George A. Zeller 
Raymond E. Murph y 
J. J. Haberthier 
F.. Carleton Smith 
Carlos G. Bowers 
Albert B. Murry 









Frederick F. Trubger 
Rudolph G. Kasel 
Harold L. Childress 
Stephen M. Burke 
H erbert F.. Ahrens 
Henri Chomeau 
J ohn M. Reeves 
Guy R. Scott 
Cyrus W. Magalis 
Paul 0. Scott 
Ronald D. \\'ard 
G. Clement Cunningham 
1·1/) 
. 1 9'2 '2. 
La Abri 
Established 1921 
MEMBER IN FACULTY 
W. B. Brewer 
MEMBERS IN COLLEG E 
W. J. Alton C. B. Neil 
M. L. Atkinson L. H. Sanderson 
W. H. Bush F. C. Schneeberger 
P . F. H aworth \\' . Siegle 
J. D. Behnke 
TOI'OGRAPIIJC ENGI:-IEERS 
F. G. Bisch R. F. Brant 
R. C. Edmiston M. McDonnell 
L. E. Elliott ~1. E. Overeen 
D. Kimble C. Southern 
J. l\1. McDonnell E. Snell 
HfGH\\ AY ENGINEERS 
\\'. M. Aldous E. B. Schram 
C. M. Lancaster F. E. Weakl y 
F. R. McKeown E. \\'. Wilburn 
J. R iddle \V. H . \\'iemkin 
OlL- FI F. LD E!\GINEERS 
G. F. Berry E. L. H ealy 
C. W. Campbell F. L. Williams 
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\Y. \\'. Bolt \\. E. Case 
E. G. Machin C. C. :\Iosena 
F. A. Kaullen 
Jl:~IORS 
R. r. Grady P. J. Hcgwcr 
August Mohri D. S. Tedford 
Lrnn Harbison Rtt} i\lcHrian 
\\', E. Casey \\'. S. Frame 
A. B. Wilkerson Frank ;\lulford 
SOPIIOl\10 Rl,:-
D. B. }ett P. L. Blake 
B. K. Baumgardner 
FRESIIME:-.i 
0. J. Ilorrom Clarence Huch 
F. 0. Fink C. J. Hcim 
Irwin Knoebel Harr}' Dent 





A. C. Rucker F. R. H alasey 
F.dw. T orrence F. 11. Hollow 
J. ~1. Forgotson 
J l. !'\IORS 
H. G. Hubbard A. B. J ewell 
J oscph \\'orle} J .. M. \\'anenmacher 
Joe Castelli Rowland Tragitt 
R. J. Kenyon Leo Linzer 
R. C. Zevallos \\'. II. Backer 
fRESH;\IEN 
W. L. Beuchlcr Harris Dickey 
\\'inston Durant F. C. Keith 
H. II. Berry L. Grosch 
SPECJ\I.S 
11. J. Beagles \\'ill iarn Stack 
\1. 1•. Zogg 
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'The Student Council 
T HE Student Council, an organization composed of three Seniors and two Juniors, is elected by the student body to serve for a period of one year. The purpose of the Council during the past years has been to bring the 
students and the faculty into closer touch with each other in order that 
each might understand the better the viewpoint of the other. I n the past, the 
faculty of the school has been called upon to render decisions upon such matters 
which, in themselves, were more closely related to the activities of the student 
body than to the school itself, and, in order to obviate this, they have, during the 
greater part of the present school year, turned such questions over to the Council 
for their consideration. The Student Council, then, has had its activities extended, 
and, while it is obvious that the scope of the Council's activities can not be made all 
inclusive, it is hoped that, thru precedents established from year to year, it will 
eventually gro'" to be a much more responsible organization and one that will merit 
the support of the whole Student Body. 
The members of the Council for the year 1921-1922 were Gettler, 'Weir, and 
'Wheeler for the Senior class, while T eller and Parkhurst were the Junior repre-
sentatives. (.jettier and \Yeir were the Ju nior representatives on the 1920-1921 
Council. It has been the desire of these men to treat all questions in an impartial 
mannet· and to make the Student Council directly or indirectly a li ve wire among 
he campus organizations. 
TilE STUDENT COUNCIL, 1921 -1922 
w. K. T ELLF.R 
T. G. W EIR 
w. R. GETI.t.ER 
T. G. \\'EJR 
\\'. K. T EUF.R 
~E:\IOR REPRE!>l.\:TATI\'1::~ 






\V. R. GETTLER 
A. B. P>\RKH LTRST 

1'he Society of Phi Kappa Phi 
HONORARY 
ACTIVE MEMBERS 
H. H. ARM SBY 
c. E. B A ROSJ.EY 
G. R. D EAN 
C. R. Fo.RBES 
E. G. H ARRIS 
A. L. McRAE 
W. D. T URNER 
Elected in 1922 
FACULTY 
CHAR!.ES LAURENCE 0AKE 
P. H. KARGES 
B. E. CHARLES 
A. B. j EWEJ.L 
j ENNIE LYNN L ENOX 
\V. K. T ELLER 
GRADUATES 
UNDERGRADUATES 
J. "". B A RLEv 
H. L. D uNLAP 
F. H. FRAME 
C. H. FuLTON 
K. K. KERSHNER 
B. NuDELMAN 
L. E. WooDMAN 
D. F. UPOJKE 
R. 0. ERICKSON 
R. J. L APEE 
w. H. M ETZGER 
E. s. WHEEI.ER 
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T. M. Bains, N.Y. A 
C. Y. Cla)'ton, Mo. B 
G. R. Dean, Mo. B 
C. R. Forbes, Mich. B 
C. V. Mann, Colo. B 
H. 0. Garst, Mo. B 
A. L. McRae 
A. X. lllinski 
V. L. Austin 
Tau Beta Pi 
Beta of Missouri 
Installed December, 1906 
FRATRES IN F-'\CU I, TATE 
FRATRF.S IN L' RRE 
I .. E. Garrett, Mo. B 
C. H. Fulton, N. Y. A 
J. R. Guiteras, r. Y. A 
K. K. Kershner, Mo. B 
R. 0. Jackson, Me. A 
D. F. Updike, l\lo. B 
H. A. Buehler 
P. R. Cook 
E. L. Will iams 
FRATRES IN UNIVERSJTATE 
R. J. Stroup 
R. K. Stroup 
W. H. Dunlop 
B. E. Charles 
J. F. Hosterman 
E. J. Torrence, Jr. 
W. K. Teller 
\\' . S. Frame 
E. A. Keeler 
B.\\'. Adams 
. E. Storrs 
R. J. Kenyon 
1 .. Harbison 
PLEDGE~ 
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E. W. Rembert 
E. S. Wheeler 
M. L. Frey 
J. E. J ewell 
R. J. l.apce 
P. F. Fischer 
J.'. K. M. Hunter 
:\. F. Denison 
\\'. H . Met7.ger 
P. II. Karges 
G. A. Zeller 
J. 1 .. Gregg 
\'. II. Webster 

R. K. Stroup 
R. J. Stroup 
J. F. HosterrMn 
\ \'. R. Gettler 
\\'. H. Dunlop 
B. E. Charles 
S.M. Hayes 
S. H. Stuart 
V. H. \Nebster 
M. N. BeDell 
F. A. Truebger 
R. 0. Ereickson 
\\'. A. \\'erner 
G \'. 1\lartin 
S. h. Storrs 
E. G. Machin 
R. E. l\lurphy 
P. C. Hatmaker 
Theta Tau 
Iota Chapter 
Installed December, 1915 
HoNORARY MEMBER 
H. A. Buehler 
FRATRE JN FACULTATF. 
Capt. W. L. Medding, ETA., '17 
FR.nRE TN URBE 
E. K. Schuman 
FRATRES J~ C:-:1\'ERSJTI\TF. 
PLED(, F.~ 
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J. E. Jewdl 
H. E. Zoller 
11. S. Pence 
H. L. Leonard 
i\1. \V. \\'atkins 
E. J. Wendell 
K. A. Schmidt 
T. G. Weir 
E. S. Wheeler 
J.P. Gordon 
\\'. ll. l\1etzger 
\ I . l. Signer 
\\' . K. T eller 
B. \\'. Adams 
\\'. S. Frame 
\\'. i\1. Keeling 
I 1. F. Shore 
D. 1.. Moodie 

Sigma Gamma Epsilon 
Chapter Eta 
Prof. Josiah Bridge 
Prof. C. Y. Clayton 
Major C. E. Cooke 
Dr. C. R. Da ke 
Prof. C. R. Forbes 
A. F. Denison 
I. F. Hodges 
E. A. Keeler 
J. H. Rohloff 
H. F. Valentine 
I. W. Alcorn 
E. F. Chapin 
i\1. L. Dorris 
P. E. Fischer 
H. C. Fleck 
J. L. Gregg 
Ho:\'ORARY ~ I F.MBERS 
ACTI\'E :\1£\IBERS 
Prof. G. A. l\ Iuilenburg 
Prof. l\1. H. Thornberry 
Prof. D. F. tlpdike 
D. A. Lyons 
Geo. J. Salmon 
F. E. Gray 
F. K. M. I Iunter 
C. B. Kaley 
I. \\'. Keyes 
G. L. Knight 
R. A. Lindgren 
C. C. M osena 
G. L. Richert 
H. D. Scruby 
C'. E. Stover 
\\'. F. T eter 

.Satyrs 
H onorary Soph omore Organiza tion 
Established October, 1913 
Jack Campbell 
R. M. Courtney 
C. L. Kemper 
R. T. Muench 
C. F. Schaefer 
H. Taylor 
W. R. Gettler 
E. M. Guy 
J. E. Jewell 
H. L. Leonard 
S.M. Burke 
J.P. Gordon 
H. S. Pence 
D. G. Gibson 
ACTIVE MEMBERS 
M EMBERS IN THE SCHOOL 
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H. 0. Schramm 
E. C. Smith 
C. W. B. Sitzler 
W. E. TenEyck 
P. F. Thompson 
P. E. Fischer 
F. H. Hollow 
V. H. \o\1ebster 
G. J. Christner 
M. L. Dorris 
D. S. Mosby 
H. E. Zoller 
A. B. Wilkerson 








" Babe" Dorris 
"Km" Hunter 
" Dope" Moodie 
"Dutch" Eble 
~Jo Vadis 
A No . I Jungle 
Bo On The Faculty 
" Boots" Clayton 
Boes In Burg 
" Ketchem" Pence 
" Red" Saunders 
"Chuck" Kaley 
"Newt'' RQuntree 





"Fri tz" Matlack 
" Cec " Wails 
" T oughy" Gibson 
" J immie" Harris 
"Toot" 'Yasmund " 1 .ongboy" Atkinson 
Mac MacCleiJand 
"By de dames dat dey know 
£117d de blood i11 de meat 
By de dh·t on de neck 
And de size o' de feet, 
By de sheen on de hai1· 





~1iners' "M" Club 
M. I. SIGNER . . .......................................... P1·esident 
G. J. CHRISTNER.. . .................... ....... ............ Vice-President 
J. L. B uLGER .......................................... ... Seo·etmy-T1·easu1·er 
Members 
H. C. Buser .. . .. .. . ..... . ............................... Football '19 
J. H. Bowen ................................................... ... Football '02 
A. E. Buck ........................ ........................... Football '20-'21 
W. W. Bolt ..................................................... Football '19-'20-'21 
H. Chomeau ......................... ........................ Tr·ack '20-'21 
A. L. Cairns .............................................. Football '17-'18-'19-'20 
F. E. Dennie ................................................. .. 
M. L. Dorris .. .................................................. Basketball '16 
Football '18 
F. E. Gray ................... ................................. Football '21 
P. E. Fischer .............................................. .. Football' 21 
W. R. Gettler ............... ................................. Football '21 
K. Hasselman ................................ .................. Footbr~/1 '21 
H. G. Hubbard ............................................ .. T?'ack '21 
L. F. Hazelwood ............... ............................. Track '21 
B. F. Hoover ................. ........................... Track '21 
Dr. A. X. lllinski ........................................ T1'ack '1 1 
C. L. Kemper ........... ............. ................ .. Basketball '21 
0. W. Keeling .... . .................................... . Baseball '15 
M. Ledford ................................... ................. Football '21 
H. L. Leonard .. . .......... ................................ .. T1·ack '19-'21 
R. J. McCune ................................................. . 
M. M. McClelland ......................... ............. Basketball '21 
H. E. McBride ............................................ .Football '20 
J. Nolan .................................................... .Football '21 
G. F. Nawn ............................................. . Track '21 
I. K. Owens. ......... . ............................... .Football '20 
R. Parker. .... .. . . .. . .. . .. .... . .. . .... .. ..... . Football • 21 
A. B. Parkhurst . . ...... .. ....... ... . ... ........ Football '20-'21 
E. Pesout. ... . . . .. . ................................. . Track '21 
]. H. Rohloff ............................................ Basketball '20-'21 
C. A. Runge ................ ................................... Track '20-'21 
A. E. Runge .. .. .. ..................................... Track '21 
L. R. Springer . .. .. ..... . ............ ............ . Football '21 
J. McK. Southgate.. ... .................... .. .... .... .Football '99-'00-'01-'02 
C. Smith .. ......... . ............. .................. .. Track '21 
M. B. Thornberry ......................................... .Football '06 
E. J. Wendell... .. · .. . ............ ..... .................. .Football '20 
C. A. Walls ...................................... , ........ . Track '21 
M. W. Watkins .......................... . Football '21 
H. E. Zoller .. . . . .. . ..... . . . ............... Football '20-'21 
S. I. Zook . . . . .... .. . ........... .. .. . ... . Football '20-'21 
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·The 11. S. M. Players 
THE M. S. M. Players were organized in the earl}' fall of 1921 to promote dramatics in all possible ways, particularly the presentation of plays from time to time. The Players present four or five plays each year, 
most of them being benefit performances for some other student 
organi7.ations. 
Membership is on a competitive basis- an applicant being required to compete 
for a place on the casts of plays and to successfullr portray parts in two plays, or 
to render certain services on the business staff. AI students and faculty members, 
as well as any lady residents of Rolla, are eligible to compete for membership. 
The Players have already presented several plays successfully, their work 
being unusually good for amateurs. 
Officers for The Year 1921-1922 
M. w. W ATKINS, '23 . 
MRs. CHARt.OrrE SINGLETON 
H. L. LEONARD, '22 
H. H. ARMSBY .. ..... .. ...... . 
J. P. GORDON, '23 ..... .. ...... ....... . 
P. E. FISCHER, '23 . 
J. F. HosTERMAN, '22.. .. . 
R. H. KNIGHT, '22 ... ............. .. 
Prof. H. H. Armsby 
Dr. J. \V. Barley 
Miss Helen Baysinger 
P. L. Blake 
J. P. Bryan 
Miss Mary E. Campbell 
R. M. Courtney 
K. H. DeCouser 
Miss 0. Culbertson 
Miss Hazel Dent 
G. S. Dooley 
Miss Billie Farris 
P. E. Fischer 
Miss Marion Fulton 
J. P. Gordon, Jr. 
E. 1. Guy 
\\'.F. Hoke 
J. J7. Hosterman 
A. L. Hunt 
Members 










F. K. M. Hun ter 
]. E. Jewell 
F. A. Kaullen 
R. II. Knight 
H. L. Leonard 
L. Linzer 
f'. P. Matlack 
D. S. Mosby 
A. \\'. aylor, Jr. 
Mrs. M. Iorville 
H. F. Patterson 
Mrs. C. Singleton 
C. E. Stover 
Mrs. C. E. Stover 
Miss Ruth Tresidder 
D. F. Updike 
J. M. \\ asmund 
M. W. Watkins 
T. G. Weir 

~liners Cotillion Club 
Seniors 
J. F. Hosterman F. P. Kohlbry 
P. D. Windsor T. G. Weir 
W. F. Hoke W. R. Luckfielcl 
M. I. Signer H. L. Leonard 
Juniors 
H. S. Pence C. R. Cameron 
';\I.\\'. \\'atkins B. R. i\Jennie 
N. M. Ham H . .Moore 
E. J. Wendell 
ophomores 
H. E. Barnard J. 0. T lunt 
tin 
-
The Missouri Miner 
DURING the school year 1921-1922, in which the Tiner cele
brated its 
seventh birthday, the paper continued to grow and progress with the 
growth ctnd progress of the school. The aim of the paper has always 
been to reflect the life and opinions of the faculty, the student body, and 
the alumni. An even greater effort was put forth the past year and the results 
are gratifying to those who made the endeavor. 
One of the prime objects of the paper is to be the connecting link between 
the school and its alumni: to save from complete dissolution that bond that grew 
for four years. The l\1iner has been able to more nearly fulfill this purpose thru 
the foundation of the M. S. 1. Alumni Association which took place at the 
Fiftieth Anniversary of the School, last ovember. All of the members take the 
Miner and in this way not only serve their own best interests, but enable the Miner 
to do more of what it should do. 
Xine members of the Board returned to school in September: \\'heeler, Leon-
ard, Burke, and Wilkerson on the Editorial Staff; and Teller, Hollow, Watkins, 
Zeller, and Luckfield on the Business Staff. \\'heeler held his position as "Chief" 
until November, but was forced to resign on account of heavy school work. All 
regretted to see "Bugs" leave; however, the Board found a man for the position 
in Steve Burke. His aggressiveness and far-sightedness has done much to keep 
the Miner "going strong." 
During the year, Yalentine, Millikan, and Frey were elected to the Editorial 
Staff, and R~d and Schaeffer were elected to the Business Staff. The Miner was 
unfortunate in being unable to secure a cartoonist. 
The editorial staff has been active in securing a comprehensive report of 
school life and thought. Wilkerson, as Athletic Editor, has given the school 
athletics a good boost by his reviews. T he business staff has handled its work in 
a most creditable manner. I t was unfortunate in losing Teller as its head, but 
"Lucky" has since shown that he is an efficient Business Manager. Zeller and 
Schaeffer have handled the circulation in a systematic war, and have succeeded in 
cutting down materia!Jy the complaints such a department is always su re to 
receive. Watkins, Hollow, ami Reid have kept the paper well supplied with 
advertising. 
Plans are now on foot for a next rear l\Iiner that will be Bigger and Better 




Rolla Chapter, Order of De Molay 
Master Councillor ... ... . 
S enio1· Councillor .. ....... . 
Junior Councillor ... . . 
Scribe .. 
Treasurer 
Paul A. T erry 
Donald N. Griffin 
Arlis B. Parkhurst 
J ameson E. Couch 
Guy Clement Cunningham 
Kenneth A. Ellison 
William E. H. Knight 
Orman J. Horrom 
Charles B. Kentnor 




Eow. ToRR ENCE, } R. 
DoNALD B. LoEvY 
:\.F. MoHRI 
Lv:-:oALL GRoscH 
L EWIS R. SPRINGER 
Donald R. Baker 
Harold R . Wormington 
Claude L. Kemper 
Howard F. Hill 
Fred C. Martin 
Bourke Samples 
Winston J. Duran t 
~1ilton Levy 
Robert K. l\tiller 
Carlos G. Bowers 
Dr. Austin Lee 1\-lcRat! 
ISO 

Square and Compass 
H. F. VALENTINE 
B. l\1. LA \"fON 
H . C. Loesche 
C. E. STO\' ER 
FRED LANE ....... 
C. E. Bardsley 
\\'.F. Brooks 
J. B. Butler 
C. R. Cameron 
J. Castelli 
E. F. Chapin 
Kurt H. de Cousser 
E. E. Decker 
H. L. Dunlop 
0. R. Evans 
V. K. Fischlowitz 
H. 0. Garst 
J. L. Gregg 
E. McK. Guy 
D. J . Hendry 




]. H. Hynes 
\\'. C. Ivins 
V. J . Joslin 
Wm. 0. Keeling 
R. H. Knight 
E. Koch 
H. L. Leonard 
Wm. R. Luckfield 
Ed. G. Machin 
\\'. L. Medding 
C. L. i\lartin 
Ray l\lcBrian 
A. L McRae 
C. ]. Millar 
C. C. Mosena 
B. Nudelman 







J. L. Pasley 
T. T. Ranney 
A. Scott 
F.. A. Shirley 
D. D. Starke 
F. i'J. Strong 
H. J. Teas 
W. E. Ten Eyck 
Wm. E. Teter 
P. F. Thompson 
T. M. Thompson 
\'. L. Whitworth 
Wm. Weimkin 
P. D. \Vindsor 
Ed. H. Woolrych 
\V. C. Zeuch 
S. I. Zook 

T'he ~1 ercier Clu b 
CHAPI.AIN 
RH. FR. S. P. STOC!o.J~(. 
J. J. HARBERTHIER. 
G. F. WTLLIA.MS . 
R. J. L APEE 
]As . McCARTH\' 
F. H. H ot.LO\\ 
F. G. Bisch 
W. J. Buechler 
J. L. Bulger 
W. A. Burg 
S.M. Burke 
F. A. Canales 
W. A. Coffman 
A. Devereux 
E. J. Gorman 
F. R. Halasey 
W. F. Hauck 
M. V. Healy 
C. J. Heim 
F. A. Kaullen 
H. P. Lawrence 
J. E. Bullard 
E. J. Campbell 
Thomas Clare 
L.A. Domas 
D. F. Donohue 
W. II. Fetters 
OrnCERS 
ACTIVE MEMBERS 
B. F. L yons 
AssociATE MEMIH:Rs 





. Treas twer 
Historian 
1. T. Maloner 
R. J. McCune 
J. ~.McGirt 
0. S. Mosby 
J. ~I. McDonnell 
G. F. awn 
R. L. Parker 
G. L. Richert 
E. B. Sanders 
E. B. Schramm 
Leo. E. Shire 
Chris. Southern 
D. F. Walsh 
Robt. Zevallos 
H. F.. Zoller 
G. L. Gabler 
L. \\'. II igley 
H. R. Hunt 
C. E. Parker 
J. G. Parker 
B. F. Ramey 
" 
M. S. M. Glee Club 
G. L. KNIGHT 
T. G. \\'EJR 
........................... ............. . President 
L. E. SHIRE 
D. L. MooDIE 
P ROF. c. Y. l\IA:-J:-. 
D R. \V. D. T URNER 
R. T. MuE~CH . . 
G. R. Scott 
L. E. Shire 
C. B. Kentnor 
H. H. Pace 
\V. E. H . Knight 
R. K. -!iller 
Paul E. Whitesell 
D. J. Flesh 
J. \\'. l\1errill 
J. H. Hynes 
R. T. 1uench 
Lyndall Grosch 
.... .. ........ . Vice-Pusident 
.. .... ..... Sco·etary 
....... . Librarian 
.. . .. .. ... ... .. .. ...... Faculty Vice President 
... ...................... .. . Director 
~1£\IBERS 
.. ......... . Pianist 
E. T. Campbell 
R. D. \Nard 
T. G. \\'eir 
D. L. Moodie 
A. F. Mohri 
P. L. Blake 
W. B. Hardwicke 
J. E. Stogsdill 
E. L. Fipps 
H. R . Berry 
G. L. Knight 
\V. 0. Keeling 
The M. S. M. Glee Club is one of the younger organizations of the school, 
having been formed in the early part of the Autumn term. Since that time much 
has been accomplished toward building up a capable musical organization and the 
club has appeared in public on two occasions. As a good glee club is a valuable 
asset to a school, it is hoped that the club will see further growth and advancement in the coming years. 
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Missouri Mining and Metallurgical Association 
T :-IE Missouri t\l ining and Metallurgical Association was organized in 1895 as the Missouri Mining Club. This name was changed to Missouri Mining Association in 1910, and to the ~Iissouri ~lining and Metallurgical 
Association in 1919. The objects of the association are: 
First, to advance the knowledge of mining and metallurgy among its members. 
Second, to promote good fellowship among the students and alumni. 
Third, to bring the School of Mines and Metallurgy into closer relation with 
the mining and metallurgical professions at large. 
The association has a membership of eighty-five, which is the largest in its 
history. Members of the A. I. M. M. E. and alumni have given hearty co-operation 
and we are indebted to them for the interesting meetings held this year. 
The association was guest at the fall meeting of the St. Louis section of the 
A. I. M. M. E. which was held in Rolla during home-coming week. The following 
prominent men gave talks at that meeting: 
T. A. Rickard, P. N. Moore, A. Thacher, A. D. Terrell, Mr. DeWolfe and 
Mr. Valerius. 
During the year we were fortunate in having the different aspects of mining 
and metallurgr explained to us br the following well known men: 
Dr. C. H . Fulton, Director of the Missouri School of Mines. 
Mr. H. A. Buehler, State Geologist. 
Dr. D. A. Lyon, United States Bureau of Mines. 
Mr. Coghill, United States Bureau of Mines. 
Mr. D eWolfe, State Geologist for Illinois. 
Mr. Paul R. Cook, M. S. t\1. '07. 
l\Ir. R . G. Knickerbocker, t\1. S. M. 'JJ. 
Mr. A. 0. T errell, ~I. S. M. '98. 
J n February we are hoping to have Mr. Arthur Thacher with us and at least 
two other speakers before the end of the year. 
I. F. l l oDGEs 
PRor. C. R. FoRBES 
J. H. I IosTER:>.tA:-; 







M. H. Thornberry 
G. A. l\Iuilenburg 
C. R. Forbes 
H. A. Buehler 
D. S. Tedford 
Roland Tragit 
F. z. Meeks 
H. C. Loesche 
M. N. BeDell 
I. Sternberg 
H. H. Heidtman 
R. J. Lapee 
A. B. Wilkerson 
Geo. L. Richert 
Sam Zook 
H. C. Buser 
David Walsh 
PhiiJip Andrews 
E. H. Cathcart 
Ben Layton 
Howard Fleck 
H. A. Scruby 
M. L. Torrence 
Leo Linzer 
P. D. Windsor 
Bruno Rixleben 
F. K. M. Hunter 
A. C. Rucker 
F.. J. Wendell 
\Ym. lloke 
A. F. Denison 
F. C. Mulford 
F. 1. Henderson 
E. M. Guy 
J. P. Gordon 
R. F. Orr 
R. J. Stroup 
S. K. Reid 
\\'. 1\1. \\'atkins 
1EMBERS I~ FACULTY 
Josiah Bridge 
J. R. Guiteras 
Dr. A. L. McRae 
C. Y. Clayton 
MEMBERS OF STATE SURVEY 
Sn, t>ENT MEMBERs 
1!18 
. 19'2'2,· 
Dr. C. H. Fulton 
Dr. C. L. Dake 
T. 1. Bains 
\\'. F. Pond 
R. K. Stroup 
I . \\'. Alcorn 
J. G. Miller 
B. E. Charles 
Wm. McClelland 
J. E. Jewell 
Eddie Pesout 
A. B. Parkhurst 
\Y. E. Teeter 
Michael Healy 
J . T. Hodges 
W. E. Remmers 
R. E. Murphy 
J. J. Habertheir 
H. H. Leonard 
I. W. Keyes 
H arold Childress 
E. H. McAlpine 
E. A. Keeler 
J. N. McGirl 
P. E. Fisher 
J. M. F orgotson 
C. B. Kaley 
A. D. Schmidt 
E. T. Campbell 
C. C. Mosena 
H. G. Hubbard 
H. F. P atterson 
l\1. L. Frey 
R. F. Grady 
A. F. Mohri 
J. L. Gregg 
E. L. Fipps 
G. A. Dooley 
H. S. Pence 
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Headquarters Reserve Officers Training Corps 
Cadet Battalion 
Roster of Officers, Noncommissioned Officers, and Pricale.s 
CADET M AJOR 
S. H. Stuart 
H. E. Zoller 
J. 1. Reeves 
H. E. lc Bride 
B. R. Mennie 
D. G. Gibson 
B. F. Hoover 
G. F.Nawn 
R. F. Orr 
W. Mikell 
vY. W. Bolt 
CAPTAINS 
1sT LIEUTENANTS 
2ND L rEun:NANTS 
1sT SERGEANTS 
STAFF SERGEANTS 
S. E. Storrs, /ldjutant 
F.. R. Tragitt, Supply Qtficer 
\\'. C. Lay 
Y. H. \\'ebster 
P. J. Hegwer 
J. M. Wanenmacher 
K. A. Schmidt A. B. Parkhurst, Color Sn-geant 
SERGEANTS 
J. 0. Hunt 
E. A. Buck, Color Guard 
H. R. Orouot 
C. B. Davis 
1.. Springer 
M. M. McClelland 
W. E. H. Knight 
W. E. Remmers 
CORPORALS 
C. F. Schaeffer 
D. L. loodie 
C. L. Kemper 
C. W. B. Sitzler 
J. Christopher 
H. D. Ainsworth 
D. R. Baker 
R. A. Ballinger 
H. R. Berry 
R. 0. Bohn 
C. G. Bowers 
C. R. Brown 
B. L. Browning 
W. Burg 
J. Blickensderfer 
\\'.E. Casey J. Castelli 
J. D. Collier, J. E. Couch 
\\'. E. Cox 
C. Cunningham 
I. R. Doolittl 
K. A. Ellisone 
A. \Y. raylor 
J. P. Campbell, Color Guard 
PRIVATES 
J. X Foster 
G. L. Gabler 
G. Gaines 
E. J. Gorman 
D. Griffin 
W. R. Groschan 
K. Hasselman 
A. Heitmann 
H. F. H ill 
0. ]. Horrom 
B. Imus 
C. C. Irving 
F. Jackson 
F. Keith 
H. H. Kessler 
I. Knoebel 




C. W. Magalis 
H. C. Marek 
C. L. Martin 
F. C. Martin J. W. Merrill 
R. K. Miller 
H. Moore 
R. T. Muench 
F. Mulford 
H. 11. Pace 
F. L. Reder J. A. Rood 
C. Rueh 
A. F.. Runge 
B. Samples 
H. 0. Schramm 
H. C. Scott 
. 19'2'2· 
\\'. B. Sharp 
W. E. Simpson 
P. A. Smith 
I. Sternberg J. F.. Stogsdill 
F. N. Strong 
r. Sublett 
P. A. Terry J.D. Thomas 
D. F. Underwood 
C. Valerius 
A. \\'. Walker 
F. Weirich 
P. F.. Whitesell 
0. M. Wilson 
D . Zimmerman 
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H ome Coming 
T HE Fiftieth Anniversary was celebrated in a fitting manner on ~ovember 4, 5 and 6. The three day program included a reception, a play, an 
automobile trip to Meramec Spring, play on the golf links, football games, 
an alumni banquet, the autumn meeting of the St. Louis Section of the A. I. M. E., 
the organization of an Alumni Association, and a formal program. 
The formation of a national alumni organization was an outstanding result 
of the Home-Coming celebration. A meeting was held Friday afternoon, with 
seventy-five alumni present, at which the matter of a national association was 
brought up. The men from St. Louis and Tulsa were proud of the achievements 
of their chapters and were outspoken in their desire for a nation-wide body. 
M. M. Valerius, ofTulsa, was elected temporary chairman, and L. E. Turnbull, 
of St. Louis, was appointed temporary secretary. Enthusiasm ran high, the need 
of such a body being forcibly brought out by the many speakers. A committee of 
seven men was appointed to revise a proposed constitution, which had been pre-
sented, and to act as a nominating committee. The members of the committee 
were: J. A. Garcia, '00, R. F. Rucker, '06, G. R. Dean, '90, J. S. Brown, '17, 
G. B. Morgan, '04, Y. H. Mc~utt, ' 10, and J. K. \\'alsh, '17. 
The committee met later in the afternoon to make some desired changes in 
the constitution. After the banquet Friday evening the committee presented the 
constitution, which was adopted. The name of the association is the Missouri 
School of Mines Alumni Association. Membership shall be open to alumni, to all 
former students, and to those persons deemed worthy of honorary membership. 
The officers shall be a President, Vice-President, and Secretary-Treasurer. T he 
headquarters of the association shall be at Rolla, Mo., and the Secretary-Treasurer 
must be a resident of Rolla. 
The officers elected were: President, A. D. Terrill , '9R, of Chicago, Ill.; 
Vice-President, A. Emory ·wilson, '09, of Fresno, Calif.; Secretary-Treasurer, 
G. R. Dean, '90, Rolla, Mo. 
The dues of the association are $5.00 yearly, including a year's subscription to 
the 1iner, or, $50.00 for life membership, including ten years' subscription. Seven-
ty-five men havt: joined to date, and from this nucleus will develop an active 
ever-ready association ready to help the undergraduates, to keep up that fellow-
ship spirit which was so evident during Home-Coming, to help all school activities, 
to extend broadcast the prestige of ~ 1. S. M., and to promote the technical and 
social interests of its members. 
T he celebration was brought to a close by the ball held at the Gymnasium 
Saturday evening. The gym was appropriately decorated for such a gala occasion. 
The grand march was led by Dr. and Mrs. L E. Young and Dr. and Mrs. A. L. 
McRae. 
P oor Frosh 
WO~DER, the kind that innocent Freshmen have, ran through the heads of a car load of fresh meat consigned to the School of L\1ines, when the 
individual portions of this meat cast their respective eyes on the motley 
crew of unkempt Sophomores, carrying barrel stn.ves, ganged around the depot. 
"Unusually rough looking place," coughed a green ham with side- burns. 
" Don't look half as rough as it is," came from a well seasoned (\ l iner. 
But before many days had passed our youthful knowledge seeking raw meat, labeled 
Freshmen, had come to the same conclusion. Occasional clashes with the Sophs 
took place all of the first week, but they were mere skirmishes in which a few 
F reshmen were always caught and brought to the corner of Pi nc and 8th Streets 
where they entertained great crowds by their natural "inborn" talents, which 
were brought to the surface by stimulating massage, applied "postern all~" by 
the willing Sophs. 
By the fifth day after registration the new blood had coagulated and was not 
to be easilr dissolved by the second year huskies. That night the bloodiest slaughter 
recorded in the history of raw meat took place. As the barrel stave supply had 
become exhausted it was necessary to resort to clubs. When the fight was over it 
was found that the casualties were about balanced, altho the Sophs claimed the 
honors. More bones would have been broken had it not been for the nine inches 
of mud in which the fighters "frolicked" so passionately. 
Sunday night the fresh meat was nm out of town in order that it would be 
stale enough for the official battle on Monday morning. In conformation with the 
usual custom the new class made the night a memorable one by spending it on the 
damp, cold, P helps County fairgrounds. This particular class, being blessed with 
several self-appointed leaders, was organized in true military fashion; then by 
fo rcing t heir imagination to function, pictured some of their numbers being "shang-
hied" by the scheming So phs and being tied to the earth, or thrown into roving 
box cars, thus keeping them entertained until after the class fight. :\ few upper 
classmen paid the Frosh a social call and acquainted them with the songs and ) ells 
they would need to know for the next day. 
The fight was "pulled off" the next day as scheduled, and as the Sophs were 
supposed to win they did. With one pants leg rolled above the knee, green paint 
on leg and face, with foolish signs on their backs, and more foolish looks on their 
faces, the broken class of '25 was marched spiritedly to J ackling Field. Here they 
amused the audience by indulging in such gentle games as molasses shampooing, 
lampblack clubbing, egg throwing, proposing, singing, shimmying, and soul kissing, 
all to the rune of paddle jazz. The activities for the day closed hy presenting them 
with the royal head-dress for Freshman Engineers green caps. Altho some thought 
them nifty, nobby, and neat, the great majority became so excited over the pros-
pects of burning them on T hanksgiving eve that a stack of boxes, rivaling the 
funeral p) re of Croesus, was consumed in flames, in spite of the emphatic protests 
of the "Rolla Police Force." This ended 1921 Freshman abusement and 




AFTER the burning of the green caps at Thanks-giving holiday, the Freshmen took on an en-tirely different attitude. Boots and John B's. 
became quite the prevailing garm with them. In 
fact, a Freshman began to be treated like "white 
folks." He was recognized on the street and respected 
more among the upper classmen. In appreciation of 
this change in affairs, the Freshman class gave an en-
tertainment in the form of a "Smoker." This wonder-
ful fete was staged on January the fourteenth, and the 
attendance lacked very little of being 100%. On such 
an occasion as this no self-respecting Freshman class 
could depend on local talent for entertainment. They 
needed real professional entertainers, and they sure enough had them. Before 
we come to this stage of the game we must bring in some minor points that went 
to make up the program. 
The party opened promptly at nine o'clock. A large circle of chairs was made 
around the boxing ring. This did not begin to accommodate the spectators, how-
ever, so some of them were persuaded to take back seats in another circle of chairs. 
The customary method of passing the pipe of peace was not attended to, but each 
man was presented with a handsome meerschaum pipe- made in Missouri. Then 
the peace smoke was started with no hesitancy as to the "biting" of a new cob 
pipe and "Old Hillside" combined. No drinks were served by the class. The 
first address was made by Professor Armsby: "Boys, the Sky is the Limit." After 
that the first bout was staged by two welter weight" dingies." This was not a hot 
scrap and up to the present time we have been unable to find out the kinship of the 
two negroes, but from the way they fought, one of them must have been depending 
upon the other for a livelihood and did not want to disable him. The next bout 
was of a more exciting nature. The opponents were Richardson and Stogsdill, who 
fought to a draw. Enthusiasm had reached its height, but we want to tell you that 
the entertainment had just begun. Mr. Abie Goldstein was introduced and his 
repertoire consisted of a bunch of good jokes. Eveq• one brought down the house. 
The ladr entertainers were then brought in to bring about the evening's grand 
finale. Miss Fawnette was a beautiful blonde, who appeared dressed in a very 
scanty costume of pink chinensis. Miss Phyllis Savonarola was quite a different 
type. She was a brunette of much heavier stature and was garbed in a natty little 
creation of red satin. These two renowned actors were encored many times on 
account of their wonderful ability in their song and dance numbers. Their jubilant 
nature and friendliness with their sudience were probably their greatest factors to 




the abi li ty of the "headliner." Miss Helen Massacio was very competent in this 
part. T o describe her: She was a decided brunette of French parentage and very 
stately in appearance. She was clad in a beautiful gown of black beads with 
clasps of red. Her success as an entertainer rested in her ability to execute the 
dances of the old Harems in true T urkish strle. As an artist and entertainer we 
considered her the greatest feature of the program. 
The success of the smoker does not rest on individuals, but on the class as a 
whole. However, we might mention the names of several individuals from all 
classes who assisted, with their comical actions toward making up a complete 
program. \Ve are leav ing out these names for two reasons: To cut the story 
short, and, It's time to have a drink! 
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Senior T rip 
0 "\ \\"ED:\ESDAY, April 12, 1921, a bunch of "rambling wrecks from Rolla Tech." boarded )[umber Four starting on their Senior trip. 
After a "quiet" evening in St. Louis, and a little rest for some, 
Thursday was spent in a visit to Donk Brothers' mines in Illinois. Our motley 
crew were mistaken at first for strike breakers and then for sons of English 
stockholders. The latter mistake had not been cleared up by noon, so the price 
charged for our luncheon was proportionate to our supposed rank. During our 
perambulations through the mines, we had the advantage of having Kluge,' 18, as 
our most courteous and efficient guide. 
T hat evening our party left St. Louis and took over I ron ton's" Ritz" en masse. 
The following dav was very pleasantly (?) and profitably (?) spent in hiking up 
and over Pilot K·nob and Shepard Mountain. The value o' this trip was largelr 
historical, and we were all pleased when it had indisputably faded away into a 
memory and become onlv a part of our individual pasts. During spare moments 
and esl)ecially about twi.light, the romantic atmosphere which hovers over these 
mountains inspired the "whiskey tenors" to blend their voices so harmoniously 
that the natives followed them up and down the streets of Ironton showering them 
with never ending applause. 
Saturday gave us our most varied experiences of the trip. \\'e journeyed by 
taxi through Graniteville, visiting the Elephant Rocks, the granite quarry, and the 
iron mine at 1 ron Mountain. At this last mentioned place, we were given ample 
demonstrations of the oratorical abilities of several minin~ engineers. The day 
ended only after a perilous taxi trip from Frederickton to l•lat River. 
Sunday saw us hugging the radiators and cursing the janitor at the "New 
Hammond,"- new only by courtesy. Many of the boys with the ability of making 
friends easily enjoyed the comforts of a cozy parlor and tht:: congenial companion-
ship of the feminine sex. 
Monday and T uesday were spent visiting mines and mills in the immediate 
vicinity of De Loge. Despite the romantic name of this city ( ?), nothing very 
exciting developed during our stay within its fair environs. · 
Wednesday was, perhaps, the banner day of the trip. o Senior who was 
with the party can forget the treatment we received at the llurculaneum smelter 
including, as it did, an excellent luncheon served bv the wives of the mine officials: 
No effort was spared to insure our complete com(ort . 
. Our party ar~ived in St .. Louis that evening, as the min~r's portion of the trip. 
Dunng the evenmg, we enjoved an elaborate banquet ~tven b\' the St. Louis 
Alumni Association at the A~erican Annex. Many old ttmers were present and 
everyone enjoyed and appreciated this timely get-together. ' 
The metallurgists of the party, under the able guidance of Professor Bains 
visited numerous plants and factories in and around St. Louis for the rest of th~ 
week. 
No review of this trip would be complete w.ithout an appreciative acknowledge-
ment of the work of Professor Forbes, who ptloted the party during the trip in 
spite of limited facilities, with such apparent ease and in such a manner that e~ch 
individual was enabled to get the most possible good from the experience. 
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The Junior Trip 
Fl\'E men, under the able chaperonage of Prof. Forbes, spent six weeks during i\ la) and J une VISitmg the different mining camps in the \\'est. 
They were: "Steve" Burke, Henry Hubbard, ":\ like" Ileal), " Plu to" 
Cameron and P. D. \\'indsor. 
The party left Rolla on Sunday night, i\l ay 8th. The following day was spent 
visiti ng several mines and miJis in the Joplin District. Tuesday was very enjoyably 
spent in Fort \\'orth with the entertainment of Mr. and Mrs. White, parents of 
Fred \\'hite, a former student at M. S. l\1. T he next jump was to El Paso where 
the party was met by the Scientific Club of the Texas School of ~lines. A feature 
of their entertainment for us was an inspection of the A. S. & R. Copper Smelter. 
Jaurez, :\1exico, was b~ no means avoided, so it was a rather haggard part) that 
left for Bisbee. Four days were spent in visiting the mines of C. & A. and Phelps-
Dodge Co. The social side was not neglected, for through the kindness of several 
old M. S. M. men, located in Bisbee, we were guests of the Country Club at two 
dances. 
Two days were consumed in traveling from Bisbee to Phoenix h) rail and from 
there to Globe by auto stage over the famous old Apache T rail. The Roosevelt 
Dam was visited en route. T wo days were spent in Globe and ~1 iami inspecting 
the properties of the i\l iami Copper Co. 
But one day \vas spent at R ay, en route to Ago, Ariz., and then the party 
moved on to Los i-\ngeles where a few days were consumed in rest and general 
recuperation. 
A day was used for sightseeing in Frisco, after which the party journe)•ed to 
Sacramento where some time was spent in visiting gold dredges in the ncar vicinity. 
Several more days were consumed in Grass Valley, California, inspecting gold 
mines, stamp and cyanide milJs. It was a rather tired crew that arrived in Salt 
Lake after the longest single stretch of travel on the trip. Our interest in Bingham 
Canyon was not diminished by this fact, however. 
Due to the Pueblo flood, which was at its height at this time, the six men 
were separated upon leaving Salt Lake. Some of them were able to get down to 
Ca·stle Gate, Utah, and visit the coal mines, wh il e the others went direct to St. Louis. 
On the whole, the trip was highly beneficial from an educational point of view. 
The men" ho made the trip wish to thank, through these columns, the officials who 




A LL N"ATCRE smiled and favored the ~l iners with the fairest of all fair days on which to honor and pay homage to our venerable but mighty P atron Saint. Worthy sons in the two lower classes were granted the 
privilege of paying their respects to the Saint by creating floats for the gala 
parade which escorted His Most Gracious Person from the Frisco station, where 
he arri ved in great state "on" his private car. 
It was a parade such as had never been seen before and was entirely too 
magnificent an escort for any save Saint Pat himself. It was the materialization 
of great thoughts and conceptiorls evolved out of the minds of students especially 
gifted with opinions of the faculty. These opinions were expressed concretelr in 
the form of floats which set forth vividly, before the wide world, the weaknesses, 
caprices, sins, whims, and idiosyncrasies of" ye hard boiled facultie." Jn this, as 
in other school activities, the vocational men were "there" with ideas and the 
ability to put them over. 
T he great Saint, impersonated by ] ames E. Jewell, entered the city accom-
panied by his two Royal Guards, D. F. "Slim" Updike and J. F. "Emily" Hoster-
man, and his two Pages, A. W. "Spoof" Walker and C. F. "Snipe" chaeffer, St. 
Pat's private hand car serving as the Royal Conveyance. The \ Tenerable Saint 
took his place at the head of the procession assembled to greet him, and led the 
host ofloyal wearers of the green to Parker Hall amid the loud cheers of great throngs. 
Old men and little children watched; so did the women. And innocent" young 
things" from far and near with hairline eyebrows, pasted curls, divided eyelashes, 
rosy lips (in Cupid's bows), rolled stockings, and pharmaceutical complexions, forgot 
their deadly baby-stare to open wide their eyes in wonder as the mighty host 
rolled by. 
At P arker Hall the customary preliminarr ceremonies took place, enlivened br 
an innovation in the form of aerial bombs, set off by the patriotic Freshman Cla;s 
to herald the entrance of the honored Class of '21 into their roped enclosure. \\'hen 
the last Senior was within, a' great bomb burst high overhead, from which red, 
white and blue parachute opened, carrying a large silk Miner flag. As the orange 
and white silken banner floated lazil y high over the green campus on a gentle p~IT 
from the cheeks of Aeolus, a loud and orotund command to "kow-tow" struck 
dumb fear into the hearts of the weak, but reverence in the hearts of true Miners, 
and won obeisance from all: Saint Patrick stood in the centre of the stage erected 
at the entrance to Parker Hall. Surveying the situation and seeing that he was 
recognized b} all, he made a short speech, after which he demanded, in a voice of 
thunder the Blarne\ Stone. As good fortune would have it, ~1cCiurken, an Irish 
I • Geologist of wide renown, was in the crowd, and hearing the Patron Saint express 
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his desire, he volunteered to find the stone. "Mac" had spent many of the younger 
years of his life prospecting among the Blarney Stone beds of Ireland, and after 
much study and mathematical calculation (aided and abetted by Prof. Dean), he 
had come to the conclusion that the Blarney Stone outcrop must appear somewhere 
near Rolla, Missouri, U. S. A. Taking pick in hand he prospected for a brief time, 
soon returning with the much coveted stone, which he placed at the feet of Saint Pat. 
Saint Pat call ed each Senior forward, made him "kow-tow," kiss the Blarney 
Stone with resounding smacks, and finally pronounced him a Knight of the Order of 
St. Patrick, not missing any opportunity to chide him for his pet weaknesses. 
Following the knighting of the Seniors, Saint Pat bade all adieu until eleven 
o'clock that evening, promising to appear at that time at the Grand Masque Ball 
at J ackling Gym nasium to crown the Queen. 
A few hours after night had fallen upon the campus and streets of Rolla, the 
scenes of so much activity during the day, joyous crowds made their way to the 
gymnasium where a veritable dreamland awaited them. Artistic hands had used 
to good advantage the tasteful decor~t. ons, entirely obscuring the ori~inal ap-
pearance of the room. At nine o'cloc Gene Rodemich's mirth makers;truck a 
note of harmony which would have put pep in feet of stone, and rhe gayt crowd, in 
their masks and multi-colored costumes, circled the ball-room with rhythmic step 
and gracefu l sway, until, as the hour of eleven struck, there thundered through the 
hall a sonorous command- " kow-tow!" l t was St. Pat, and all obeyed. 
Tne Saint moved majestically down the human aisle formed by the dancers 
who, with knees bent and heads bowed low, sought to do him homage. F'ollowing 
Saint Patrick came stately Queens of former years and pretty maids of honor, each 
under escort of chosen members of the J unior Class. Then with grace, courtliness 
and charm our queenly Queen of the 1921 Saint Patrick's Celebration slowly glided 
down the aisle, and kneeling at the foot of the throne, was crowned by St. Pat. 
Rising, she took her J?lace beside him amid the loud and sincere applause of all 
present, for this level~ Queen, Miss Hazel Dent, had won the hearts of all~ 
Again the stream of Jazz Melody poured forth and the /syncopation held the 
dancers bewitched until the wee sma' hours. 






Dl'RI~G the past year, one of the most entertaining features of our college activities has been the series of college plays produced by the members of theM. S. l\1. Players. Five plays have been brought before the student 
body and the good people of Rolla, and success has attended each perform-
ance. In addition to the more pretentious plays, an excellent two-act farce was 
presented before the assembly on the sixteenth of December as a farewell enter-
tainment before the Xmas holidays. These plays have all been put on by students 
and the girls of Rolla. Some exceptional talent has been developed, and the 
M. S. M. Players well deserve the support their efforts hnve drawn from the 
students and town people. 
F:\Cl :\G THE ll'SIC 
The premier effort of the new organization was concerned with the production 
of a three-act farce-comedy by James llenry Darnley entitled" Facing the Music." 
The thread upon which the plot of this play hangs is that of mistaken identity 
and the mistake of a minister's wife in returning from a 'isit and taking up her 
residence in the Aat of a sporty young married man whose name is identical with 
that of her husband. 
Under the able direction of Prof. II. H. Armsby, anti with an excdlcnt staff, 
the cast carried their parts with a success seldom reached in the production of 
amateur theatricals. 
The music rendered by a novelq orchestra under the leadership of" Dutch" 
Cohlbry was appropriate and excellentl) rendered. 
THF. CAST 
Rev. 'John Smit/1, the Cm·ate of St .• 1ndrew.r .. 
'John Smith, 1he Other 'John Smith 
Dick Desmond, lhe Other Mr. Smith's Guest 
Col. Duncan, the 01/ur l'.11·. Smith's ( nde 
Sergeant Dt!(fell,from Vine .\'t. Police Stntiou 
Mabel, tl1e Curate's Wife 
Mary, the Other Mr. Smitlz's Wife 
Flora Fothet·ingt~_Y, of the Bijou Thea/n• 







·1 HE ~TAfF 
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J. P. Bryan 
J. P. Gordon 
H. L. Leonard 
J. F. Hosterman 





11. H. Armsby 
J. P. Gordon 
0. F. Updike 
P. E.. Fischer 
H. F. Patterson 
R. H. Knight 
~OTHIN'G BCT THE TRL'Tl l 
"~othing But The Truth," a comedy by James i\1ontgomer), was presented 
to a highly appreciative audience in Parker Hall on the night of \\'ednesday, 
April 27, 1921. 
As a comedy, this play could not be excelled, and those who witnessed its first 
performance here were fortunate in being able to witness such a comedy so credit-
ably enacted. The comedy note was very skillfully struck, and th.e audience 
displayed a degree of appreciation which reflected well the merit of the acting and 
the success of the direction. 
"Nothing Bu t The Truth" represents the entanglements into which a young 
business man is plunged when he wagers that he can tell "the truth, the whole 
truth, and nothing but the truth" for twenty-four hours. The fact that the money 
is not hi s own, but part of a charitable fund entrusted to his fiancee, the daughter 
of his employer, makes a situation tense in the extreme. 
T he efforts of a well-chosen cast, coupled with the able direction of Prof. H. H. 
Arrnsby and W. L. Stewart and the hard work of" Chuck" Kiskaddon as stage 
manager, "\\'a tty" \\'atkins as electrician, "Emily" Hosterman as property man, 
and "Thorny" Thorn berr~' as business manager gave the audience a presentation 
that will long be rembered as one of 1\1. S. M's. best. The music rendered by the 
seventeen-piece orchestra, under the direction of Mr. John \\'. cott, \\aS an added 
source of enjoyment. 
Altogether, the "Star and Garter" is to be congratulated on the high class of 
entertainment which this presentation afforded, and its members in the cast may 
well feel proud of their performance. 
Such was the success of this first presentation of" Nothing But The Truth" 
that, when the newly organized M. S. M. Players" were called on tO give a play 
for the entertainment of the visitors during" Home-Coming Week," it was decided 
to give this play again as a revival. About the nucleus of members of the first 
cast still in school, a new cast was organized, and the play was given for the second 
time on the evening of Thursday, November 3, 1921. 
The success of the second presentation was exceeded hy that of the first in 
nothing but attendance, which was due solely to the fact that so many of the 
students had previously seen the play and that reservation of the best seats was 
made for visitors. II Doc" Armsby once more showed his ability as director until 
called away by his father's death, " Pem" Gordon then taking up" Doc's'' duties 
in aver) creditable manner. Paul Fischer as business manager," Emily" Hoster-
man as stage manager, Ralph Knight as property man, Frank Hu nter as advertising 
manager, and L. Grosch as electrician each contributed to the success of the play 
and deserve a large share of the praise which the performance so richl) deserved 
and which was so freely given by those who had the pri,ilege of witnessing it. 
Cllararlt'r 
Bob Bmnell 
E. M. Ralslon 
Dirk Domtellv 
rrm Dusm . 
DRAMA TIS PERSO~ .\E 
Firs/ Ca.fl 
"Pem " Gordon 
"Phil" Colbert 
"Shucks" Leonard 
"Choll v" Collet 
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Second Cast 
11 Pem" Gordon 
" Bill" Hoke 
"Shucks" Leonard 
II Fuu" Knight 
Bishop Doran . ...... ............ "Whitty" Whitworth .. "Val" Valerius 
Gwen Ralston.. ....... .............. Hazel Dent..... ...... .. Hazel Dent 
lvlrs. Ralstou ......... ..... . .. . Helen Stover .Marguerite Norville 
Ethel Clark . ........... ... Ruth Tresidder ..... . Elizabeth Owens 
Mabel . .. ..... ..... Emily Harris. .. ... Marion Fulton 
Sabel ... .... ... .... . Marion Fulton .. Bertha Fulton 
Martha Dorothy Culbertson Dorothy Culbertson 
The proceeds of the first presentation were given to the" Eddie Bohn ~lemorial 
Fund," and of the second to the Athletic Association. 
SUPPRESSED DF.SIRES 
At the assembly of December 16, three organizations united to give the 
student body an appropriate farewell pro~ram before the ~oli(!~ ys. The M. S. M. 
Players contributed the two-act farce, ' Suppressed DeSJres, by Susan Glaspel 
and George Gram Cook. The M. S. M. Glee Club made its initial appearance 
before an M.S. 1\1. audience in a rendition of well chosen songs. The instrumental 
music for the occasion was contributed bv "Dutch" Cohlbry's orchestra. The 
entertainment was a total success, and the 'audience carried to· their homes for the 
holidays one added memory of the ability of the student organizations to enter-
tain and please. 
THE CAH 
Hcm·ietta B1·ewster . .......... . 
Steplzm B1·ewstcr, lw· lzusbcmd 










For the J'vf. S. M. Players 
Pot· the M. S. M. Glee Club 
For "Dutch's" Orchestra 




H. l I. Armsby 
l\1. \\'. Watkins 
J. P. Gordon 
L. R. Springer 
.L. Grosch 
'v\'. D. Turner 
R. F. i'vlucnch 
..F. P. Kohlbry 
This clev~r, three-act co;nedy was given by the Players for the benefit of the 
Rollamo on l•cbruary 10. f he performance was for the entertainment of the 
students and the guests present for the celebration of the Fiftieth Anniversary of 
the school. Th~ perfor~ar:ce was well attended and afl'ordcd a treat in the way 
of co]lege theatncal~ wh1ch 1t ~ould be hard. to surpass. 
fhe cast of th1s productiOn was espec1ally strong, and the lines of the play 
are such as to g1ve the actors a chance to show at their best. The plot is based on 
the e~o~t of a ne'e~-d0-well son of a rich soap manufacturer to impress his father 
and, mc1dentally, h1s father's secretary with his abilitr to make good. To do this 
he ent~rs the soap ~usin~ss as his father's c~>n~petitor and, aft~r many e~t.anglements 
a!ld sl1p~, ~nally wms h1s fa~her ~ver to h1s 1deas of aggress1ve advcrttsmg and the 
g1rl to h1s 1de~s on the matnmon1al question. 
The mus1cal program was rendered by The Varsity Orchestra, composed of 
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H ill, Li nzer, vVasmund, Doolt::v, Whitworth, and Muench. 1 t was appropriate 
and well received by the audience. 
Mary Grayson ... . 
:Johnson ... ........ . 
Countess de Braurieu 
Rodney Martin .. . 
Cyrus Martiu . ........... .. 
Ambrose Peelr 







A ssi slant Director 









W. F. Hoke 








J .P. Gordon 
H. H. Armsby 
M. \Y. \\'atkins 
P. E. Fischer 
J. F. Hosterman 
Joe Reid 
WHY LIE TO YOU R v\'lFF. 
T he St. Pat's play for this year was well chosen and produced with the effect 
of helping all who witnessed its performance have the time of their lives during 
the celebration. The play was a three-act comedy by Frank \\'yant and \\'m. 
Morris entitled "Why L ie to Your vYife." I ts humor lies in the troubles a man 
courts when, his wife having refused to believe the true explanation, he invents a 
"perfectly wonderful lie" to account for an all-night absence from home. ln the 
end, he and his friend and conniver to the lie are prompted to say the old familiar 
words, "~ever again." 
The cast was well chosen, which seems to be the rule rather than the exception 
with the Plarers' casts, and the audiences who witnessed the performances on the 
afternoon o(March 1-! and the evening of the I ~th not only s~w ex~ellent acting 







1\-frs. 'jack Temple 
Dorothy 
Mrs. l+ank Fuller 
Mrs. ']olin Brown 
Dintclor . 








J ack Powers 
Bill lloke 
T om \\'eir 
Claude Valerius 
Helen Stover 
Bill )' Farris 
Dix1e Harris 
Elizabeth Owens 
H. H. Armsby 
M. W. Watkins 
P. E. Fischer 
.... J oe Reid 
L. R. Springer, Fred Schaefer 
Commencement Exercises, 1 92 1 
The graduation exercises took place Frida}' morning, April 29, 1921, in Parker 
Hall. Those present were accorded a rare treat in the commencement address on 
"Training for Exploration" by H. Foster Bain, Director of the lJnited States 
Bureau of Mines. The degrees were conferred by Dean McCaustland. 
The commencement ball was held, the same evening, in J ackling Gymnasium, 
which was beautifully decorated with the school colors, evergreens, Japanese 
lanterns and Japanese signs. The music was played by Falkenhainer's orchestra 
from St. Louis. 
The Baccalaureate services were held the following Monday evening in 
Parker Hall, the sermon being delivered by Dr. W. C. Biting, Pastor of the Second 
Baptist Church, Saint Louis. 
Program 
Friday Morning 
1\'lusic, Overture- " Turandot " . Lttclmer 
Falkenhainer's Orchestra 
Invocation Rev. J. P. Lynch 
Music-" Egyptian Ballet" ... 
Commencement Address 
Luig in 
..... "Training for Exploration" 
H. Foster Bain 
Director, l l. S. Bureau of Mines 
i\lusic, Selection "Apple Blossoms" Kreisler 
Address Elmer James McCaustland, C. E., M. C. F.. 
Dean Engineering College, niversity of Missouri 
Conferring of Degrees 
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To those wishing to 
establish relations with 
a safe, strong bank we 
heartily extend our 
. 
serv1ces. 




Abraham Lincoln once said: 
"I like to su n man proud of llze plaa in wMciJ 
ht livn." 
\ \"e believe· in this community - in the good citizens and all our 
schools and churches. But we are especially proud of the Missouri 
School of Mines. Bur few towns are favored with such an institu-
tion of learning in their midst. .~nd we are especially interested in 
this school because several of the faculty are stockholders in thi~ 
bank. 
On the basis of our interest in the school we solicit the accounts of 
both faculty and swdents, and assure courteous and careful atten-
tion to any business placed with us. 
M erchants €5 Farmers Bank 
R oLLA, M1ssouR1 
Capital ar1d Surplus $125,000.00 
lf/e pay 5% on time tlepo.ritJ· 
' 
To be strong To be libe1·al To be prompt 
To ser'l'e its depositors well aJifl truly 








GOVERNMEN T DEPOSJTORY 
A SERVJ CE based on the facilities and experience gained during 
nearlr a quarter of a century is extended by this bank. \\'c feel that, because of this experience, we are in a position to extend 
every aid and assistance to our friends and customers, consistent with. sound business methods. 
OFFICERS 
H. W. I .F.sox - - - Presidm. 
DAnl> F. Cow A). l'ia-Prtsidmt 
P. H. l\ lcGucoR - - Cnshitr 
FLOYD\\'. \VEBB - Ass't Cnsllitr 
F. A. CA\1£Ros - .1ss't Cnshier 
\\'. J. l\lcCAw - Ass't Ct~sflie,· 
M !~ M B E R 0 F F 1<: D E R /1 L R E S R R V E 13 /1 N 1\ 




Longest, Most Satisfactory Service 
Send for Catalog u e 
THE /vFK7~ fi'ULE Co. SACINA~1 MI C H . New York \\ ondtor. Ont 
Fish : "T hat dance last night reminded me of a horse race." 
Dip: " How come?'' 
l•ish: "After the first lap it was neck 'n' neck." 
Host, to visiting friend: "Wh) don't you rake her to the dance, Bill, 
she isn't very good looking, but she is a wonderful dancer?" 




C. D. VIA 
The 
If ou.re of a Thousand 
Values 
BEI'ORE LEAV I NO M. ~. M. ~l13SCRIIlE 
l OR 
The 
Rolla H erald 
It will be 
likt gtlliug a 
lt'lln from homl' 
,\'omelhing 
of interest 
alwavs in it. 
))or,·t FullCEr THAT WE Tull~ 0Lr 
T HP. R~:ST or j oo \\'oil~>. 
CHARI.Es 1.. \\'uoos, Proprietor nnd Editor 
Fifty-two Years of J{nowillg H ow 
HELLER'S 
In Rolla Since Sixty-nim 
"Let me kiss those tears away, sweetheart," he begged tenderly. 
She fell into his arms and he was verv busy for a few minutes; but the 
tears flowed on. · · 
"Can nothing stop them?" he asked breathless] y. 
"No," she murmured, "it is hay fever; but go on with the treatment." 
She: "Why do the leaves on the trees turn red in the fall?'' 
H e: "Probably for more than one reason, dear. Why do they?" 
She: "Because they are blushing because they see how green they have 
been all summer." 
H e: " T thought it was because they were showing their naked limbs." 
Landreth Machinery Company 
DENVER TURBO DRILLS BUH 'HAM STEAM PUMPS 
RED STAR DRJLL STEEL YALE & TOWNE CHAI BLOCKS 
AMFRlCAN STF.F.L SPLIT PULLEYS DOUBLE DIAMOND BELTING 
MJNE AND MILT. SUPPLIES 
/lsk for Our Used Machinery Stock List 
FouRTH AND PENNSYI.VANJA Av£. JOPLIN, MISSOUR I 
CLAUDE H.4.RVEY · : • FRED \Y. SMITH! 
THE STUDENTS' STORE 
"Everything for the Student" 
The Gc)\'ernment has the Postoffice across from this place. 
''' 
Known everywhere as '' H €5 S" 
ROLLA, MISSO U RI 
SCHUMANS 
Rolla's ~iggest and13est Store 
Our size enables us to sen·e more efficiently in sarisf) ing your 
wants, than others. 
\\'e carry all student goods, in dry goods, clothing, shoes, etc. 
Our prices are always reasonable for the qualit) received. Ym.1 
can't bu} c:heaper or better. 










Next Door to Merchants and 
Farmers Bank 
The 
Ca s e Grocery 
If/ here Quality u 
Maintained 
7 11 Pine St. Rolla, 1o. 
Loving Fresh: "Every minute with you is a thousand years. Will you 
marry me?" 
\\'ell-known Member of 400 : "Yes, in a minute." 
Men are the most grammatical of the human race; every time they 
sec an abbreviated skirt they look after it for a period. 
\\'a tkins, to Geology Prof.: " \\'hat do you do if a ten-foot contour line 
runs into the ocean?" 
vV. ROvV L AKD COX 
CONSL 1-TINC, MINING 
E~G l l\'EER 
120 Hroatlway New York City 
Tnt PIIO'< t. HAaatsos 2472 
JOII N A. GARC IA 
'\LI,I•:N (.:' (;AK<:IA 
COMPAI\Y 
Is..·····" Bl II.OING 
21 E VAN BuRuc Snu<"r 
CIII<:A<,O 
For T ext BooksJ Drawing lnstrzanents 
and School Supplies 
JOHN W. SCOTT, Druggist 
(M. S. ;>.t 1886-87 ·88) 
FJ GHTH AND PIN E STREETS 
BAUMGARDNER STUDIO 
Professional and CoJJJJJJercial Photographers 
Cameras ami Sup plies 
AMATEUR FlN ISHJNG 
L. C. SMITH 
{or 
.-\ thleric Goods 
Fishing Tackle 
Shot Guns and Rifles 
Ammunition 
l l ardware 
ROLLI\, ~ II SSOURI 
24-HOllR S ER\'ICE 
A. L. CAPP ', The Gift Shop 
Established 1873 
A . H . Fetting Manufacturing J cwelry Co. 
l anufacturers 
Greek Letter Frtlternity ] e7.C't•h:l' 
213 ~. Libert~ Street 
Baltimore, Md. 
The Brunswick Phonographs 
The Brunswick Records 
Ccnklin Fountain Ptns 
Signet Gold and Silver Pencils 
Sun Ray Flashlights 
College and School Supplies 
We Sell at the Lowest Price-Give Us a Tritd and be Convinced 
FAU LKNE R'S DRUG S'I'ORE 
Model Grocery 
Our Qualitr and Price will 
Bring You Back for More 
of Our Gocxl Things to Ear 
GI\' E CS :\ TRIAL 




ll't Cllttr to Banqttt/J tmd /)inntr Pllrtin 
R;ms ~3.00 Per Da) 
IWLLf\, i\10. 
Where moonshine comes from is a secret sti ll. 
The old fashioned farmer who used to exhibit his ca lves at the county fair 
now has a daughter who does the same thing. 
" Best after-d inner speech f ever heard." 
" What did he say?" 
" \\'aiter, let me have the check." 
An optimist 1s a member of the bartenders' un1on who is sti ll pa) 1ng 
his <h1cs. 
Do right and fear no man. 
Don't writt and fear no woman. 
Ary & Smith 
/fight's! Grades of 
i\II Et\ 'f'Scnul GROCERIES 
.~.uality tmd St'rvia 
R ot.t.A, Ml !:>SOL Rt 
B. H. RUCKE R 
l ~S l RA ~CE :\ BSTRACT S 
R EAL E~TATE 
l.ta4rnr f'rff In '"''"" C:nrnp11"ir "' tht 1/'o•iJ. 
,llott C:tHnplttt S•t of lbl/rart of Titlt . 
ktal 1-..lllllf llnuKhl arrd So/J 
0ftHt S I• <.naNt~ 7Ttt .\Nt> ""' Sn., Rm.t..\, ~to. 
D. I' I>Or-.AIHW MAKJ t•: M h.I·.PI.I·. I{ 
M \~;\(..,l.tl l'l i .NC>G"-AI'H l" 
Bank Note Building 
We Specialize in · 
School Annuals 
This Annual is a Sample of Our Work 
Our organization of craftsmen 
is trained to produce the best. 
Modern and thorough equip-
ment furnish the tools to make 
the finished product perfect. 
\Ve produce the best of letter-
press printing, offset litho-
graphing, steel engraving and 
embossing, copper-plate and 
direct-mai l advertising service. 
Union Bank Note Com.pany 
FRANKLll\J D. CRABBS, PRESJI)ENT 
Tenth and Central Kansas City, Mo. 
· .. 
'BURQERIDBAS 
BUILD DISTINCTIVB~R BOOKS 
JRDI:tfS that (!/ijf!JlLr annual a.Oo~ tile arery'C, are the 
rcsul!f.J5oatitsliditg.tlzo1!.{/zl, ::j'Orl il!ld cycrie/lC~ 
We cOttcc/J/f; tmd dcye/:y; tdcas 1/i des !(nil'!£ O/u/ c~fh!ZY... 
ti_!f/Or lite r/y'lnile_;;u_yoseycn/iyCn'?!J_fbur annual 
~Xf.E~CNCE, MASTEit ~fTSMANSHir AND THE fEI\§ONtfL 
COOfEftc1TION IN A BUft<i.EI\. CONTI\ ACT do not add lo tlze..-. 
.Jjtt~e you Po/," bullltey do add maleriai(Y to your 
J!iu.s/u;d ooo~ 
ft_rilc us.fir IDEtfS 
BURGER ENGRAVING CO. 
Bosfon Bld!J, ,Kansas Ci{y. 
.. 
.. 
• 
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• 
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